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Xvii

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Westinghouse Owners Group is evaluating several fluid safety system Technical Specification
Completion Time (CT) changes as part of a larger program considering changes to a number of Technical
Specification CTs. CT extensions are also being considered for a number of AC power systems and
DC power systems, and the containment isolation valves.

The purpose of this WCAP is to provide the technical justification for extending the CTs, also referred to
as the allowed outage times (AOTs), for the following Technical Specification Actions (based on the
Improved Standard Technical Specifications, NUREG-1431, Rev. 2):

* LCO 3.5.2, Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)

Condition A: One or more train(s) inoperable AND at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to
a single OPERABLE ECCS train available

Required Action A.l: Restore train(s) to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days

* LCO 3.6.6, Containment Sprays (or Quench Sprays)

Condition A: One containment spray train inoperable

Required Action A.1: Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days

* LCO 3.7.5, Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

Condition B: One AFW train inoperable

Required Action B. 1: Restore AFW train to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days

* LCO 3.7.7, Component Cooling Water (CCW)

Condition A: One CCW train inoperable

Required Action A.1: Restore CCW train to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days
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* LCO 3.7.8, Service Water (SW)

Condition A: One SW train inoperable

Required Action A.1: Restore SW train to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days

The current CTs are generally insufficient to respond to operability problems and perform preventive
maintenance activities at-power. Although this is a WOG program, plant specific calculations using plant
specific PRA models were required by each utility interested in the specific CT extension being
considered.

The approach used in this program is consistent with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's approach for
using probabilistic risk assessment in risk-informed decisions on plant-specific changes to the current
licensing basis. This approach is discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.174 ("An Approach for Using
Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing
Basis") and Regulatory Guide 1.177 ("An Approach for Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed Decisionmaking:
Technical Specifications"). The approach addresses, as documented in this report, the impact on
defense-in-depth and the impact on safety margins, as well as an evaluation of the impact on risk. The
risk evaluation considers the three-tiered approach as presented by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1. 177.
Tier 1, PRA Capability and Insights, assessed the impact of the proposed CT change on core damage
frequency, incremental conditional core damage probability, large early release frequency, and
incremental conditional large early release probability. Tier 2, Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant
Configurations, considers potential risk-significant plant operating configurations, and Tier 3.
Risk-Informed Plant Configuration Control and Management, will be addressed on a plant specific
basis when the Technical Specification CT change is implemented by each utility consistent with their
Maintenance Rule program.

As part of this program, each utility interested in a specific CT change evaluated the impact of the change
on plant risk following a method developed as part of the program. Plant specific calculations were
required due to the differences between plant designs, component and system reliabilities, and operating
experience. Due to these differences generic analyses are not possible. The strength of the approach used
in these evaluations lies in calculating, on a consistent basis with other plants, the impact of the CT
changes on plant risk for each plant and in the ensuing cross comparisons between the plant specific
results and design. The cross comparisons are required to understand the differences in the results and
provide assurance that the results are reasonable and conclusions valid.

It was concluded from the plant specific evaluations and results supporting this program that a number of
the CT extensions evaluated are acceptable based on:

* A small impact on core damage frequency and large early release frequency

* Acceptable incremental conditional core damage probability and incremental conditional large
early release probability
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* No impact on defense-in-depth

* No impact on safety margins

In addition, these CT extensions will provide the following safety benefits:

* Improved troubleshooting capabilities and additional time to complete troubleshooting to assess
the condition of the failed equipment which will lead to improved personnel safety.

* Improved test and maintenance activities due to the additional time available to complete
maintenance activities.

* Reduced mode transition risk since additional time is available to complete repair activities
at-power.
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1-1

1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this program is to provide the technical justification for extending the Completion Time
(CT), also referred to as the allowed outage time (AOT), for the following Technical Specification
requirements (based on NUREG-1431, Rev. 2):

* LCO 3.5.2, Emergency Core Cooling System

Condition A: One or more ECCS trains inoperable AND at least 100% flow equivalent to a
single OPERABLE ECCS train available

Required Action A.1: Restore train(s) to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

* LCO 3.6.6, Containment (Quench) Spray System

(Applies to Containment Spray and Cooling Systems - Atmospheric and Dual where credit is
taken for iodine removal by the Containment Spray System and to Quench Spray System -
Subatmospheric)

Condition A: One containment spray train inoperable

Required Action A.1: Restore containment/quench spray train to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

* LCO 3.7.5, Auxiliary Feedwater System

(For reasons other than Condition A, i.e., one steam supply to turbine driven AFW pump
inoperable)

Condition B: One AFW train inoperable

Required Action: Restore AFW train to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

* LCO 3.7.7, Component Cooling Water System

Condition A: One CCW train inoperable

Required Action A.1: Restore CCW train to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)
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* LCO 3.7.8, Service Water System

Condition A: One SW train inoperable

Required Action A. 1: Restore SW train to OPERABLE status

CT Change: Increase CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

The current CTs are generally insufficient to respond to operability problems and to perform preventive
maintenance activities at-power.

The approach used in this program is consistent with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC)
approach for using probabilistic risk assessment in risk-informed decisions on plant-specific changes to
the current licensing basis. This approach is discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.174 ("An Approach for
Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the
Licensing Basis," Reference 1) and Regulatory Guide 1.177 ("An Approach for Plant-Specific,
Risk-Informed Decisionmaking: Technical Specifications," Reference 2). The approach addresses, as
documented in this report, the impact on defense-in-depth and the impact on safety margins, as well as an
evaluation of the impact on risk. The risk evaluation considers the three-tiered approach as presented by
the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.177. Tier 1, PRA Capability and Insights, assessed the impact of the
proposed CT change on core damage frequency (CDF), incremental conditional core damage probability
(ICCDP), large early release frequency (LERF), and incremental conditional large early release
probability (ICLERP). Tier 2, Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations, considers potential
risk-significant plant operating configurations and Tier 3, Risk-Informed Plant Configuration Control and
Management, will be addressed on a plant specific basis when the Technical Specification Completion
Time change is implemented by each utility consistent with their Maintenance Rule program.

As part of this program, each utility interested in a specific CT change is required to evaluate the impact
of the change on plant risk following a method developed as part of this program. Plant specific
calculations are required due to the differences between plant designs, component and system reliabilities,
and operating experience. Due to these differences generic analyses are not possible. The strength of the
approach used in these evaluations lies in calculating, on a consistent basis with other plants, the impact
of the CT changes on plant risk for each plant and in the ensuing cross comparisons between the plant
specific results and design. The cross comparisons are required to understand the differences in the
results and provides assurance that the results are reasonable and conclusions valid.

Utilities not evaluating these CT changes at this time can do so at a later time. This will require those
utilities to follow the same approach developed for this program and complete cross comparisons of their
information with that provided for the utilities included in this WCAP, and to submit a License
Amendment Request. This work will need to be completed by each utility at their own expense, but it
does represent a savings to the utility since they will be following an approach reviewed by the NRC, and
the cross comparison infonnation and approach will be available in this WCAP.

WCAP-15957 February 2004
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Plants participating in these evaluations with results included in this WCAP are:

* Callaway Plant (Callaway)
* Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3 (Millstone 3)
* Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units I and 2 (Prairie Island)
* North Anna Power Station, Units I and 2 (North Anna)
* Surry Power Station, Units 1 and 2 (Surry)
* Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2 (Vogtle)

(Note: Throughout this report the plant is referred to by the name in parenthesis.)

The Westinghouse Owners Group is evaluating these changes as part of a larger program considering
changes to a number of Technical Specification CTs. CT extensions are also being considered for a
number of AC power systems, DC power systems, and the containment isolation valves.
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2 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The relevant Technical Specifications for the ECCS, CS, AFW, CCW, and SW from NUREG-143 1,
Rev. 2, "Standard Technical Specifications Westinghouse Plants" follow.
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ECCS - Operating
3.5.2

3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.2 ECCS - Operating

LCO 3.5.2 Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE.

- NOTES-
t1. In MODE 3, both safety injection (SI) pump flow paths may be

isolated by closing the isolation valves for up to 2 hours to perform
pressure isolation valve testing per SR 3.4.14.1.

2. In MODE 3, ECCS pumps may be made incapable of injecting to
support transition into or from the Applicability of LCO 3.4.12, "Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System,' for up to
4 hours or until the temperature of all RCS cold legs exceeds
[375"F] [Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) arming
temperature specified in the PTLR plus [25]0F], whichever comes
first. ]

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more trains A.1 Restore train(s) to 72 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

C. Less than 100% of the C.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
ECCS flow equivalent to
a single OPERABLE
ECCS train available.

WOG STS 3.5.2 - 1 Rev. 2, 04/30/01
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual)
- 3.6.6A

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.6A Containment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual) (Credit taken for
Iodine removal by the Containment Spray System)

LCO 3.6.6A

APPLICABILITY:

Two containment spray trains and [two] containment cooling trains shall
be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2,3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One containment spray A.1 Restore containment spray 72 hours
train inoperable. train to OPERABLE status.

AND

10 days from
discovery of faflure to
meet the LCO

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not AND
met.

B.2 Be In MODE 5. 84 hours

C. One [required] C.1 Restore [required] 7 days
containment cooling train containment cooling train
inoperable. to OPERABLE status. AND

10 days from
discovery of failure to
meet the LCO

D. Two [required] DA1 Restore one [required] 72 hours
containment cooling containment cooling train
trains inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

WOG STS 3.6.6A- 1 Rev. 2, 04130101
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual)
3.6.6A

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition C or D AND
not met.

E.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

F. Two containment spray F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
trains inoperable.

OR

Any combination of three
or more trains
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.6A.1 Verify each containment spray manual, power 31 days
operated, and automatic valve in the flow path that is
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position is
in the correct poshion.

SR 3.6.6A.2 Operate each (required] containment cooling train fan 31 days
unit for 2 15 minutes.

SR 3.6.6A.3 Verify each [required] containment cooling train 31 days
cooling water flow rate is z [700] gpm.

SR 3.6.6A.4 Verify each containment spray pump's developed In accordance
head at the flow test point is greater than or equal to with the Inservice
the required developed head. Testing Program

SR 3.6.6A.5 Verify each automatic containment spray valve In the [1 8] months
flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position, actuates to the correct position
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

WOG STS 3.6.6A - 2 Rev. 2, 04/30/01
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Containment Spray System (Ice Condenser)
3.6.6C

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.6C Containment Spray System (Ice Condenser)

LCO 3.6.6C

APPLICABIUTY:

Two containment spray trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDMON REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One containment spray A.1 Restore containment spray 72 hours
train inoperable. train to OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be In MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be In MODE 5. 84 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.6C.1 Verify each containment spray manual, power 31 days
operated, and automatic valve in the flow path that Is
not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position is
in the correct position.

SR 3.6.6C.2 Verify each containment spray pump's developed In accordance
head at the flow test point is greater than or equal to with the Inservice
the required developed head. Testing Program

SR 3.6.6C.3 Verify each automatic containment spray valve in the [1 8] months
flow path that Is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position, actuates to the correct position
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

WOG STS 3.6.6C - 1 Rev. 2, 04/30101
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OS System (Subatmospheric)
3.6.6D

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.6D Quench Spray (QS) System (Subatmospheric)

LCO 3.6.6D

APPLICABILITY:

Two OS trains shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1,2,3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One OS train inoperable. A.1 Restore QS train to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

8.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.6D.1 Verify each QS manual, power operated, and 31 days
automatic valve in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position is in the
correct position.

SR 3.6.6D.2 Verify each OS pump's developed head at the flow In accordance
test point is greater than or equal to the required with the Inservice
developed head. Testing Program

SR 3.6.6D.3 Verify each QS automatic valve in the flow path that [18] months
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, actuates to the correct position on an actual
or simulated actuation signal.

WOG STS 3.6.6D - 1 Rev. 2, 04/30/01
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AFW System
3.7.5

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System

LCO 3.7.5 [Three] AFW trains shall be OPERABLE.

- NOTE -
[Only one AFW train, which includes a motor driven pump,
Is required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4.]

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3,
MODE 4 when steam generator Is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One steam supply to A.1 Restore affected 7 days
turbine driven AFW equipment to OPERABLE
pump Inoperable. status. AND

OR 10 days from
discovery of failure to

NOTE - meet the LCO
Only applicable If MODE
2 has not been entered
following refueling.

One turbine driven AFW
pump inoperable in
MODE 3 following
refueling.

B. One AFW train B.1 Restore AFW train to 72 hours
Inoperable In MODE 1, 2 OPERABLE status.
or 3 [for reasons other AND
than Condition A].

[10 days from
discovery of failure to
meet the LCO ]

WOG STS 3.7.5-1 Rev. 2, 04130101
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AFW System
3.7.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and CA Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time for Condition A AND
[or B] not met.

C.2 [Be in MODE 4. 118] hours]
[OR

Two AFW trains
inoperable in MODE 1,
2, or 3.

D. [Three] AFW trains D.1
inoperable in MODE 1, - NOTEh-
2, or 3. LCO 3.0.3 and all other

LCO Required Actions
requiring MODE changes
are suspended until
one AFW train is restored
to OPERABLE status.

Initiate action to restore Immediately]
one AFW train to
OPERABLE status.

E. Required AFW train E.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately
inoperable in MODE 4. AFW train to OPERABLE

status.

WOG STS 3.7.5 -2 Rev. 2, 04/30/01
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CCW System
3.7.7

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.7 Component Cooling Water (CCW) System

LCO 3.7.7 Two CCW trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2,3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One CCW train A.1
inoperable. -NOTE.-

Enter applicable
Conditions and Required
Actions of LCO 3.4.6,
"RCS Loops - MODE 4,"
for residual heat removal
loops made inoperable by
CCW.

Restore CCW train to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be In MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not AND
met.

B.2 Be In MODE 5. 36 hours

WOG STS 3.7.7 -1 Rev. 2, 04/30101
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Sws
3.7.8

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.8 Service Water System (SWS)

LCO 3.7.8 Two SWS trains shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SWS train A.1 -

inoperable. - NOTES -
1. Enter applicable and

Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.1, "AC
Sources - Operating,"
for emergency diesel
generator made
inoperable by SWS.

2. Enter applicable
Conditions and
Requirec Actions of
LCO 3.4.6, ARCS
Loops - MODE 4," for
residual heat removal
loops made inoperable
by SWS.

Restore SWS train to 72 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not AND
met.

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

WOG STS 3.7.8 - 1 Rev. 2, 04/30/01
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3 NEED FOR COMPLETION TIME CHANGE

As discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.177 acceptable reasons for requesting Technical Specification
changes fall into one or more of the following categories:

Improvement to operational safety: A change to Technical Specifications can be made due to reductions
in the plant risk or a reduction in the occupational exposure of plant personnel in complying with the
Technical Specification requirements.

Consistency with risk basis in regulatorv requirements: Technical Specifications requirements can be
changed to reflect improved design features in a plant or to reflect equipment reliability improvements
that make a previous requirement unnecessarily stringent or ineffective. Technical Specifications may be
changed to establish consistently based requirements across the industry or across an industry group.

Reduce unnecessary burdens: The change may be requested to reduce unnecessary burdens in complying
with current Technical Specification requirements, based on operating history of the plant or industry in
general. This includes extending completion times 1) that are too short to complete repairs when
components fail with the plant at-power, 2) to complete additional maintenance activities at-power to
reduce plant down time, and 3) to provide increased flexibility to plant operators.

The CT extensions in this WCAP are requested primarily to provide an improvement to operational
safety, reduce unnecessary burdens, and provide a more consistent risk basis in regulatory requirements.
In addition, the assumption that shutting the plant down is the safest course of action is not always valid
but, depending on the component or system of interest, it may be safer.to complete component repairs at
power. For example, the residual heat removal (RHR) system is important for shutdown cooling in
Modes 5 and 6, and the switch from auxiliary feedwater (AFW) for decay heat removal to RHR cooling
in Mode 4 represents an increased risk level due to system alignment changes that could lead to loss of
inventory events. Potential risks associated with plant shutdown need to be considered when determining
an appropriate course of action. Extended CTs enable this shutdown risk to be averted.

With regard to the regulatory basis consistency, a number of plants have modified their operating
practices and improved mitigation system capabilities, and these changes have not yet been reflected in
the Technical Specification requirements related to the time equipment can be out of service. For
example, some utilities have implemented cross-connects between support systems at dual unit sites and
others have implemented backup reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal cooling systems. In addition, more
realistic RCP seal LOCA models currently being developed provide a more realistic assessment of the risk
associated with RCP seal LOCA events. Furthermore, plant operating experience has shown that
initiating event frequencies are now significantly lower than in the past. These improvements in plant
operation and PRA modeling can be credited to provide more realistic or extended CTs while maintaining
plant safety.

These CT extensions are requested since the current Cls are not always adequate to complete preventive
and corrective maintenance activities while at power. Utilities are interested in extending certain CTs to
allow them to complete preventive maintenance activities that are currently performed during shutdown,
during power operation. Often the risk of completing these activities while shutdown is nearly equal to or
greater than the risk of completing these activities while at-power. In other cases extended CTs are
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required in order to complete repair activities while at-power to avoid a plant shutdown and the
accompanying mode change or shutdown risk if the repair is not completed within the CT. Finally, the
extended CTs are expected to improve operational safety with regard to allowing more time to complete
troubleshooting activities. The following discusses the need for each individual CT extension request.

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Completion Time

CT extension will be used primarily for two purposes:

* Avoid the need to shut down the plant to complete repair activities and reduce or eliminate the
need for Notices of Enforcement Discretion (NOED) from the NRC.

* Complete additional planned maintenance activities at-power.

An extended CT would avoid the need to shut down the plant to complete repair activities, reduce or
eliminate the need for NOEDs, reduce personnel exposure to escalated reactor oversite process (ROP)
findings, and allow the completion of additional maintenance activities at power.

Specific examples of repair/maintenance activities that may be performed at power with a 7-day CT
include:

* ECCS pump rotating assembly replacement/repair

* Replacement of relief valve on CCW side of RHR heat exchanger

* Painting of centrifugal charging pump (CCP) endbell internals (estimated to take 4 days due to
epoxy cure time)

* Mechanical seal replacements for ECCS pumps

* ECCS pump motor replacements to meet EQ qualified life restrictions based on pump run times

Extending the CT to 7 days will provide increased flexibility for plant personnel to complete repairs
without having to place the plant through potential unnecessary shutdown transients which can lead to an
increased risk level greater than the incremental at-power risk. This extended CT will also reduce the
need for Requests for Enforcement Discretion submittals and the administrative burden on plant
personnel who prepare this information.

Containment Spray (CS) Completion Time

This CT extension will be used primarily to avoid the need to shut down the plant due to failure to
complete the restoration of a containment spray train to operable status within 72 hours and reduce or
eliminate the need for Notices of Enforcement Discretion (NOED) from the NRC.

An extended CT would provide increased flexibility for plant personnel without having to put the plant
through a potential unnecessary shutdown which can lead to an increased risk level greater than the
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incremental at-power risk. This extended CT will also reduce the need for Enforcement Discretion
submittals and the administrative burden on plant personnel who prepare this information, as well as
reduce the number of actual Enforcement Discretion requests to the NRC.

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) Completion Tume

The primary benefit of obtaining this CT extension is for protection of equipment and personnel safety
immediately following a failure. The current Technical Specifications require that an inoperable AFW
train (three required to be operable) be restored to operable status within 72 hours. An extended CT
would avoid the need to shut down the plant to complete repair activities, reduce or eliminate the need for
NOEDs, reduce potential exposure to escalated ROP findings, and allow the completion of additional
planned maintenance activities at power.

Examples of repair/maintenance activities that may be performed at power with a 7-day CT include:

* Pump or motor replacement

* Inspection of Terry turbine internals (every 3Yd refueling outage, scheduled for 85 hours at
Callaway)

Extending the CT provides increased flexibility for plant personnel to troubleshoot and complete repairs
in a more controlled manner and will enhance equipment and personnel safety. This extension will also
reduce the administrative burden on plant personnel who prepare Requests for Enforcement Discretion
submittals as well as reduce the number of actual Enforcement Discretion requests to the NRC.

Component Cooling Water System (CCW) Completion Time

The primary benefit for obtaining this CT extension is for protection of equipment and personnel safety
immediately following a failure. The current Technical Specifications require that an inoperable CCW
train (two required to be operable) be restored to operable status within 72 hours. An extended CT would
avoid the need to shut down the plant to complete repair activities, reduce or eliminate the need for
NOEDs, reduce potential exposure to escalated ROP findings, and allow the completion of additional
planned maintenance activities at power.

Examples of repair/maintenance activities that may be performed at power with a 7-day CT include:

* Inspect/clean CCW heat exchangers
* Eddy current testing of heat exchanger tubes
* Re-coat tubesheet of heat exchangers
* Motor or pump replacement

Extending the CT provides increased flexibility for plant personnel to troubleshoot and complete repairs
in a more controlled manner and will enhance equipment and personnel safety. This extension will also
reduce the administrative burden on plant personnel who prepare Requests for Enforcement Discretion
submittals as well as reduce the number of actual Enforcement Discretion requests to the NRC.
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Service Water System (SW) Completion Time

The primary benefit from obtaining this CT extension is for protection of equipment and personnel safety
immediately following a failure. The current Technical Specifications require that an inoperable SW train
(two required to be operable) be restored to operable status within 72 hours. An extended CT would
avoid the need to shut down the plant to complete repair activities, reduce or eliminate the need for
NOEDs, reduce potential exposure to escalated ROP findings, and allow the completion of additional
planned maintenance activities at power.

Examples of repair/maintenance activities that my be accommodated with a 7-day CT include:

* SW pump motor replacement overhaul
* SW pump replacementlrepair
* Ultimate heat sink (UHS) fan repairs (depending on significance of repairs)
* 1UHS fan motor repairs (requires a least a 48 hour cure time for grout)
* Selected SW piping replacements as driven by the flow-accelerated corrosion program

During February 2001 one plant had an event where a 20-foot section of tygon hose fell into the
emergency SW pump bay rendering the B train emergency SW inoperable for 132 hours. An extended
CT would have provided the additional time needed to correct the problem.

Extending the CT provides increased flexibility for plant personnel to troubleshoot and complete repairs
in a more controlled manner and will enhance equipment and personnel safety. This extension will also
reduce the administrative burden on plant personnel who prepare Requests for Enforcement Discretion
submittals as well as reduce the number of actual Enforcement Discretion requests to the NRC.
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4 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST

This analysis provides the justification for extending the completion times specified in the Improved
Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Plants (NUREG-1431, Rev. 2) for the following five
Required Actions. The plant specific Technical Specifications being evaluated are discussed in Section 8.

* LCO 3.5.2, Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE - Condition A: One or more trains inoperable
AND at least 100% flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train available

Required Actions A. 1, Restore train(s) to OPERABLE status

Evaluate increasing the CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

* LCO 3.6.6A, Containment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual)(Credit taken for
iodine removal by the Containment Spray System) - Condition A: One containment spray train
inoperable

Required Action A.1, Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status

Evaluate increasing the CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

* LCO 3.6.6B, Containment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual)(Credit not taken
for iodine removal by the Containment Spray System) - Condition A: One containment spray
train inoperable

Required Action A. 1, Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status

Completion time is 7 days (No CT extension to be evaluated)

* LCO 3.6.6C, Containment Spray System (Ice Condenser) - Condition A: One containment spray
train inoperable

Required Action A.1, Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status

Evaluate increasing the CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

* LCO 3.6.6D, Quench Spray System (Subatmospheric) - Condition A: One quench spray train
inoperable

Required Action A.1, Restore quench spray train to OPERABLE status

Evaluate increasing the CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)
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* LCO 3.7.5. Auxiliary Feedwater System - Condition B: One AFW train inoperable in Mode 1, 2.
and 3 (for reasons other than Condition A. that is, one steam supply to turbine driven AFW pump
inoperable)

Required Action B. 1, Restore AFW train to OPERABLE status

Evaluate increasing the CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

* LCO 3.7.7, Component Cooling Water System - Condition A: One CCW train inoperable

Required Action A. 1, Restore CCW train to OPERABLE status

Evaluate increasing the CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)

* LCO 3.7.8, Service Water System - Condition A: One SW train inoperable

Required Action A. 1, Restore SW train to OPERABLE status

Evaluate increasing the CT from 72 hours to 7 days (168 hours)
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5 DESIGN BASIS REQUIREMENTS AND IMPACT

The following discusses the design basis requirements and the impact of the proposed CT extensions on
these requirements for the fluid safety systems. Much of this information is taken from the bases for the
Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Plants (Reference 3):

5.1 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM (ECCS)

The ECCS provides core cooling and negative reactivity to ensure that the reactor core is protected after
the following events:

* Loss of coolant accident (LOCA), coolant leakage greater than the capability of the normal
charging system

* Rod ejection accident

* Loss of secondary coolant accident, including uncontrolled steam release or loss of feedwater

* Steam generator tube rupture (SGTR)

The addition of negative reactivity is designed primarily for the loss of secondary coolant accident where
primary cooldown could add enough positive reactivity to achieve criticality and return to significant
power.

There are three phases of ECCS operation: injection, cold leg recirculation, and hot leg recirculation. In
the injection phase, water is taken from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) and injected into the
reactor coolant system (RCS) through the cold legs. When sufficient water is removed from the RWST to
ensure that enough boron has been added to maintain the reactor subcritical and the containment sumps
have enough water to supply the required net positive suction head to the ECCS pumps, suction is
switched to the containment sump for cold leg recirculation. After an appropriate amount of time, the
ECCS flow is shifted to the hot leg recirculation phase to provide a backflush, which will reduce the
boiling in the top of the core and any resulting boron precipitation.

In the standard 4-loop plant, the ECCS consists of three separate subsystems: centrifugal charging (CC)
(high head), safety injection (SI) (intermediate head), and residual heat removal (RHR) (low head). In
3-loop and 2-loop plants, ECCS typically consists of only the high head or intermediate head subsystem
and a low head subsystem. In some plants, the low head subsystem is separate from the RHR system.

The ECCS flow paths consist of piping, valves, heat exchangers, and pumps such that water from the
RWST can be injected into the RCS following the previously listed accidents. The major components of
each subsystem are the centrifugal charging pumps, the RHR pumps and heat exchangers, and the SI
pumps. Each of the subsystems consists of two 100% capacity trains that are interconnected and
redundant such that either train is capable of supplying 100% of the flow required to mitigate the accident
consequences. This interconnecting and redundant subsystem design provides the operators with the
ability to utilize components from opposite trains to achieve the required 100% flow to the core.
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For LOCAs that are too small to depressurize the RCS below the shutoff head of the SI pumps, the
centrifugal charging pumps supply water until the RCS pressure decreases below the SI pump shutoff
head. During this period, the steam generators (SG) are used to provide part of the core cooling function.
During the recirculation phase, the low head pump suction is transferred to the containment sump. The
low head pumps then typically supply the other ECCS pumps.

The high head or centrifugal charging subsystem also functions to supply borated water to the reactor core
following increased heat removal events, such as a main steamline break (MSLB).

The ECCS subsystems are actuated by an SI signal generated by the engineered safety feature actuation
system part of the reactor protection system.

In the safety analysis, the ECCS is taken credit in the large break LOCA event and small break LOCA
event. The SGTR and MSLB events also credit the high head injection subsystem.

This LCO provides assurance that in Modes 1, 2, and 3, two independent (and redundant) ECCS trains are
available to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is available, assuming a single failure affecting either train.
In addition, individual components within the ECCS trains may be required to mitigate the consequences
of other transients and accidents. An ECCS train consists of a centrifugal charging subsystem, an SI
subsystem, and an RHR subsystem (for a typical 4-loop plant). Each train includes the piping,
instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST
on receipt of a SI signal and transferring suction to the containment sump. In the long-term, the
recirculation path needs to be able to be switched from RCS cold leg to the RCS hot leg.

Required Action A.1:

With one or more trains inoperable and at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single
OPERABLE ECCS train available, the inoperable components must be returned to OPERABLE status
within 72 hours. The 72 hour CT is based on an NRC reliability evaluation (NRC Memorandum to
V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer, "Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Components,"
December 1, 1975) and is a reasonable time for repair of many ECCS components. An ECCS train is
inoperable if it is not capable of delivering design flow to the RCS. Individual components are inoperable
if they are not capable of performing their design function or supporting systems are not available.

The LCO requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independent subsystems. Due to the redundancy or
trains and the diversity of subsystems, the inoperability of one component in a train does not render the
ECCS incapable of performing its function. Neither does the inoperability of two different components.
each in a different train, necessarily result in a loss of function for the ECCS. The intent of this Condition
is to maintain a combination of equipment such that 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single
OPERABLE ECCS train remains available. This allows increased flexibility in plant operations under
circumstances when components in opposite trains are inoperable.

Completion Time Increase Impact on Design Basis Requirements

This completion time change does not impact the design basis requirements of ECCS. The design of the
ECCS is not impacted by this change. The design will continue to provide sufficient capacity, capability,
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redundancy, and reliability to provide core cooling and negative reactivity to ensure the reactor core is
protected against postulated events as required.

5.2 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM (CS)

The containment spray and containment cooling systems provide containment atmosphere cooling to limit
post accident pressure and temperature in containment to less than the design values. Reduction of
containment pressure and the iodine removal capability of the spray reduces the release of fission product
radioactivity from containment to the environment, in the event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA), to
within limits.

The containment spray system consists of two separate trains of equal capacity, each capable of meeting
the design basis. Each train includes a containment spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves, and
piping. Each train is powered from a separate engineered safety features (ESF) bus. Some plants use a
separate containment spray heat exchanger and some use the residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchanger
for cooling. Some use spray pumps alone and others use spray pumps fed by RHR pumps. The RWST
supplies borated water to the system during the injection phase of operation. In the recirculation mode of
operation, containment spray pump suction is transferred from the RWST to the containment sump(s) or
aligned to the RHR pumps, depending on the plant design; and heat is removed from the containment
sump water by the RHR heat exchangers via the component cooling water system or by a containment
spray system heat exchanger, again depending on plant design. Each train provides adequate spray
coverage to meet the system design requirements for containment heat removal.

The containment spray system is actuated automatically by a containment high-3 signal (containment
high-2 signal for subatmospheric containments) or manually from the control room. The injection phase
continues until an RWST low-low level alarm is received which indicates switchover to the containment
sump is required.

The limiting DBAs are the loss of coolant accident and the steamiline break. During a DBA, a minimum
of one containment spray train (and one containment cooling train, for those plants so equipped) are
required to maintain the containment peak pressure and temperature below the design limits. In addition.
one containment spray train is also required to remove iodine from the containment atmosphere. To
ensure that these requirements are met, two containment spray trains are required to be operable.

Each containment spray system typically includes a spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves, piping.
instruments, and controls to ensure an operable flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST on an
ESF actuation signal and automatically transferring suction to the containment sump. Some plants use a
containment spray heat exchanger instead on the RHR heat exchanger for cooling.

Required Action A.1:

With one containment spray train inoperable, the inoperable containment spray train must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 72-hours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE spray (and cooling)
train(s) are adequate to perform the iodine removal and containment cooling functions. Per the Bases, the
72-hour CT takes into account the redundant heat removal capability afforded by the Containment Spray
System, reasonable time for repairs, and low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.
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Completion Time Increase Impact on Design Basis Requirements

This completion time change does not impact the design basis requirements of CS. The design of the CS

is not impacted by this change. The design will continue to provide containment atmosphere cooling to

limit post accident pressure and temperature in containment to less than design values. Also. reduction of

containment pressure and the iodine removal capability of the spray that reduces the release of fission

product radioactivity from containment to the environment in the event of a Design Basis Accident

(DBA) to within limits will not be altered.

5.3 AUXILIARY FEEDNVATER SYSTEM (AFW)

The AFW system automatically supplies feedwater to the steam generators (SGs) to remove decay heat

from the reactor coolant system on loss of normal feedwater supply. The AFWV pumps take suction

through separate and independent suction lines from the condensate storage tank and pump to the SG

secondary side. The SG functions as a heat sink for core decay heat. The heat load is dissipated to the

atmosphere by releasing steam from the SGs via the mainsteam safety valves, atmospheric dump valves,

or SG PORVs. If available, the main condenser can also be used.

A typical AFW system consists of two motor-driven (MD) pumps and one steam turbine-driven (TD)

pump configured into three trains. Each MD pump provides 100% of the AFlW flow capacity and the TD

pump provides 200% of the required capacity to the SGs. Each MD pump is powered from an

independent Class IE power supply and feeds two SGs. The TD pump receives steam from two main

steamlines and each steamline will provide 100% of the TD pump requirements. The TD pump feeds all

four SGs and uses DC powered control valves. One TD pump is sufficient to remove decay heat and cool

the unit to residual heat removal entry conditions. The AFW system actuates automatically on SG water

level low-low, loss of offsite power, safety injection, and trip of all main feedwater pumps. An AMSAC

(anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) mitigating system actuation circuitry) signal will also

actuate the AFW system as will an operator action from the control room.

This LCO provides assurance that the AFW system will perform its design safety function to mitigate the

consequences of accidents that could result in overpressurization of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

In this case, three independent AFW pumps in three trains are required to be OPERABLE to ensure ihe

availability of residual heat removal capability for all events accompanied by a loss of offsite power and a

single failure. The AFW system is considered OPERABLE when the components and flow paths

required to provide redundant AlFW flow to the SGs are OPERABLE. This requires that the two MD

AF7W pumps be OPERABLE in two diverse paths, each supplying AFWV to separate SGs. The TD AF\V

pump is required to be OPERABLE with redundant steam supplies from each of two main steam lines

upstream of the MSIVs. and shall be capable of supplying AFW to any of the SGs. The piping. valves,

instrumentation, and controls in the required flow paths are also required to be OPERABLE.

Required Action B.1:

With one of the required AFW trains (pump or flow path) inoperable in Modes 1. 2. or 3 (for reasons

others than Condition A). action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This

condition includes the loss of two steam supply lines to the TD AFW pump. Per the Technical

Specification Bases, the 72 hour Completion Time (or AOT) is reasonable, based on redundant
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capabilities afforded by the AFW system, time needed for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this time period.

Completion Time Increase Impact on Design Basis Requirements

This completion time change does not impact the design basis requirements of AFW. The design of the
AFW is not impacted by this change. The design will continue to provide sufficient capacity, capability,
redundancy, and reliability to maintain core decay heat removal.

5.4 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM (CCW)

The CCW system provides a heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from safety related
components during a-design basis accident or transient. During normal operation, the CCW system also
provides this function for various nonessential components, as well as for the spent fuel storage pool. The
CCW system serves as a barrier to the release of radioactive byproducts between potentially radioactive
systems and the service water system, and therefore, the environment.

A typical CCW system is arranged as two independent, full capacity cooling loops, and has isolable
nonsafety related components. Each safety related train includes a full capacity pump, surge tank, heat
exchanger, piping, valves, and instrumentation. At some plants a swing pump is available that can replace
the pump in either train for maintenance activities. Each safety related train is powered from a separate
bus. An open surge tank in the system provides pump trip protective functions to ensure that sufficient
net positive head is available. One of the two trains is normally running providing cooling to the
nonessential loads. In response to an accident, the pump in each train is automatically started on a safety
injection signal, if not already operating, and all nonessential components are isolated. The essential heat
loads provided cooling for accident mitigation are the residual heat removal (RHR) pumps and heat
exchangers. The nonessential heat loads typically include:

* Reactor coolant pump (RCP) thermal barrier heat exchangers
* RCP bearing oil coolers
* Excess letdown heat exchanger
* Reactor coolant drain tank heat exchanger
* Letdown heat exchanger
* Seal water heat exchanger
* Spent fuel pool heat exchangers

This LCO provides assurance that the CCW system will perform its design safety function. In the event
of a design basis accident, one CCW train is required to provide the heat removal capability assumed in
the safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies cooling water. To ensure this requirement is met,
two trains of CCW must be OPERABLE since a single failure is assumed to disable one train. A CCW
train is considered OPERABLE when:

* The pump and associated surge tank are OPERABLE

* The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger, and instrumentation and controls required to
perform the safety related function are OPERABLE.
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Required Action A.1:

If one CCW train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore it to OPERABLE status within 72 hours.
In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE CCW train is adequate to perform the heat removal
function. Per the Technical Specification Bases, the 72-hour Completion Time (or AOT) is reasonable,
based on redundant capabilities afforded by the operable train and the low probability of a DBA occurring
during this time period.

Completion Time Increase Impact on Design Basis Requirements

This completion time change does not impact the design basis requirements of the CCW system. The
design of the CCW system is not impacted by this change. The design will continue to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to provide the required heat removal requirements.

5.5 SERVICE NVATER SYSTEM (SW)

The SW system provides a heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from safety related
components during a design basis accident or transient. During normal operation. and a normal
shutdown, the SW system also provides this function for various safety related and nonsafety related
components. At some plants the essential SW system is a part of the SW system and during an accident
the nonessential loads are isolated.

A typical SW system, but not all SW systems, is arranged as two independent, full capacity. safety related.
cooling water trains, with isolable nonsafety related components. Each train includes at least one 100%)(,
capacity pump, a CCW heat exchanger, piping, valving, and instrumentation. At some plants a swing
pump is available that can replace the pump in either train for maintenance activities and at other plants
there are two 50% capacity pumps in each train. Other plants have alternate designs. Each safety related
train is powered from a separate bus. Depending on the plant, one or both of the SW trains are normally
running providing cooling to the nonessential loads. In response to an accident, the SW system is
automatically started on a safety injection signal, if not already operating, and all nonessential
components are isolated. The primary safety related function of the SW system is removal of decay heat
from the reactor via the CCW system. The typical heat loads provided cooling for accident mitigation
are:

* CCW heat exchangers
* Emergency diesel generators
* Containment fan coolers
* Room ventilation and cooling

Service water is also a backup source of water for the AFW system.
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This LCO provides assurance that the SW system will perform its design safety function. In the event of
a design basis accident, one SW train is required to provide the heat removal capability assumed in the
safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies cooling water. To ensure this requirement is met, two
trains of SW must be OPERABLE since a single failure is assumed to disable one train. A SW train is
considered OPERABLE when:

* The pump is OPERABLE

* The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger, and instrumentation and controls required to
perform the safety related function are OPERABLE.

Required Action A.1:

If one SW train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this
condition, the remaining OPERABLE SW train is adequate to perform the heat removal function. Per the
Technical Specification Bases, the 72-hour Completion Time (or AOT) is based on redundant capabilities
afforded by the operable train and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period.

Completion Time Increase Impact on Design Basis Requirements

This completion time change does not impact the design basis requirements of the SW system. The
design of the SW system is not impacted by this change. The design will continue to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to provide the required heat removal requirements.
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6 SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

The following provides descriptions of the emergency core cooling system, containment spray system,
auxiliary feedwater system, component cooling water system, and service water system for each of the
plants participating in the CT extensions. This includes system descriptions for the following plants:

Emergency Core Cooling System

* Callaway
* Millstone 3
* North Anna
* Surry
* Vogtle

Containment Spray System

* Millstone 3
* North Anna
* Prairie Island
* Surry
* Vogtle

Auxiliary Feedwater System

* Callaway
* Millstone 3
* North Anna
* Surry
* Vogtle

Component Cooling Water System

* Surry
* Vogtle

Service Water system

* North Anna
* Vogtle
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6.1 ENIERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEiM

Callaway Plant

The ECCS consists of two independent trains. Each train includes three subsystems; the centrifugal
charging, safety injection. and RHR subsystems. System diagrams for these are shown as Figures 6. I.A
through 6.1 .K.

The high pressure injection subsystem is shown on Figures 6. .A and 6. 1.B and consists of two charging
pumps with supply from the RWST. High pressure recirculation is shown in Figures 6. I.C and 6. 1LD and
uses the same two pumps with the pumps taking feed from the RHR system. In both alignments the
pumps inject to RCS cold legs 1, 2, 3. and 4.

The safety injection (intermediate pressure) subsystem is shown on Figures 6.1 .E and 6.1 .F and consists
of two safety injection pumps with supply from the RWST. Intermediate pressure recirculation is shown
in Figures 6. I.G and 6.1 .H and uses the same pumps as the injection phase with tile pumps taking feed
from the RHR system. In both alignments the pumps inject to RCS cold legs 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The RHR injection (low head) subsystem is shown in Figure 6.1.1 and consists of two RHR pumps with
supply from the RNVST. Low pressure recirculation is shown in Figure 6.1 .J and takes suction from the
containment sump. The RHR heat exchangers, one in each train, are cooled by the CCW system. In both
alignments the pumps inject to the RCS cold legs 1, 2, 3. and 4.

RHR long-term cooldown is shown in Figure 6. I.K. This uses the same pumps, valves, and piping as the
RHR cold leg injection and RHR cold leg recirculation. Supply is from the RCS hot legs I and 4 with
flow returning to cold legs 1. 2, 3. and 4.

Millstone 3 Plant

The ECCS consists of two independent subsystems. Each subsystem includes a centrifugal charging
pump. a safety injection pump, a RHR heat exchanger, a RHR pump, a containment recirculation heat
exchanger, and a containment recirculation pump. The ECCS system is shown in Figures 6. I.L, 6.1 .M.
and 6. I.N.

The charging system is a two train system that is comprised of three pump trains. One of the pump trains
is an installed spare that can be manually aligned to either train. The charging pumps deliver flow from
tile RWST to the RCS cold legs at the prevailing RCS pressure during injection. During recirculation,
suction is manually aligned to the discharge of the containment recirculation pumps. The SI pumps also
deliver flow from the RWVST to the RCS cold legs during injection and during recirculation, suction is
manually aligned to the discharge of the containment recirculation pumps. In addition, the RHR pumps
deliver flow from the R\VST to the RCS cold legs for injection, but are not used for recirculation.

The four containment recirculation pumps are used during tile recirculation phase. These pumps take
suction from the containment sump with two pumps providing flow to the SI and charging pumps and all
four pumps providing flow to the containment recirculation spray headers. If the SI and charging pumps
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fail, the pumps can be aligned to provide flow to the RCS via the cold legs. Containment recirculation
coolers, one for each pump, are provided to remove heat from the sump.

North Anna Plant

The ECCS consists of two separate subsystems: the high head safety injection (HHSI) subsystem and the
low head safety injection (LHSI) subsystem. Each subsystem consists of two redundant, 100% capacity
trains. System diagrams are shown on Figures 6.1.0 and 6.1.P. The HHSI subsystem consists of three
charging pumps providing flow to normal charging, cold legs, hot legs, and seal injection. HHSI pump C
is a swing pump that can be powered from either safety bus, but needs to be started manually. In addition,
there is a unit-to-unit crosstie between the HHSI systems. For injection, these pumps take flow from the
RWST. The LHSI system consists of two 100% capacity trains, with one LHSI pump per train, providing
flow to the cold legs or hot legs. For injection, these pumps also take flow from the RWST.

During cold leg and hot leg recirculation phase, the LHSI pump suction is transferred to the containment
sump. The LHSI pumps then supply flow to the HHSI pumps.

Surry Plant

The ECCS consists of two separate subsystems: high head safety injection and low head safety injection.
Each subsystem consists of two redundant, 100% capacity trains. System diagrams are shown on
Figures 6.1.Q and 6.1.R. The HHSI consists of three charging pumps providing flow to normal charging,
cold legs, hot legs, and seal injection. HHSI pump C is a swing pump that can be powered from either
safety bus, but needs to be started manually. For injection, these pumps take flow from the RWST. The
LHSI consists of two 100% capacity trains, with one pump per train, providing flow to the cold legs or
hot legs. For injection, these pumps also take flow from the RWST. There are connections provided
to/from the other unit's charging systems and from the other unit's RWST should this be required.

During either cold leg or hot leg recirculation phase, the LHSI pump suction is transferred to the
containment sump. The LHSI pumps then supply flow to the HHSI pumps.

Vogtlc Plant

The ECCS consists of three subsystems: the RHR subsystem, the safety injection (SI) subsystem, and the
centrifugal charging pump (CCP) subsystem. There are two trains of ECCS components with each train
capable of delivering 100% of the required flow. The three ECCS subsystems all take suction from the
RWST.

The RHR subsystem consists of two identical 100% capacity trains as shown on Figure 6.1.S. Each train
consists of a pump, heat exchanger, valves, and associated piping instrumentation, and controls. The two
RHR pumps start automatically on a SI signal or manual actuation. Injection is through the RHR heat
exchanger and into the RCS cold legs. This subsystem is also used for low pressure and high pressure
recirculation cooling where the RHR pumps suction is automatically aligned to the containment sump on
low-low RWST level coincident with SI signal. For high pressure recirculation, the RHR discharge from
the heat exchangers is manually aligned to the suction of the CCPs and SI pumps.
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The SI subsystem consists of two trains of intermediate pressure pumps, valves, and piping that directs
flow to each RCS cold leg as shown on Figure 6. I.T. This standby system provides intermediate pressure
injection. Additional flow paths permit recirculation flow to the hot legs. The pumps are started on an SI
signal. The SI pump suction can be manually aligned to the discharge of the RHR pumps for high
pressure recirculation.

The CCP subsystem provides high pressure injection via two pumps trains as shown on Figure 6. I.U.
One pump normally operates during power operation providing makeup and RCP seal injection flow,
taking suction on the volume control tank. On a SI signal, the standby pump is started, the volume
control tank is isolated, the suction of both pumps is realigned to the RWST, and the injection lines to the
RCS are opened. The CCP's suction can be manually aligned to the discharge of the RHR pumps for high
pressure recirculation.

6.2 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTENI

Millstone 3 Plant

The containment spray system consists of two systems: quench spray and containment recirculation spray
shown in Figures 6.2.A and 6.1 .M. respectively.

The quench spray consists of two separate and redundant trains of equal capacity, each capable of meeting
the design basis. Each train includes a quench spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves, and piping.
The RWST supplies water to the system during the injection phase of operation.

During the recirculation mode of operation, the four containment recirculation spray pumps take suction
from the containment sumps. Two of the four containment recirculation pumps will also provide flow to
the suction of the SI and charging pumps to support the ECCS function. Heat is removed from the
containment sump water via the containment recirculation coolers. The recirculation spray (RS) system
consists of two separate trains of equal capacity, each capable of meeting the design basis. Each train
consists of two approximately 50% capacity containment recirculation pumps, two containment
recirculation coolers, and one containment recirculation spray header plus associated nozzles, valves, and
piping.

North Anna Plant

This containment spray (or quench spray) system consists of two systems: quench spray and recirculation
spray (RS) shown in Figures 6.2.B and 6.2.C.

The quench spray consists of two separate and redundant trains of equal capacity, each capable of meeting
the design basis. Each train includes a quench spray pump. spray headers. nozzles, valves, and piping.
The RNW'ST supplies water to the system during the injection phase of operation.

During the recirculation mode of operation, the recirculation spray is used and the water supply is taken
from the containment sumps. Heat is removed from the containment sump water by the recirculation
coolers. The RS system consists of two separate trains of equal capacity, each capable of meeting the
design basis. Each train includes one RS subsystem outside containment and one RS subsystem inside
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containment. Each subsystem consists of one approximately 50% caphciiy spray pump, one spray cooler,
and one 180° coverage spray plus associated nozzles, valves, and piping. Two casing coolant pumps and
the common casing cooling tank are designed to increase the net positive suction head available to the
outside RS pumps. The casing cooling pumps are considered part of the outside RS subsystem.

Prairie Island Plant

The containment spray system consists of two independent, 100 capacity trains as shown in Figure 6.2.D.
Each train contains a containment spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves and piping. The RWST
supplies borated water to the CS system during the injection phase of event mitigation. The CS system
delivers a borated water-sodium hydroxide mixture to its associated spray ring headers in the containment
dome. The injection phase is terminated when the containment pressure is reduced to less than 20 psig or
an RWST level low-low alarm is received. There is no spray recirculation phase.

Surry Plant

This containment spray (or quench spray) system consists of two systems: Quench spray and
recirculation spray shown in Figures 6.2.E and 6.2.F.

The quench spray consists of two separate and redundant 100% capacity trains, each capable of meeting
the design basis. Each train includes a quench spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves, and piping.
The RWST supplies water to the system during the injection phase of operation.

During the recirculation mode of operation, the recirculation spray is used and the water supply is taken
from the containment sumps and the heat is removed from the containment sump water by the
recirculation coolers. The RS system consists of two separate trains of equal capacity, each capable of
meeting the design bases. Each train includes one RS subsystem outside containment and one RS
subsystem inside containment. Each subsystem consists of one spray pump. one spray cooler, and one
spray header plus associated nozzles, valves, and instrumentation.

Vogtle Plant

The containment spray system consists of two separate 100% capacity trains as shown on Figure 6.2.G
Each train consists of a pump, three spray ring headers and nozzles, a spray additive eductor taking
suction from the common spray additive tank, containment recirculation sump screens, valve, piping,
instrumentation, and controls. During the injection phase the spray systems draws from the RWST.
Manual switchover to the containment recirculation sumps is required after an RWST low-low level
alarm.

6.3 AUXILIARY FEEDNVATER SYSTEM

Callaway Plant

The AFWV system, as shown in Figure 6.3.A, consists of two motor-driven pumps and one turbine-driven
pump. Each MD pump is a 100% flow pump and supplies feedwater to two SGs. The TD pump is a
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200% flow pump and supplies flow to all four SGs. All pumps take suction from the condensate storage
tank (CST). The emergency service water system serves as a backup to the CST.

Millstone 3 Plant

The AFWV system, as shown in Figure 6.3.B, consists of two motor-driven pumps and one turbine-driven
pump. Each MD pump is a 100% How pump and supplies feedwater to two SGs. The TD pump is a
200% flow pump and supplies flow to all four SGs. All pumps take suction from the demineralized water
storage tank (DWST). The CST serves as a backup to the DWST.

North Anna Plant

This AFV system consists of two motor-driven pumps and one steam turbine-driven pump configured
into three trains shown in Figure 6.3.C. Each pump takes suction from the emergency CST and each
pump normally provides AFW to one SG The TD pump receives steam from three main steam lines.

Surry Plant

This AFW system consists of two motor-driven pumps and one steam turbine-driven pump configured
into three trains shown in Figure 6.3.D. Each pump takes suction from the CST and provides AFW to all
three SGs. The TD pump receives steam from three main steam lines. Twvo AFW booster pumps take
suction from an emergency condensate make-up tank providing an alternate supply to tile two MD and
one TD pumps. Design basis cross-connects are provided between the Surry units such that an AFW
pump on either unit can supply the SG on the other unit.

Vogtle Plant

The AFW system for each unit is shown on Figures 6.3.E and 6.3.F. The system consists of three trains.
Trains A and B each have a motor-driven pump which has the capacity to remove 100%7o of the decay heat.
Train A feeds steam generators I and 4 and train B feeds steam generators 2 and 3. Train C contains a
turbine-driven pump that feeds all four steam generators and has twice the capacity of the motor-driven
pumps. All three AFWV pumps take suction from the CSTs. The pumps are normally aligned to CST I
and can be manually aligned to CST 2. The turbine-driven pump receives steam from tile main
steanilines of steam generators I and 2.

6.4 COMPONENT COOLING VWVTER SYSTENI

Surrv Plant

The component cooling water system is a shared system common to both units. It consists of
four motor-driven pumps configured into two trains as shown in Figures 6.4.A through 6.4.D. Each
train (independent and full capacity) includes two pumps. valves. two heat exchangers. and piping. The
CCWV system is a closed cycle system. The pumps take suction from the return line header. The pumps.
arranged in parallel. discharge to a common header that feeds the two CCW heat exchangers also

WCAP- 15957 February 2004
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arranged in parallel. The discharge from the heat exchangers is delivered to two supply headers which in
turn feed the heat loads and then is returned to the pump suction headers. The heat loads include:

* Residual heat removal heat exchangers
* Residual heat removal pumps
* RCS pump thermal barriers
* Containment instrument air heat exchangers

One train is normally running providing cooling to nonessential loads. In response to an accident, each
train is automatically started on a safety injection signal, if not already operating, and all nonessential
components are isolated.

Vogtle Plant

The component cooling water system is shown on Figures 6.4.E and 6.4.F. This system consists of
two redundant trains. Each train includes three 50% capacity pumps, a heat exchanger, a surge tank, a
chemical addition tank, and associated piping, valves, and instrumentation. Two pumps on one train are
running during normal at-power plant operation, and the third pump will start automatically on low
discharge header pressure. Only one train is required for accident mitigation. The CCW system is a
closed loop system.

Heat loads on the CCW system include:

* Residual heat removal heat exchangers
* Residual heat removal pumps
* Spent fuel pool heat exchangers

6.5 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

North Anna Plant

The SW system is common to Units 1 and 2 and is designed for the simultaneous operation of various
subsystems and component of both units. The source of water supply is the SW reservoir. The SW
system, shown on Figure 6.5.A, consists of two loops and components that can be aligned to operate on
either loop. There are four main SW pumps take suction from the SW reservoir, supply various
components through the supply headers, and return to the SW reservoir through the return headers. Eight
spray arrays are available to provide cooling to the service water, as well as two winter bypass lines.
During design basis LOCA concurrent with loss of offsite power, one SW loop will provide sufficient
cooling to supply post-LOCA loads on one unit, and shutdown and cooldown loads on the other unit.

Additionally, there are two auxiliary SW pumps which can take suction on the Lake Anna and discharge
to the supply header. This is strictly a backup to the normal arrangement.
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Vogtle

The nuclear service cooling water (NSCW) system removes heat from a number of systems and transfers
it to the ultimate heat sink. The NSCW system in shown on Figures 6.5.B and 6.5.C. This system
consists of two redundant, full capacity flow trains comprised on towers, pumps, piping, and valves for
each unit. Each train has three pumps for circulating cooling water through the supply headers, cooled
equipment and coolers, and back to the cooling tower. Normally two pumps are running and the third
pump is in standby. Each train is also provided with basin transfer pumps which transfer water between
the basins of the ultimate heat sinks.

The NSCW system provides cooling water for:

* Containment cooling units
* Emergency DG jacket water coolers
* Component cooling water
* Auxiliary component cooling water
* Essential chilled water system chiller packages
* Various ESF pump coolers
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Figure 6.1.A Callaway Plant ECCS High Pressure Charging - Injection Phase
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Figure 6.1.E Callavay Plant ECCS Sarety Injection - Injection Phase
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Figure 6.1.1 Callaway Plant ECCS RHR - Injection Phase
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Figure 6.1.1' VugtIe Plant Intermediate Pressure SI System
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Figure 6.2.C North Anna Plant Recirculation Spray System
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Figure 6.2.(G Vogtle Plant Containment Spray System
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Figure 6.3.A Callaway Plant AFW System
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Figure 6.3.E Vogtle Plant AFW System
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Figure 6.3.F NVogtle Planit AFW System
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Figure 6.5.11 VogtIe Plant Nuclear Service Cooling Water System
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Figure 6.5.C Vogtle Plant Nuclear Service Cooling Water System
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7 IMPACT ON DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH AND SAFETY MARGINS

In addition to discussing the impact of the changes on plant risk, as presented in Section 8, the traditional
engineering considerations need to be addressed. These include defense-in-depth and safety margins.
The fundamental safety principles on which the plant design is based cannot be compromised. Design
basis accidents are used to develop the plant design. These are a combination of postulated challenges
and failure events that are used in the plant design to demonstrate safe plant response. Defense-in-depth,
the single failure criteria, and adequate safety margins may be impacted by the proposed change and
consideration needs to be given to these elements.

7.1 IMPACT ON DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH

The proposed change'needs to meet the defense-in-depth principle consisting of a number of elements.
These elements and the impact of the proposed change on each follow:

* A reasonable balance among prevention of core damage, prevention of containment failure, and
consequence mitigation is preserved.

The proposed CT changes to the fluid safety systems have only a small calculated impact on CDF
and LERF as discussed in Section 8. These changes do not degrade core damage prevention and
compensate with improved containment integrity nor do these changes degrade containment
integrity and compensate with improved core damage prevention. The balance between
prevention of core damage and prevention of containment failure is maintained. Consequence
mitigation remains unaffected by the proposed changes. Furthermore, no new accident or
transients are introduced with the requested change and the likelihood of most accidents or
transients is not impacted. The loss of service water and loss of component cooling water events
may show a small increase in frequency due to the increased time one train may be unavailable.
This increase is expected to be small and the impact on CDF and LERF is acceptable as
demonstrated in Section 8. Some activities previously performed while shut down may now be
performed on the fluid systems while at power, but these will not lead to new transient events.
Conversely, increased CTs have the potential to lead to a reduction in the likelihood of transients
or accidents caused by maintenance or tests. The additional time to complete these activities
provides an atmosphere more conducive to successfully completing repair and test activities
without inducing a plant event, and also conducive to reducing system re-alignment and
re-assembly errors. These remain unquantified benefits of the CT changes.

* Over-reliance on programmatic activities to compensate for weaknesses in plant design.

The plant design will not be changed with these proposed changes. All safety systems, including
the fluid safety systems, will still function in the same manner with the same reliability, and there
will be no additional reliance on additional systems, procedures, or operator actions. The
calculated risk increase for the CT changes is very small and additional control processes are not
required to compensate for any risk increase.
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* System redundancy, independence, and diversity are maintained commensurate with the expected
frequency and consequences of challenges to the system.

There is no impact on the redundancy, independence, or diversity of the fluid safety systems of
interest or on the ability of the plant to respond to events with diverse systems. The fluid safety
systems are diverse and redundant and will remain so. These fluid safety systems are reliable
systems and will remain so after the these proposed changes are implemented.

* Defenses against potential common cause failures are maintained and the potential for
introduction of new common cause failure mechanisms is assessed.

Defenses against common cause failures are maintained. The extensions requested are not
sufficiently long to expect new common cause failure mechanisms to arise. In addition, the
operating environment for these components remains the same so, again, new common cause
failures modes are not expected. In addition, backup systems are not impacted by these changes
and no new common cause links between the primary and backup systems are introduced.
Therefore, no new potential common cause failure mechanisms have been introduced by these CT
extensions.

* Independence of barriers is not degraded.

The barriers protecting the public and the independence of these barriers are maintained. With
the extended CTs it is not expected that utilities will have multiple systems out of service
simultaneously that could lead to degradation of these barriers and an increase in risk to the
public. In addition, the extended CT does not provide a mechanism that degrades the
independence of the barriers; fuel cladding, reactor coolant system, and containment.

* Defenses against human errors are maintained.

No new operator actions related to the CT extension are required to maintain plant safety. No
additional operating, maintenance, or test procedures have been introduced or modified due to
these changes. Some new activities may be performed on the fluid safety systems while at power.
but these are not expected to introduce additional human errors or increase the frequency of
human errors. The increase in CTs provides additional time to complete troubleshooting and test
and repair activities which will lead to improved operator and maintenance personnel
performance resulting in reduced system re-alignment and re-assembly errors.

7.2 IMPACT ON SAFETY MARGINS

The safety analysis acceptance criteria stated in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) is not impacted
by these changes. Redundancy and diversity of the fluid safety systems will be maintained. The proposed
changes will not allow plant operation in a configuration outside the design basis. All fluid safety system
requirements credited in the accident analysis will remain the same.
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8 ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT ON RISK

This section presents the analysis and assumptions used to determine the impact on plant risk of the
increased CTs specified in Section 4. This section addresses the three tiered approach in the evaluation of
risk-informed Technical Specification changes. The three tiered approach is defined in Regulatory
Guide 1.177. The first tier, discussed in Sections 8.1 to 8.8, addresses PSA insights and includes the risk
analyses and sensitivity analyses to support the CT changes. The second tier, which addresses avoidance
of risk-significant plant configurations (see Section 8.9), is not addressed in detail in this report, but will
be addressed by each utility in their plant specific License Amendment Request for this CT change. The
third tier, which addresses risk-informed plant configuration control and management (see Section 8.10),
is covered by each utility's Maintenance Rule Program.

8.1 TIER 1: APPROACH TO THE EVALUATION

In Tier 1, the impact of the CT change on core damage frequency (CDF), incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP), large early release frequency (LERF), and incremental conditional large
early release probability (ICLERP) is determined. ICCDP and ICLERP are defined as:

* ICCDP = [(conditional CDF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline CDF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] X (duration of single AOT under consideration)

* ICLERP = [(conditional LERF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline LERF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] X (duration of single AOT under consideration)

Plant specific risk analysis is required to evaluate the impact of the CT changes on plant risk being
considered in this program due to differences in plant designs and operating history at the plants. A
process was developed to use plant specific PRA models following a predefined methodology. This
approach ensures that each participating utility completes the risk analysis on a consistent basis and direct
comparisons between plant specific results are valid. The general approach used in this program includes
ten basic steps. These are:

Step 1: Identify the Technical Specification CT Improvement
Step 2: Determine the Impact on Plant Safety
Step 3: Identify the Impact of the Change on the Plant PRA Model
Step 4: Modify the Plant PRA Model and CT Related Parameters
Step 5: Identify the Risk Measures
Step 6: Quantify the Plant PRA Model
Step 7: Preliminary Results Collection and Discussion
Step 8: Final Results Collection and Review
Step 9: Identify Change Requests
Step 10: Documentation

Details of each step are further discussed in Appendix C.

There are three key parts to this process to ensure the analyses are done on a consistent basis between
utilities. These are: 1) define the specific analysis requirements, 2) complete plant specific evaluations
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following the defined specific analysis requirements, and 3) review of the plant specific results. These are
discussed in detail in the following sections.

Define Specific Model and Analysis Requirements

The specific modeling requirements for the plant PRA models for each CT extension being evaluated are
defined in this part of the process as well as the calculations that are required to be completed. This
includes identifying the impact of the CT change on the model and the appropriate modeling for
maintenance and test activities with and without the CT extension. Also included is a review of the PRA
model with regard to the system of interest to ensure it properly models the system in plant operation and
event mitigation, and to ensure the correct failure modes for the system are included. Consideration also
needs to be given to the use of plant specific as opposed to generic data. A critical piece of the evaluation
is defining the approach for determining the impact of the CT change on system andlor component test
and maintenance unavailability.

Complete the Plant Specific Evaluations Following the Defined Specific Analysis Requirements

In this part of the evaluation the utility is required to modify their plant specific PRA model to be
consistent with the specific model and analysis requirements previously defined, and complete the
required analysis to determine the impact of the CT changes on the relevant risk parameters. This could
include changes in the areas of:

* Plant response tree (event tree) modeling
* System unavailability modeling
* Component reliability
* Test and maintenance unavailabilities

The impact of the CT changes on test and maintenance unavailabilities are a critical area of the analysis.
The primary changes in the evaluation are the test and maintenance unavailabilities to reflect the longer
CTs. As previously noted, the longer CTs allow utilities to perform additional test and maintenance
activities at power or take more time to complete current at-power activities. It is necessary to reflect
these changes in the test and maintenance unavailabilities used in the plant specific PRA models.
Regulatory Guide 1.177 (Section 2.3.3.1) provides the following direction:

"Changes to the component unavailability modelfor test downtime and maintenance downtime
should be based on a realistic estimate of expected surveillance and maintenance practices after
the TS change is approved and implemented, e.g., how often the AOTis expected to be enteredfor
pre-planned maintenance or surveillance.

The component unavailability model for test downtime and maintenance downtimne should be
based on plant-specific or industry-wide operating experience, or both, as appropriate."

To be consistent with the Regulatory Guide, an approach to use realistic test and maintenance times with
the extended CT was developed instead of assuming that the full CT will always be used. In short, utility
personnel need to identify how the longer CTs will be used. The extended CT could be used to allow
additional time to complete repair activities or to move scheduled maintenance activities that are currently
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completed while the plant is shutdown to power operation. Details of this are provided and discussed in
the Step 4 of the general process for evaluating the safety impact of changes to completion times (see
Appendix C).

Review of Plant Specific Results

The results for the utility plant specific evaluations are collected, reviewed, evaluated, and discussed.
This part of the process provides assurance that the plant models and analyses are completed consistent
with each other and that they meet the previously defined analysis requirements. If significant differences
between analyses do exist, utilities complete additional plant specific quantifications or sensitivity
evaluations to determine the importance of the differences. This step ensures that the plant models and
results are consistent. In those cases where differences do exist, the differences and the impact of these
differences on the results are understood.

Based on the general approach developed for assessing the impact of Completion Time changes on plant
risk, specific requirements were developed for each specific CT being considered. The five CT
extensions listed in Section 4 are included in this WCAP. Appendices D, E, F, G and H contain the
detailed evaluation process for each of these CT extensions. The results for each are discussed in
Sections 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6.

8.2 ECCS: TECH. SPEC. 3.5.2, RESTORE TRAIN(S) TO OPERABLE STATUS

Condition A of Tech. Spec. 3.5.2 of NUREG-143 1, Rev. 2 defines the requirements for the ECCS
operability. Required Action A. 1 requires restoring the ECCS train(s) to operable status with a CT of
72 hours. The following evaluates extending this time to 7 days. The reasons for requesting this change
are discussed in Section 3. Appendix D contains the details of the evaluation process for this CT increase.

The following plants participated in evaluating this CT extension. The plant specific Technical
Specification Limiting Condition for Operation along with the applicable Condition are also provided.

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.5.2:
LCO:
Condition A:

Req. Action A.1:
CT:

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.5.2:
LCO:

Action a:

Callaway
ECCS - Operating
Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE
One or more trains inoperable AND at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a
single OPERABLE ECCS train available.
Restore train(s) to OPERABLE status.
72 hours

Millstone 3
ECCS Subsystems - Ta.g greater than or equal to 350'F
Two independent ECCS subsystems shall be OPERABLE with each subsystem
comprised of ...
With one ECCS subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable subsystem to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours ...
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Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.5.2:
LCO:
Condition A:
Req. Action A. 1:
CT:

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.3:
Specification A.3:
Specification B.3

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.5.2:
LCO:
Condition A:

Req. Action A. 1:
CT:

North Anna
ECCS - Operating
Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE
One or more trains inoperable.
Restore train(s) to OPERABLE status.
72 hours

Surry
Safety Injection System
Two safety injection subsystems are OPERABLE with subsystems comprised of ...
With one safety injection subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable subsystem to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours ...

Vogtle
ECCS - Operating
Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE
One or more trains inoperable AND at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a
single OPERABLE ECCS train available.
Restore train(s) to OPERABLE status.
72 hours

General Background Information

The ECCS provides core cooling and negative reactivity to ensure that the reactor core is protected after
the following events:

* Loss of coolant accident, coolant leakage greater than the capability of the normal charging
system

* Rod ejection accident

* Loss of secondary coolant accident, including uncontrolled steam release or loss of feedwater

* Steam generator tube rupture

The addition of negative reactivity is designed primarily for the loss of secondary coolant accident where
primary cooldown could add enough positive reactivity to achieve criticality and return to significant
power.

There are three phases of ECCS operation; injection, cold leg recirculation, and hot leg recirculation. In
the injection phase, water is taken from the RWST and injected into the reactor coolant system through
the cold legs. When sufficient water is removed from the RWST to ensure enough boron has been added
to maintain the reactor subcritical and the containment sumps have enough water to supply the required
net positive suction head to the ECCS pumps, suction is switched to the containment sump for cold leg
recirculation. After an appropriate amount of time, the ECCS flow is shifted to the hot leg recirculation
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phase to provide a backflush, which will reduce the boiling in the top of the core and any resulting boron
precipitation.

In a standard 4-loop plant, the ECCS consists of three separate subsystems: centrifugal charging (high
head), safety injection (intermediate head), and residual heat removal (low head) safety injection. In
3-loop and 2-loop plants, ECCS typically consists of only the high head or intermediate head subsystem
and a low head subsystem. In some plants, the low head subsystem is separate from the RHR system.

For LOCAs that are too small to depressurize the RCS below the shutoff head of the SI pumps, the
centrifugal charging pumps supply water until the RCS pressure decreases below the SI pump shutoff
head. During this period, the steam generators are used to provide part of the core cooling function.
During the recirculation phase, the low head pump suction is transferred to the containment sump. The
low head pumps then typically supply the other ECCS pumps.

The high head or centrifugal charging subsystem also functions to supply borated water to the reactor core
following increased heat removal events, such as a main steamline break.

The plant specific ECCS designs are discussed in Section 6.

This LCO provides assurance that in operating Modes 1, 2, and 3, sufficient ECCS flow is available,
assuming a single failure affecting either train. In addition, individual components within the ECCS
trains may be required to mitigate the consequences of other transients and accidents.

8.2.1 ECCS: Impact of the Extended Completion Time

With the extended C`Ts, utilities may complete additional test and scheduled maintenance activities while
they are at-power or repair activities may now take longer to complete since round-the-clock repair efforts
may be delayed. Each utility is required to assess the impact of the extended CTs on the availability of
the ECCS when at power. The following is a summary of these assessments:

Callaway Plant

The primary use for the CT extension is to provide additional time to complete repairs at-power and to
potentially move infrequently scheduled activities to power operation. Possible activities include:

* RHR pump mechanical seal replacement
* RHR pump motor replacement for EQ program
* RHR heat exchanger relief valve, CCW side, replacement
* SI pump replacement for EQ program
* Painting of endbell internals for charging pumps

The ECCS train maintenance time is expected to increase by the ratio of the extended CT to the current
CT (7 days/3 days = 2.33).
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Millstone Unit 3

The primary use for the additional time will be to perform overhauls on the charging, safety injection, and
RHR pumps while at-power. Currently, the unavailability of the pumps for test and maintenance
activities is 50 hrs/yr for the charging pumps, 48 hrs/yr of the SI pumps, 33 hrs/yr for the RHR pumps,
and 15 hrs/yr for a containment recirculation train, for a total of 146 hrs/yr per ECCS train. The impact
of the CT change on an ECCS train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the current CT
(7 days/3 days = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance and test
unavailability values are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

Charging (HHSI) 50 hr/train/yr 116.5 hr/train/yr

SI (IHSI) 48 hr/train/yr 111.8 hr/train/yr

RHR (LHSI) 33 hr/train/yr 76.9 hr/train/yr

Containment Recirculation 15 hr/train/yr 35 hr/train/yr

Total 146 hr/train/yr 340.2 hr/train/yr

North Anna Plant

The North Anna PRA combines the test and maintenance unavailability into a single value. The impact of
the CT change on a charging train and low head train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the
current CT (7 days/3 days = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance
and test unavailability values are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

LHSI 26.1 hr/train/yr 60.8 hr/train/yr

Charging (HHSI) 233 hr/train/yr 543 hr/train/yr

Total 259 hr/train/yr 603.8 hr/train/yr

Surry Plant

The Surry PRA combines the test and maintenance unavailability into a single value. The impact of the
CT change on a charging train and low head train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the
current CT (7 days/3 days = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance
and test unavailability values are expected.
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Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

LHSI 18.8 hr/train/yr 43.8 hr/train/yr

Charging (HHSI) 163 hr/train/yr 380 hr/train/yr

Total 182 hr/train/yr 424 hr/train/yr

Vogtle Plant

The primary use for the additional time will be to complete additional scheduled activities and possibly
repair activities while at-power. Half of the CT is typically available to be used for schedule activities at
Vogtle. This will increase as the CT increases and activities that require additional time, and could not be
done under the 72 hour CT, may now be completed while the plant is at-power. Based on this, the
following changes in maintenance unavailability are expected.

Maintenance Time With Current Expected Maintenance Time With
System CT Extended CT

RHR 39.6 hr/train/cycle 92.3 hr/train/cycle

Charging 31.3 hr/train/cycle 78 hr/train/cycle

Safety Injection 14.8 hr/train/cycle 78 hr/train/cycle

Total 85.7 hr/train/cycle 248.3 hr/train/cycle

8.2.2 ECCS: Plant Risk Results

The results for the participating plants, in te..rms of the impact cf the CT extension on CDF and LERF. in
addition to the ICCDP and ICLERP values, are provided on Table 8. 1. These values were calculated by
each utility following the method described in Appendix D using their plant specific PRA model.

In calculating the ICCDP and ICLERP values, the analysis considered a train of ECCS out of service. in
addition to single trains of the subsystems that make up the ECCS. That is, a single train of HPSI, IHSI.
and LPSI. This approach may provide some CT improvements if the complete ECCS train analysis does
not meet the criteria, but will require a modified Tech. Spec. In addition, the analyses differentiated
between scheduled (or preventive) activities and repair (or unscheduled) activities. Evaluating both types
of activities could lead to CT improvements for one type of activity and not the other. With a repair
activity, the operable train could have the same problem as the inoperable train, therefore, a higher failure
probability is used for the operable train which accounts for the possibility of common cause failure.
With a scheduled activity there is no prior information concerning the out of service train with regard to
failure, therefore, the random failure probability applies to the operable train.

Callaway Plant

The Callaway CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria (CDF < IE-04/yr and
LERF < IE-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event
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CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.1, but there is sufficient margin between these values and
the guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The Callaway analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact, that is, ACDF is less than IE-06/yr and ALERF is less than IE-07/yr. This applies to the
changes discussed in the following. Callaway did not evaluate a complete ECCS train out of service, but
chose to evaluate subsets of trains out of service. These are summarized in the following:

* A HHSI train and IHSI train out of service simultaneously for scheduled activities meets the
ICCDP (<5E1-7) and ICLERP (<5E-08) guidelines.

* A HHSI train out of service for repair activities meets the ICCDP and ICLERP guidelines.

* A IHSI train out of service for repair activities meets the ICCDP and ICLERP guidelines.

* A LHSI train out of service for scheduled activities meets the ICCDP and ICLERP guidelines.

The LHSI system out for service for repair activities was not evaluated.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* ECCS train inoperable for scheduled activities: 72 hour CT
* ECCS train inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT
* HHSI train (charging train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT (see Note below)
* HHSI train (charging train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* IHSI train (SI train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT (see Note below)
* IHSI train (SI train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* LHSI train (RHR train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* LHSI train (RHR train) inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT

Note: A HHSI and IHSI train may be inoperable simultaneously for scheduled activities for 7 days.

Millstone Unit 3

The Millstone 3 CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF
and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8. 1, but there
is sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain
below these targets.

The Millstone 3 analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact. Millstone 3 did not evaluate a complete ECCS train out of service, but chose to evaluate
individual subsystems of a train out of service. The ICCDPs and ICLERPs evaluated for both scheduled
and repair activities of the individual ECCS subsystems (charging, safety injection, RHR, and
containment recirculation) meet Reg. Guide 1.177 guidelines. Note that the ICCDP for repair activities
for the containment recirculation system is slightly greater than 5E-07, but should be acceptable since the
Reg. Guide values are provided only as a guideline.
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The RHR system has a small impact on CDF and LERF since this system only provides low head
injection and shutdown cooling. The RHR system is shut off when transferring to cold leg recirculation.
The containment recirculation system provides the recirculation function. Note the following in the
results presented on Table 8.1:

* The CCDF value for an inoperable RHR train is less than the base CDF value when the RHR
trains are available.

* The CLERF value for an inoperable RHR train is less than the base LERF value when the RHR
trains are available.

* The CLERF value for an inoperable SI train is less than the base LERF value when the SI trains
are available.

* The CLERF value for an inoperable recirculation train is less than the base LERF value when the
recirculation trains are available.

This goes counter to expected results and means the CDF and LERF values are lower with equipment
unavailable. This is due to the relatively low importance of these systems to risk and the approach used to
calculate the conditional CDF and conditional LERF values. In calculating the conditional values, system
unavailabilities due to test and maintenance are set to zero for all systems which reduces the plant CDF
and LERF values below the base CDF and LERF values. Then a train of RHR, SI, or recirculation is
removed from service, but since these systems are not important to CDF and/or LERF, the corresponding
increase in CDF and/or LERF is not as great as the CDF and/or LERF decrease related to the first impact,
and provides, in some cases, CCDF and CLERF values lower than the base CDF and LERF values.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* ECCS subsystem inoperable for scheduled activities: 72 hour CT
* ECCS subsystem inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT
* HHSI train (charging train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* HHSI train (charging train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* IHSI train (SI train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* IHSI train (SI train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* LHSI train (RHR train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* LHSI train (RHR train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* Containment recirculation train (two pumps) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* Containment recirculation train (two pumps) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

North Anna Plant

The North Anna CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF
and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.1, but there
is sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain
below these targets.
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The North Anna analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet the Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines
for a small impact. The ICCDP and ICLERP were evaluated for a complete ECCS train out of service.
The results indicate that the ICCDP and ICLERP values for scheduled activities meet the guidelines for a
7 day CT and neither the ICCDP nor ICLERP for repair activities meet the guidelines for a 7 day CT.
ICCDP and ICLERP evaluations also were completed for high head and low head trains out of service.
For the HHSI system, the ICCDP and ICLERP values for scheduled activities meets the guideline criteria.
The ICCDP value for repair activities does not meet the guidelines, but the ICLERP value does. With
regard to the LPSI system, the ICCDP and ICLERP values meet the guideline for scheduled and repair
activities.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* ECCS train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* ECCS train inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT
* HHSI train (charging train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* HHSI train (charging train) inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT
* IHSI train (SI train) inoperable for scheduled activities: NA
* IHSI train (SI train) inoperable for repair activities: NA
* LHSI train (RHR train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* LHSI train (RHR train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

Surry Plant

The Surry CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and
LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.1, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below
these targets.

The Surry analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet the Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact. The ICCDP and ICLERP were evaluated for a complete ECCS train out of service. The
results indicate that the ICCDP for repair activities does not meet the guideline for a 7 day CT. For
scheduled activities, the ICCDP and the ICLERP meet the guidelines. ICCDP and ICLERP evaluations
were also completed for high head and low head trains out of service. These values meet the guidelines
for a high head train out of service due to schedule activities and repair activities. For a low head train
out of service, the guideline criteria were met for both scheduled and repair activities.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* ECCS subsystem inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* ECCS subsystem inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT
* HHSI train (charging train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* HHSI train (charging train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* IHSI train (SI train) inoperable for scheduled activities: NA
* IHSI train (SI train) inoperable for repair activities: NA
* LHSI train (RHR train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* LHSI train (RHR train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
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Vogtle Plant

The Vogtle CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and
LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.1, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below
these targets.

The Vogtle analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet the Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact. This applies to results assuming the train unavailability will increase from 86 hours per
train per cycle to 248 hours per train per cycle. The results also show that for scheduled or repair
activities on an ECCS train the ICCDP does not meet the guidelines, but the ICLERP does. When
evaluated individually for scheduled or repair activities, the HHSI and IHSI systems meet the ICCDP and
ICLERP guidelines, and the LHSI system does not (ICCDP does not meet the guideline, but the ICLERP
does).

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* ECCS train inoperable for scheduled activities: 72 hour CT
* ECCS train inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT
* HPSI train (charging train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* BPSI train (charging train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* IPSI train (SI train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* IPSI train (SI train) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* LPSI train (RHR train) inoperable for scheduled activities: 72 hour CT
* LPSI train (RHR train) inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT

8.2.3 ECCS: Comparison of Results Between Plants

With regard to the ECCS, the results for several types of plants are represented in this WCAP. These can
be characterized as:

* Group IA: Two ECCS trains with each train consisting of low head (RHR), intermediate head
(SI), and high head (charging) trains. Recirculation is provided by the low head pump. Callaway
and Vogtle are in this group.

* Group IB: Two ECCS trains with each train consisting of low head (RHR), intermediate head
(SI), and high head (charging) trains. Recirculation is provided by a separate containment
recirculation pump which reduces the importance of the low head system. Millstone 3 is in this
group.

* Group 2: Two ECCS trains with each train consisting of a low head (RHR) and high head
(charging) trains. Recirculation is provided by the low head pump. North Anna and Surry are in
this group.
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The results discussed above lead to the following general conclusions:

* All the plants meet the acceptance guidelines/criteria in Reg. Guide 1.174 on ACDF (<1E-06/yr)
and ALERF (<1E-07/yr) that defines a small impact on CDF and LERF.

* All the plants total CDF and LERF values are below the acceptance guidelines/criteria in
Reg. Guide 1.174 (CDF < IE-04/yr and LERF < IE-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF
and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.1,
but there is sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external
events and remain below these targets.

* Based on the ICCDP and/or ICLERP values, extending the CT for an ECCS train is not
acceptable for any of the plants except for Surry and North Anna for scheduled activities. An
ECCS train consists of one train of LHSI, one train of IHSI (if so equipped), one train of HHSI,
and one train of containment recirculation (if so equipped).

* An increased CT for individual trains of LHSI, IHSI, or HHSI is acceptable in some cases
depending on the activity, that is, a scheduled activity or a repair activity. The scheduled
activities provide lower ICCDPs and ICLERPs since the in service (operable) train is not
inoperable due to the same reason the inoperable train is out of service, i.e., due to a common
cause.

* For Group IA and lB plants, the ICCDP and ICLERP values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for
repair and scheduled activities on the IHSI trains. Failure of IHSI trains generally does not lead
to failure to mitigate a LOCA event since there are alternatives, such as using the HHSI trains.
This arrangement, HHSI and IHSI design, provides additional flexibility for plants to respond to
events.

* For the Group 1B plants, the ICCDP and ICLERP values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for repair
and scheduled activities for the LHSI (RHR) trains since this plant does not rely on the RHR
pumps for recirculation, but only for injection.

8.3 CONTAINMENT SPRAY: TECH. SPEC. 3.6.6, RESTORE CONTAINMENT
SPRAY TRAIN TO OPERABLE STATUS

Condition A of Tech. Spec. 3.6.6A of NUREG-1431, Rev. 2 defines the requirements for the CS
operability. Required Action A. I requires restoring the CS train to operable status with a CT of 72 hours.
The following evaluates extending this time to 7 days. The reasons for requesting this change are
discussed in Section 3. Appendix E contains the details of the evaluation process for this CT increase.

The following plants participated in evaluating this CT extension. The plant specific Technical
Specification Limiting Condition for Operation along with the applicable Condition are also provided.

Plant: Millstone 3
Tech. Spec. 3.6.2.1: Depressurization and Cooling Systems
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LCO:
Action:

Two independent containment quench spray subsystems shall be OPERABLE.
With one containment quench spray subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable
subsystem to OPERABLE status within 72 hours ...

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.6.6:
LCO:
Condition A:
Req. Action A.1:
CT:

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.6.5:
LCO:

Condition A:
Req. Action A.1:
CT:

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.4:
Specification A. 1:

Specification B.1

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.6.6:
LCO:

Condition A:
Req. Action A. 1:
CT:

North Anna
Quench Spray System
Two quench spray trains shall be OPERABLE
One quench spray train inoperable.
Restore quench spray train to OPERABLE status.
72 hours

Prairie Island
Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
Two containment spray trains and two containment cooling trains shall be
OPERABLE
One containment spray train inoperable.
Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status.
72 hours

Surry
Spray Systems
Two containment spray subsystems, including containment spray pumps, piping and
valves shall be OPERABLE
One containment spray subsystem may be inoperable, provided immediate attention
is directed to making repairs and the subsystem can be restored to OPERABLE
status within 24 hours.

Vogtle
Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
Two containment spray trains and two containment cooling trains shall be
OPERABLE
One containment spray train inoperable.
Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status.
72 hours AND 6 days from discovery of failure to meet LCO.

General Background Information

The CS system provides containment atmosphere cooling to limit post accident pressure and temperature
in containment to less than the design values. Reduction of containment pressure and the iodine removal
capability of the spray reduces the release of fission product radioactivity from containment to the
environment, in the event of a design basis accident, to within limits.

The CS system typically consists of two separate trains of equal capacity, each capable of meeting the
design basis. Each train includes a containment spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves, and piping
and is powered from a separate ESF bus. Some plants use a separate CS heat exchanger and some use the
RHR heat exchanger for cooling. The RWST supplies borated water to the system during the injection
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phase of operation. In the recirculation mode of operation, containment spray pump suction is transferred
from the RWST to the containment sump(s), aligned to the RHR pumps, or aligned to a dedicated
containment sump recirculation system, depending on the plant design. Heat is removed from the
containment sump water by the RHR heat exchangers via the CCW water system or by a CS system heat
exchanger, again depending on plant design. Each train provides adequate spray coverage to meet the
system design requirements for containment heat removal. The plant specific CS designs are discussed in
Section 6.

The containment spray system is actuated automatically by a containment high-3 signal (containment
high-2 signal for subatmospheric containments) or manually from the control room. The injection phase
continues until a RWST level low-low alarm is received which indicates switchover to the containment
sump is required.

This LCO provides assurance that in operating Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 containment cooling is available to
control containment peak pressure and temperature, and to remove iodine from the containment
atmosphere.

8.3.1 Containment Spray: Impact of the Extended Completion Time

With the extended Crs, utilities may complete additional test and scheduled maintenance activities while
they are at-power or repair activities may now take longer to complete since round-the-clock repair efforts
may be delayed. Each utility is required to assess the impact of the extended CTs on the availability of
the CS when at power. The following is a summary of these assessments:

Millstone 3 Plant

The impact of the CT change on a quench spray train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the
current CT (7 days/3 days = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance
and test unavailability values are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

Quench Spray 37.6 hr/trainlyr 87.6 hrltrainlyr

North Anna Plant

The North Anna PRA combines the test and maintenance unavailability into a single value. The impact of
the CT change on a quench spray train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the current CT
(7 days/3 days = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance and test
unavailability values are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

Quench Spray 3.2 hr/train/yr 7.4 hr/train/yr
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Prairie Island Plant

The containment spray system is not important to mitigating core damage or large releases at Prairie
Island, and as such, it is not included in the LERF PRA model for the plant. Based on this, an assessment
was not made with regard to the impact of the CT change on the time to complete test and maintenance
activities.

Surry Plant

The Surry PRA combines the test and maintenance unavailability into a single value. The impact of the
CT change on a quench spray train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the current CT
(7 days/i day = 7). Note that the current CT for Surry for a single quench spray train inoperable is
24 hours, not 72 hours. Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance and test
unavailability values are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

Quench Spray 21.7 hr/train/yr 152.0 hr/train/yr

Vogtle Plant

The primary use for the additional time will be to complete additional scheduled activities and possibly
repair activities while at-power. Half of the CT is typically available to be used for scheduled activities at
Vogtle. This will increase as the CT increases and activities that require additional time, and could not be
done under the 72 hour CT, may now be completed while the plant is at-power. Based on this, the
following changes in maintenance unavailability are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
l System Current CT With Extended CT

Containment Spray 29.3 hr/train/cycle 78 hr/train/cycle

8.3.2 Containment Spray: Plant Specific Results

The results for the participating plants, in terms of the impact of the CT extension on CDF and LERF, in
addition to the ICCDP and ICLERP values, are provided on Table 8.2. These values were calculated by
each utility following the method described in Appendix E using their plant specific PRA model.

In calculating the ICCDP and ICLERP values, the analysis differentiated between scheduled (or
preventive) activities and repair (or unscheduled) activities. Evaluating both types of activities could lead
to CT improvements for one type of activity and not the other. With a repair activity, the operable train
could have the same problem as the inoperable train, therefore, a higher failure probability is used for the
operable train which accounts for the possibility of common cause failure. With a scheduled activity
there is no prior information concerning the out of service train with regard to failure, therefore, the
random failure probability applies to the operable train.
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Millstone 3 Plant

The Millstone 3 CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria (CDF < IE-04/yr and
LERF < IE-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only the internal events
CDF and LERF are provided on Table 8.2, but there is sufficient margin between these values and the
guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The Millstone 3 analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact, that is, the ACDF is less than IE-06/yr and ALERF is less than IE-07/yr. The ICCDP and
ICLERP values for both scheduled maintenance and repair activities meet the acceptance guidelines in
Reg. Guide 1.177, that is, the ICCDP is less than 5E-07 and the ICLERP is less than 5E-08.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* Quench spray train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* Quench spray train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

North Anna Plant

The North Anna CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria (CDF < IE-04/yr and
LERF < 1E-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only the internal events
CDF and LERF are provided on Table 8.2, but there is sufficient margin between these values and the
guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The North Anna analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact, that is, the ACDF is less than IE-06/yr and ALERF is less than IE-07/yr. The ICCDP and
ICLERP values for both scheduled maintenance and repair activities meet the acceptance guidelines in
Reg. Guide 1.177, that is, the ICCDP is less than 5E-07 and the ICLERP is less than 5E-08.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* Quench spray train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* Quench spray train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

Prairie Island Plant

The Prairie Island CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF
and LERF acceptable. Only the internal events CDF and LERF are provided on Table 8.2, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below
these targets.

The Prairie Island assessment for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for both scheduled maintenance and repair activities meet
the acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177. As previously noted, the spray system is not important to
CDF or LERF mitigation, so it is not included in the PRA model. Therefore, the CDF and LERF impacts
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will be very small. Based on this, the ACDF, ALERF, ICCDP, and ICLERP values are expected to meet
the guidelines. The recommended changes follow:

* Containment spray train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* Containment spray train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

Surry Plant

The Surry CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and
LERF acceptable. Only the internal events CDF and LERF are provided on Table 8.2, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below
these targets.

The Surry analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a small
impact. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for both scheduled maintenance and repair activities meet the
acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* Containment spray subsystem inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* Containment spray subsystem inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

Vogtle Plant

The Vogtle CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and
LERF acceptable. Only the internal events CDF and LERF are provided on Table 8.2, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below
these targets.

The Vogtle analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for scheduled maintenance and repair activities meet the
acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* Containment spray train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* Containment spray train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

8.3.3 Containment Spray: Comparison of Results Between Plants

The plant results are all in agreement that the extension of the CT for the containment (quench) sprays to
7 days is acceptable. The design and reliability of the containment spray system are not important factors
in this conclusion. Rather, the sprays are not a key mitigation system for preventing or mitigating CDF
and LERF.
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For Westinghouse large dry and subatmospheric containment plants, containment LERF is typically
dominated by core damage sequences that result in containment bypass (e.g., ISLOCA and SGTR
initiating events) and containment isolation failures. For the bypass events, the fission product releases
are directly from the reactor coolant system, therefore, containment spray has no impact on these events.
For unisolated containment core damage sequences, the releases occur in the early time frame and the
plant PRAs typically do not distinguish between large and small releases based on containment spray
availability. The contribution to LERF from core damage sequences that challenge the containment
integrity is typically very small. The most commonly considered phenomena leading to an early
containment challenge are direct containment heating and early hydrogen bums. In the case of direct
containment heating, the NRC has concluded that this is not a likely containment challenge for large dry
and subatmospheric containments (Reference 4). In the case of early hydrogen bums, the NRC has also
concluded that this is not a likely early containment challenge (Reference 5). Therefore, it is concluded
that containment spray availability has a negligible impact on LERF.

As an added note, an increase in containment spray unavailability may actually be a benefit to CDF for
many plants. However, it is difficult to quantify the real impact of containment spray on CDF due to the
current level and/or method of modeling containment spray in the PRA. Actuation of containment spray
shortens the time after the accident initiation at which switchover to emergency core cooling recirculation
must be taken. This can impact the human error probability for the operator actions associated with this
activity. For example, in the case of a large LOCA, the time at which emergency core cooling switchover
is undertaken with containment spray operating is on the order of 15 to 20 minutes after the event
initiation. Without containment spray operating, this time is increased to about 45 minutes. This can
have a significant impact on the probability of operator success for this activity; failure of this operator
action typically leads directly to core damage.

8.4 AFW: TECH. SPEC. 3.7.5, RESTORE AFW TRAIN TO OPERABLE STATUS

Condition A of Tech. Spec. 3.7.5 of NUREG 1431, Rev. 2 defines the requirements for the AFW
operability. Required Action B. I requires restoring the AFW train to operable status (for reasons other
than Condition A) with a CT of 72 hours. The following evaluates extending this time to 7 days. The
reasons for requesting this change are discussed in Section 3. Appendix F contains the details of the
evaluation process for this CT increase.

The following plants participated in evaluating this CT extension. The plant specific Technical
Specification Limiting Condition for Operation along with the applicable Condition are also provided.

Plant: Callaway
Tech. Spec. 3.7.5: Auxiliary Feedwater System
LCO: Three AFW trains shall be OPERABLE.
Condition C: One AFW train inoperable for reasons other than Condition A or B.
Req. Action C. 1: Restore AFW train to OPERABLE status.
CT: 72 hours AND 10 days from discovery of failure to meet the LCO.

Plant: Millstone 3
Tech. Spec. 3.7.1.2: Auxiliary Feedwater System
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LCO:

Action a:

At least three independent steam generator AFW pumps and associated flow paths
shall be OPERABLE with:
a. Two motor-driven AFW pumps, each capable of being powered from separate

emergency busses, and
b. One steam turbine-driven AFW pump capable of being powered from an

OPERABLE steam supply system.
With one AFW pump inoperable, restore the required AFW pumps to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours ...

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.7.5:
LCO:
Condition B:
Req. Action B.1:
CT:

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.6:
Specification B.1:
Specification C:

Specification F:

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.7.5:
LCO:
Condition B:
Req. Action B.1:
CT:

North Anna
Auxiliary Feedwater System
Three AFW trains shall be OPERABLE.
One AFW train inoperable in MODE 1, 2 or 3 for reasons other than Condition A.
Restore AFW train to OPERABLE status.
72 hours AND 10 days from discovery of failure to meet the LCO.

Surry
Turbine Cycle
Two motor driven AFW pumps shall be OPERABLE
Prior to reactor power exceeding 10%, the steam driven AFW pump shall be
OPERABLE.
With one AFW pump inoperable, restore at least three AFW pumps (two MD AFW
pumps and one steam driven feedwater pump) to OPERABLE status within 72
hours ...

Vogtle
Auxiliary Feedwater System
Three AFW trains shall be OPERABLE.
One AFW train inoperable for reasons other than Condition A.
Restore AFW train to OPERABLE status.
72 hours and 10 days from discovery of failure to meet the LCO.

General Background Information

The AFW system automatically supplies feedwater to the SGs to remove decay heat from the reactor
coolant system on loss of normal feedwater supply. The AR' pumps take suction through separate and
independent suction lines from the CST and pump to the SG secondary side. The SG functions as a heat
sink for core decay heat. The heat load is dissipated by releasing steam to the atmosphere from the SGs
via the mainsteam safety valves, atmospheric dump valves, or SG PORVs. If available, the main
condenser can also be used.

A typical AFW system consists of two MD pumps. and one steam TD pump configured into three trains.
Each MD pump provides 100% of the AFW flow capacity and the TD pump provides 200% of the
required flow to the SGs. The TD pump receives steam from two main steamlines and each steamline
provides 100% of the TD pump requirements. One of the three pumps is sufficient to remove decay heat
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and cool the unit to residual heat removal entry conditions. The plant specific AFW designs are discussed
in Section 6.

The AFW system actuates automatically on SG water level low-low, loss of offsite power, safety
injection, and trip of all main feedwater pumps. An AMSAC (ATWS mitigating system actuation
circuitry) signal will also actuate the AFW system as will an operator action from the control room.

This LCO provides assurance that in operating Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 (when a SG is relied on for heat
removal) the AFW system will perform its design safety function to mitigate the consequences of
accidents that could result in overpressurization of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

8.4.1 AFW: Impact of the Extended Completion Time

With the extended Crs, utilities may complete additional test and scheduled maintenance activities while
they are at-power or repair activities may now take longer to complete since round-the-clock repair efforts
may be delayed. Each utility is required to assess the impact of the extended CTs on the availability of
the AFW system when at power. The following is a summary of these assessments:

Callaway Plant

The primary use for the additional time will be to perform major on-line maintenance including rotating
element replacement. For the risk analysis, this major maintenance is assumed to occur once per cycle for
each of the two motor-driven pump trains. This analysis also assumes that each instance of major
maintenance/rotating element replacement will require the full 7 days to complete. No changes to test
activities or repair practices are expected.

Millstone 3 Plant

The primary use for the additional time will be to perform major on-line maintenance including rotating
element replacement. The impact of the CT change on an AFW train is estimated as the ratio of the
extended CT to the current CT (7 days/3 days = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the
combined maintenance and test unavailability values are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

AFV: MD Pumps 55.2 hr/train/yr 128.6 hr/train/yr

AFWV: TD Pump 137.6 hr/train/yr 320.6 hr/train/yr

North Anna Plant

The North Anna PRA combines the test and maintenance unavailability into a single value. The impact of
the CT change on an AFW train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the current CT
(7 days/3 days = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance and test
unavailability values are expected.
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Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

AFW: MD Pumps 12.3 hr/train/yr 28.6 hr/train/yr

AFW: TD Pump 25.2 hr/train/yr 58.8 hr/train/yr

Surry Plant

The Surry PRA combines the test and maintenance unavailability into a single value. The impact of the
CT change on an AFW train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the current CT
(7 daysl3 days = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance and test
unavailability values are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

AFW: MD Pumps 109 hr/trainlyr 253 hr/train/yr

AFW: TD Pump 38.3 hr/train/yr 89.2 hr/train/yr

Vogtle Plant

The primary use for the additional time will be to complete additional scheduled activities and possibly
repair activities while at-power. Half of the CT is typically available to be used for scheduled activities at
Vogtle. This will increase as the CT increases and activities that require additional time, and could not be
done under the 72 hour CT, may now be completed while the plant is at-power. Based on this, the
following changes in maintenance unavailability are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

AFW: MD Pumps 26.1 hr/pump/cycle 61.0 hr/pump/cycle

AFW: TD Pumps 102.6 hr/pump/cycle 239.5 hr/pump/cycle

8.4.2 AFW: Plant Risk Results

The results for the participating plants, in terms of the impact of the CT extension on CDF and LERF. in
addition to the ICCDP and ICLERP values, are provided on Table 8.3. These values were calculated by
each utility following the method described in Appendix F using their plant specific PRA model.

In calculating the ICCDP and ICLERP values, the analysis differentiates between a MD pump out of
service and a TD pump out of service. Different CTs can be justified for the different pump types due to
differences in pump reliability and common cause failure considerations. In addition, the analyses
differentiated between scheduled (or preventive) activities and repair (or unscheduled) activities.
Evaluating both types of activities could lead to CT improvements for one type of activity and not the
other. With a repair activity, the operable train could have the same problem as the inoperable train,
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therefore, a higher failure probability is used for the operable train which accounts for the possibility of
common cause failure. With a scheduled activity there is no prior information concerning the out of
service train with regard to failure, therefore, the random failure probability applies to the operable train.

Callaway Plant

Only an extension for the MD pumps was evaluated. The alignment with the TD AFW pump out of
service was not evaluated. The Callaway CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria
(CDF < IE-04/yr and LERF < 1E-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only
the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.3, but there is sufficient margin between
these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The Callaway analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF (MD pump out of service) meet
Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a small impact, that is, ACDF is less than IE-06/yr and ALERF is less
than IE-07/yr. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for both scheduled maintenance and repair activities meet
the acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177, that is, the ICCDP is less than 5E-07 and the ICLERP is
less than 5E-08.

The Callaway PRA model requires AFW for decay heat removal for all events except for large LOCA.
Success criteria is I of 3 AFW pumps for all events requiring the AFW system for decay heat removal,
except for station blackout which requires I of 1 TD pump. The frequency of events that require AFW is
-1.9/year. In addition to the AFW system, the following systems are credited in the PRA model for decay
heat removal:

* recovery of main feedwater
* depressurization of the SGs and use of the condensate pumps
* feed and bleed

Due to the high number of alternatives to AFW, the impact of the CT change on plant risk is small.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* MD AFW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* MD AFW train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* TD AFW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 72 hour CT (did not evaluate)
* TD AFW train inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT (did not evaluate)

Millstone 3 Plant

Extensions for both the MD and TD pumps were evaluated. The Millstone 3 CDF and LERF values meet
the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event
CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.3, but there is sufficient margin between these values and
the guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The Millstone 3 analysis results for the impact on LERF meets the Reg. Guide 1.174 guideline for a small
impact, that is ALERF is less than IE-07Iyr. However, the ACDF guideline of less than IE-06/yr is not
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met. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for scheduled maintenance and repair activities on the MD pump
trains do not meet the acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for
both scheduled and repair activities on the TD pump meet the acceptance guidelines. Consequently, a
sensitivity case was performed assuming an increase in only the TD pump maintenance unavailability,
which concluded that the ACDF guideline of less than IE-06/yr is met.

Similar to the ECCS CT extension evaluation, the conditional LERF values with one train of AFW
unavailable is less than the base LERF value. This is due to the relatively low importance of the AFW
system to LERF and the approach used to calculate the conditional LERF values. In calculating the
conditional values, system unavailabilities due to test and maintenance are set to zero for all systems
which reduces the plant LERF value below the base LERF value. Then a train of AFW is removed from
service, but since this system is not important to LERF, the corresponding increase in LERF is not as
great as the LERF decrease related to the first impact, and a conditional LERF value lower than the base
LERF value results.

The Millstone 3 PRA model requires AFW for decay heat removal for all events except for large LOCA.
The success criteria is 1 of 3 AFW pumps for all events requiring the AFW system for decay heat
removal, except for station blackout which requires 1 of 1 TD pump. The frequency of events that require
AFW is -1.2/year. In addition to the AFW system, the following systems are credited in the PRA model
for decay heat removal:

* recovery of main feedwater
* feed and bleed

The model does not credit depressurization of the SGs and then use of the condensate pumps.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* MD AFW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 72 day CT
* MD AFW train inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT
* TD AFW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* TD AFW train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

North Anna Plant

Extensions for both the MD and TD pumps were evaluated. The North Anna CDF and LERF values meet
the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event
CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.3, but there is sufficient margin between these values and
the guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The North Anna analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for scheduled maintenance activities and repair activities
on the MD and TD pump trains meet the acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177.

The North Anna PRA model requires AFW for decay heat removal for all events except for large LOCA.
Success criteria is I of 3 AFW pumps for all events requiring the AFW system for decay heat removal,
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except for 1) station blackout which requires I of I TD pump and 2) for small and medium LOCAs with
HHSI failure which requires 2 of 3 AFW pumps. The frequency of events that require AFW is -0.9/year.
In addition to the AFW system, the following systems are credited in the PRA model for decay heat
removal:

* recovery of main feedwater
* feed and bleed

The model does not credit depressurization of the SGs and then use of the condensate pumps.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* MD AFW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* MD AFW train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* TD AFW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* TD AFW train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

Surry Plant

Extensions for both the MD and TD pumps were evaluated. The Surry CDF and LERF values meet the
Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event
CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.3, but there is sufficient margin between these values and
the guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The Surry analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a small
impact. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for scheduled maintenance and repair activities on the MD and
TD pump trains meet the acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177.

The Surry PRA model requires AFW for decay heat removal for all events except for large LOCA.
Success criteria is I of 3 AFW pumps for all events requiring the AFW system for decay heat removal.
except for 1) station blackout which requires I of 1 TD pump and 2) for small and medium LOCAs with
HHSI failure which requires 2 of 3 AFW pumps. The frequency of events that require AFW is -1.5/year.
In addition to the AFW system, the following systems are credited in the PRA model for decay heat
removal:

* recovery of main feedwater
* feed and bleed
* cross-connect to the opposite unit AFW system

The model does not credit depressurization of the SGs and then the use of the condensate pumps.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* MD AFW pump inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* MD AFW pump inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* TD AFW pump inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* TD AFW pump inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
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Vogtle Plant

Extensions for both the MD and TD pumps were evaluated. The Vogtle CDF and LERF values meet the
Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event
CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.3, but there is sufficient margin between these values and
the guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The Vogtle analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for scheduled maintenance and repair activities on the MD
and TD pump trains meet the acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177. Note that the ICCDP value for
repair activities (5.17E-07) on the MD pump is slightly greater than the acceptance guideline of 5E-07,
but it should be acceptable since the Reg. Guide values are provided only as a guideline.

The Vogtle PRA model requires AFW for all events except for large LOCA. Success criteria is I of 3
AFW pumps for all events requiring the AFW system for decay heat removal, except for station blackout
which requires 1 of 1 TD pump. The frequency of events that require AFW is - 2.7/year. In addition to
the AFW system, the following systems are credited in the PRA model for decay heat removal:

* recovery of main feedwater
* depressurization of SGs and use of condensate feedwater
* feed and bleed

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* MD AFW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* MD AFW train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT
* TD AFW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* TD AFW train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

8.4.3 AFW: Comparison Between Plants

With regard to the AFW system, one design consisting of three pump trains with two MD pumps and
one TD pump is represented.

The results discussed above lead to the following general conclusions:

* All the plants, except Millstone 3, meet the guidelines/criteria in Reg. Guide 1.174 on ACDF
(<1E-06/yr) and ALERF (<lE-07/yr) that defines a small impact on CDF and LERF. Millstone 3
meets ACDF only for the CT increase on the TD pump.

* All the plants total CDF and LERF values are below the guidelines/criteria in Reg. Guide 1.174
(CDF < IE-04/yr and LERF < IE-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF
acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.3, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and
remain below these targets.
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* The AFW success criteria for all the plants is I AF7W pump supplying flow to the SGs, therefore,
success criteria is not a differentiating factor between plant analyses.

* The three pump train system provides additional flexibility for providing decay heat removal by
the AFW system.

* PRA models take credit for decay heat removal by alternate systems if the AFW system fails.
This includes recovery of the main feedwater system, feed and bleed, and for some models, SG
depressurization and condensate feed.

* The frequency of events that requires decay heat removal, for the plants included in this WCAP,
ranges from slightly less than 1 event per year up to 2.7 events per year.

* Based on the ICCDP and ICLERP values, the plants are able to justify changes to the CT, but
there is a dependence on the type of activity (scheduled or repair) and type of pump train
(motor-driven or turbine-driven).

8.5 CCW: TECH. SPEC. 3.7.7, RESTORE CCW TRAIN TO OPERABLE STATUS

Condition A of Tech. Spec. 3.7.7 of NUREG-143 1, Rev. 2 defines the requirements for the CCW
operability. Required Action A.I requires restoring the CCW train to operable status with a CT of
72 hours. The following evaluates extending this time to 7 days. The reasons for requesting this change
are discussed in Section 3. Appendix G contains the details of the evaluation process for this CT increase.

The following plants participated in evaluating this CT extension. The plant specific Technical
Specification Limiting Condition for Operation along with the applicable Condition are also provided.

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.13:
Specification A.2:

Specification B:

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.7.7:
LCO:
Condition A:
Req. Action A. 1:
CT:

Surry
Component Cooling System
For two unit operation, three CCW pumps and heat exchangers shall be
OPERABLE.
During POWER OPERATION, Specification A-1, A-2, or A-3 above may be
modified to allow one of the required components to be inoperable provided
immediate attention is directed to making repairs. If the system is not restored
within 24 hours to the requirements of Specification A-1, A-2, or A-3,

Vogtle
Component Cooling Water System
Two CCW trains shall be OPERABLE
One CCW train inoperable.
Restore CCW train to OPERABLE status.
72 hours
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General Background Information

The CCW system provides a heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from safety related
components during a design basis accident or transient. During normal operation, the CCW system also
provides this function for various nonessential components, as well as for the spent fuel storage pool. The
CCW system serves as a barrier to the release of radioactive byproducts between potentially radioactive
systems and the SW system.

A typical CCW system is arranged as two independent, full capacity cooling loops, and has isolable
nonsafety related components. Each loop contains a full capacity pump, surge tank, heat exchanger,
piping, valves, and instrumentation. The pump in each train is automatically started on receipt of a safety
injection signal and all nonessential components are isolated.

The plant specific CCW system designs are discussed in Section 6.

This LCO provides assurance that the CCW system will perform its design safety function. In the event
of a design basis accident, one CCW train is required to provide the heat removal capability assumed in
the safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies cooling water. To ensure this requirement is met,
two trains of CCW must be OPERABLE since a single failure is assumed to disable one train.

8.5.1 CCW: Impact of the Extended Completion Time

With the extended Cls, utilities may complete additional test and scheduled maintenance activities while
they are at-power or repair activities may now take longer to complete since round-the-clock repair efforts
may be delayed. Each utility is required to assess the impact of the extended CTs on the availability of
the CCW system when at power. The following is a summary of these assessments:

Surry Plant

The Surry PRA combines the test and maintenance unavailability into a single value. The unavailability
of a CCW train for test or maintenance or repair activities in the current PRA model is lE-06. With the
CT increase, the unavailability value is conservatively set to 3.OE-02 or 263 hours/train/year to determine
the impact on risk.

Vogtle Plant

The primary use for the additional time will be to complete additional scheduled activities and possibly
repair activities while at-power. Half of the CT is typically available to be used for scheduled activities at
Vogtle. This will increase as the CT increases and activities that require additional time, and could not be
done under the 72 hour CT, may now be completed while the plant is at-power. Based on this, the
following changes in maintenance unavailability are expected.
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Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

CCW 164.3 hr/pump/cycle I 383.3 hr/pump/cycle
11.2 hr/train/cycle 26.2 hr/train/cycle

8.5.2 CCW: Plant Risk Results

The results for the participating plants, in terms of the impact of the CT extension on CDF and LERF, in
addition to the ICCDP and ICLERP values, are provided on Table 8.4. These values were calculated by
each utility following the method described in Appendix G using their plant specific PRA model.

In calculating the ICCDP and ICLERP values, the analysis differentiated between scheduled (or
preventive) activities and repair (or unscheduled) activities. Evaluating both types of activities could lead
to CT improvements for one type of activity and not the other. With a repair activity, the operable train
could have the same problem as the inoperable train, therefore, a higher failure probability is used for the
operable train which accounts for the possibility of common cause failure. With a scheduled activity
there is no prior information concerning the out of service train with regard to failure, therefore, the
random failure probability applies to the operable train.

Surry Plant

The Surry CDF and LERE values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and
LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.4, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below
these targets.

The Surry analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF mew Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a small
impact. The ICCDP for scheduled activities and the ICLERP for scheduled and repair activities meet the
acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177. The ICCDP for repair activities is greater than the acceptance
guideline (6.1E-07), but a sensitivity case was run that evaluated a refined unavailability for the 480 VAC
emergency buses. There are some situations in which the buses are Tech. Spec. inoperable, but can still
perform their function if necessary. The baseline analysis includes these times of inoperability in the
unavailability of the buses. The sensitivity case removes these inoperable times, and only includes the
time when the buses cannot perform their function. Based on this, the ICCDP for repairs decreases to
1.94E-07 which meets the acceptance criteria.

The Surry plant has the capability to crosstie the CCW systems between Units I and 2 and appropriate
procedures are in place. The Surry PRA model credits this crosstie.

Loss of CCW is not included as an initiating event in the Surry PRA model. The charging pumps do not
depend on the CCW for cooling. A loss of CCW does not fail both RCP thermal barrier cooling and seal
injection, therefore, it does not cause a RCP seal LOCA due to loss of cooling to the seals.
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Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following: I

* CCW pump or heat exchanger (two unit operation) inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* CCW pump or heat exchanger (two unit operation) inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

Vogtle Plant

The Vogtle CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and
LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.4, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below
these targets.

The Vogtle analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact. The ICCDP and the ICLERP values for scheduled maintenance and repair activities meet
the acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177.

The Vogtle plant does not have the capability to crosstie the CCW systems between Units 1 and 2. The
CCW system supplies cooling water to the RHR heat exchangers, RHR pump seals, and fuel pool cooling
water system. It is not used for RCP seal cooling. The auxiliary CCW system provides cooling to the
RCPs. A total loss of the CCW system will not result in a plant trip.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* CCW train inoperable for scheduled activities: 7 day CT
* CCW train inoperable for repair activities: 7 day CT

8.5.3 CCW: Comparison Between Plants

With regard to the CCW system, two designs are represented in this WCAP. These are:

* A two pump/two heat exchanger system not arranged by trains (Surry)
* A two train system with three pumps per train and one heat exchanger per train (Vogtle)

The results discussed above lead to the following general conclusions:

* Both plants meet the guidelines/criteria in Reg. Guide 1.174 on ACDF (<IE-06/yr) and ALERF
(<lE-07/yr) that defines a small impact on CDF and LERF.

* Both plants total CDF and LERF values are below the guidelines/criteria in Reg. Guide 1.174
(CDF < IE-04/yr and LERF < IE-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF
acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.4, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and
remain below these targets.

* Loss of CCW is not an initiating event in either of the plants.
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* The Surry CCW design provides flexibility, the pumps and heat exchangers are not arranged as
trains, and also allows a crosstie between the units. The crosstie is credited in the PRA. In
addition, a loss of CCW does not result in a small LOCA. This plant design exhibits a lower
dependency on the CCW system, therefore, extending the CTs can be justified.

* The Vogtle CCW design also provides flexibility with three pumps per train (only two pumps on
one train are required for accident mitigation). Loss of CCW will not lead to a small LOCA.
This plant design also exhibits a lower dependency of the CCW system, therefore, extending the
CTs can be justified.

8.6 SW: TECH. SPEC. 3.7.8, RESTORE SW TRAIN TO OPERABLE STATUS

Condition A of Tech. Spec. 3.7.7 of NUREG-143 1, Rev. 2 defines the requirements for the SW
operability. Required Action A. 1 requires restoring the SW train to operable status with a CT of 72 hours.
The following evaluates extending this time to 7 days. The reasons for requesting this change are
discussed in Section 3. Appendix H contains the details of the evaluation process for this CT increase.

The following plants participated in evaluating this CT extension. The plant specific Technical
Specification Limiting Condition for Operation along with the applicable Condition are also provided.

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.7.8:
LCO:
Condition B:
Req. Action B.2:
CT:

Plant:
Tech. Spec. 3.7.8:
LCO:
Condition A:
Req. Action A. 1:
CT:

North Anna
Service Water System
Two SW loops shall be OPERABLE.
Two SW pumps inoperable.
Restore one SW pump to OPERABLE status.
72 hours

Vogtle
Nuclear Service Cooling Water System
Two nuclear service cooling water trains shall be OPERABLE.
One nuclear service cooling water train inoperable.
Restore nuclear service cooling water system to OPERABLE status.
72 hours

General Background Information

The SW system provides a heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from safety related
components during a design basis accident or transient. During normal operation, and a normal
shutdown, the SW system also provides this function for various safety related and nonsafety related
components.

A typical SW system is arranged as two independent, 100% capacity, safety related, cooling water trains,
with isolable nonsafety related components. Each train consists of one 100% capacity pump, one CCW
heat exchanger, piping, valving, and instrumentation. The pumps are automatically started on receipt of a
safety injection signal, and all essential valves are aligned to their post accident positions.
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The plant specific SW system designs are discussed in Section 6.

This LCO provides assurance that the SW system will perform its design safety function. In the event of
a design basis accident, one SW train is required to provide the heat removal capability assumed in the
safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies cooling water. To ensure this requirement is met, two
trains of SW must be OPERABLE since a single failure is assumed to disable one train.

8.6.1 SW: Impact of the Extended Completion Time

With the extended CTs, utilities may complete additional test and scheduled maintenance activities while
they are at-power or repair activities may now take longer to complete since round-the-clock repair efforts
may be delayed. Each utility is required to assess the impact of the extended Cls on the availability of
the SW system when at power. The following is a summary of these assessments:

North Anna Plant

The North Anna PRA combines the test and maintenance unavailability into a single value. The impact of
the CT change on an AFW train is estimated as the ratio of the extended CT to the current CT
(7 daysl72 hours = 2.33). Based on this, the following changes in the combined maintenance and test
unavailability values are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

Service Water Train 75.9 hr/train/yr 177 hr/train/yr

Vogtle Plant

The primary use for the additional time will be to complete additional scheduled activities and possibly
repair activities while at-power. Half of the CT is typically available to be used for scheduled activities at
Vogtle. This will increase as the CT increases and activities that require additional time, and could not be
done under the 72 hour CT, may now be completed while the plant is at-power. Based on this, the
following changes in maintenance unavailability are expected.

Maintenance Time With Expected Maintenance Time
System Current CT With Extended CT

Service Water 181.3 hr/pump/cycle 423.1 hr/pump/cycle
7.6 hr/train/cycle 78 hr/train/cycle

8.6.2 SW: Plant Risk Results

The results for the participating plants, in terms of the impact of the CT extension on CDF and LERF, in
addition to the ICCDP and ICLERP, values are provided on Table 8.5. These values were calculated by
each utility following the method described in Appendix H using their plant specific PRA model.
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In calculating the ICCDP and ICLERP values, the analysis differentiated between scheduled (or
preventive) activities and repair (or unscheduled) activities. Evaluating both types of activities could lead
to CT improvements for one type of activity and not the other. With a repair activity, the operable train
could have the same problem as the inoperable train, therefore, a higher failure probability is used for the
operable train which accounts for the possibility of common cause failure. With a scheduled activity
there is no prior information concerning the out of service train with regard to failure, therefore, the
random failure probability applies to the operable train.

North Anna Plant

The North Anna CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria (CDF < IE-04/yr and
LERF < 1E-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF
and LERF values are provided on Table 8.5, but there is sufficient margin between these values and the
guidelines to account for external events and remain below these targets.

The North Anna analysis results for the impact on CDF and LERF meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a
small impact, that is, ACDF is less than IE-06/yr and ALERF is less than IE-07/yr. The ICCDP and
ICLERP values are provided for two cases: 1) 1 pump in each header is unavailable and 2) 1 header (both
pumps) is unavailable. The ICCDP and ICLERP values for scheduled maintenance activities for both
cases meet the acceptance guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177, that is, the ICCDP is less than 5E-07 and the
ICLERP is less than 5E-08. The ICCDP value for repair activities for both cases does not meet these
guidelines, although the ICLERP value does.

The service water systems are normally run cross-connected between the units, therefore, the
cross-connect to the second unit is included in the PRA model.

Loss of service water as an initiating event is included in the North Anna PRA model. The frequency of
the event in the model is determined by fault tree analysis. The frequency of the event is 5.99E-06/yr and
requires a failure of all four SW pumps (two on each unit). RCP seal cooling is addressed in the loss of
SW event. SW is used to cool both the CCW, which cools the RCP thermal barrier heat exchangers, and
the charging pumps, therefore, loss of SW leads to loss of RCP seal cooling. If RCP seal cooling fails. a
seal LOCA is assumed to occur 22.5% of the time and core damage is assumed. Fire protection water is
credited as an alternate charging pump cooling source. The RCP seal LOCA model is based on the
Brookhaven National Laboratory model. The RCP have seals with the improved material.

Based on this, the PRA calculations support the following:

* Two service water pumps inoperable: 7 day CT (scheduled activities)
* Two service water pumps inoperable: 72 hour CT (repair activities)

Vogtle Plant

The Vogtle CDF and LERF values meet the Reg. Guide criteria for finding small increases in CDF and
LERF acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.5, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and remain below
these targets.
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The Vogtle analysis results for the impact on CDF does not meet Reg. Guide 1.174 guidelines for a small
impact, although the impact on LERF does meet the guidelines. The ICCDP for scheduled maintenance
or repair activities does not meet the guidelines in Reg. Guide 1.177. The ICLERP value does meet the
guideline for schedule activities, but not for repair activities.

The Vogtle plant does not have the capability to crosstie the nuclear service cooling water system between
Units 1 and 2. Loss of nuclear service cooling water is included as an initiating event. The event leads to
loss of RCP seal cooling. The frequency of the event is determined by fault tree analysis. The frequency
of the event is 5.60E-05Oyr for the base case and 5.61E-05/yr for the extended CT case. There is no credit
taken for alternate seal cooling or recovery of auxiliary CCW system to restore RCP seal cooling.

Based on this, the PRA calculations do not support any changes:

* Nuclear service cooling water train inoperable for scheduled activities: 72 hour CT
* Nuclear service cooling water train inoperable for repair activities: 72 hour CT

8.6.3 SW: Comparison Between Plants

SW system designs included in this WCAP are different and are important to the plant safety for these
plants. Loss of service water in both plants leads to a RCP seal LOCA.

With regard to the SW system, two designs are represented in this WCAP. These are:

* A two train system with two pumps and an auxiliary service water system backup with crosstie
capability (North Anna).

* A two train system with three pumps per train without crosstie capability (Vogtle).

The results discussed above lead to the following general conclusions:

* North Anna meets the guidelines/criteria in Reg. Guide 1.174 on ACDF (<IE-06/yr) and ALERF
(<1E-07/yr) that defines a small impact on CDF and LERF. Vogtle meets the guideline/criteria
for the impact on LERF, but not on CDF.

* Both plants total CDF and LERF values are below the guidelines/criteria in Reg. Guide 1.174
(CDF < IE-04Iyr and LERF < IE-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF
acceptable. Only the internal event CDF and LERF values are provided on Table 8.5, but there is
sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and
remain below these targets.

* Loss of SW is an initiating event in both plants.

* The North Anna design allows for the most flexibility with a two train system and two pumps per
train, cross-tie capability, and a backup from the auxiliary service water system.
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* An extended CT for repairs cannot be justified for either of the plants and an extended CT for
scheduled activities can only be justified for North Anna.

8.7 CUMULATIVE CDF AND LERF IMPACT

Reg. Guide 1.174 also requires the cumulative CDF and LERF impact to be considered. Table 8-6
provides the cumulative CDF impact and Table 8.7 provide the cumulative LERF impact for each plant.
The values listed in these tables only correspond to the CT increases that can be justified for each plant.
The cumulative CDF value for each plant is less than 1.OE-06/yr and the LERF cumulative value for each
plant is less than 1.OE-07/yr.

8.8 SUMMARY OF COMPLETION TIME CHANGES TO BE REQUESTED

Table 8.8 provides a summary of the CT's to be increased to seven days. The results are provided for
scheduled and repair type activities. As previously noted, scheduled activities are typically pre-planned
preventive activities and repair activities are typically emergent activities required to repair a failed
component. The following nomenclature is used on Table 8.8.

"NA" : The Technical Specification is not applicable to the plant, that is, the system related to the
Technical Specification is not part of the plant's design.

"NC" : The utility/plant decided not to evaluate changes to the CT for this Technical Specification.

"7 days" : Denotes the Technical Specification CTs to be extended.

Denotes the Technical Specification CTs that will remain at their current CT values.

8.9 TIER 2: AVOIDANCE OF RISK-SIGNIFICANT PLANT CONDITIONS

The objective of the second tier, which is applicable to CT extensions, is to provide reasonable assurance
that risk-significant plant equipment outage configurations will not occur when equipment is out of
service. If risk-significant configurations do occur, then enhancements to Technical Specifications or
procedures, such as limiting unavailability of backup systems, increased surveillance frequencies, or
upgrading procedures or training, can be made that avoid, limit, or lessen the importance of these
configurations.

Addressing second-tier requirements is outside the scope of this document. Tier 2 requirements are plant
specific limitations on plant configurations that need to be addressed on an individual plant basis. Due to
the plant specific designs for the systems of interest in this WCAP, it is not possible to develop a generic
set of limitations that are applicable to all the plants. Tier 2 requirements will be addressed on a utility
specific basis when the changes in this WCAP are implemented at each plant.
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8.10 TIER 3: RISK-INFORMED PLANT CONFIGURATION CONTROLAND
MANAGEMENT

The objective of the third-tier is to ensure that the risk impact of out-of-service equipment is evaluated
prior to performing any maintenance activity. As stated in RG-1.174, "a viable program would be one
that is able to uncover risk-significant plant equipment outage configurations as they evolve during
real-time, normal plant operation." The third-tier requirement is an extension of the second-tier
requirement, but addresses the limitation of being able to identify all possible risk-significant plant
configurations in the second-tier evaluation.

Addressing third-tier requirements is outside the scope of this document. This will be addressed on a
utility specific basis when the changes in this WCAP are implemented at each plant and will be addressed
through each plant's Maintenance Rule Program (A.4 requirement).
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Table 8.1 Summary of Impact of ECCS Completion Time Increase front 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - Emergency Core Cooling System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

CC (or high head) pump fail to start 8.97E-03 1.74E-03 1.05E-03 3.79E-03 2.69E-03
failure probability (per demand) l

CC (or high head) pump fail to run failure 8.55E-05 1.45E-05 2.28E1-06 4.62E-06 1.79E-04
probability (per hour) l

SI (or intermediate head) pump fail to 1.93E-03 8.89E-04 No intermediate No intermediate 2.69E-03
start failure probability (per demand) head train in ECCS head train in ECCS

SI (or intermediate head) pump fail to run 3.00E-05 2.89E-05 No intermediate No intermediate 1.79E-04
failure probability (per hour) head train in ECCS head train in ECCS

RIIR (or low head) pump fail to start 6.06E-03 5.011E-03 2.09E-03 3.13E-03 2.69E-03
failure probability (per demand)

RWIR (or low head) pump fail to run 1.74E-05 2.03E-05 3.09E-05 2.95E-05 1.79E-04
failure probability (per hour)

Small LOCA ECCS required mission
(run) time

- Injection (hours) 24 3 24 24 24 (includes cold
leg recirc)

- Cold leg recirculation (hours) Included with 21 24 24 (included in
Injection injection)

- Hot leg recirculation (hours) Not modeled Not required Not modeled Not modeled Not modeled
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Table 8.1 Summary of Impact of ECCS Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - Emergency Core Cooling System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

Medium LOCA ECCS required mission
(run) time

- Injection (hours) 24 1 1 24 24 (includes cold
leg recirc)

- Cold leg recirculation (hours) Included with 6.5 24 24 (included in
Injection injection)

- Hot leg recirculation (hours) Not modeled 16.5 Not modeled Not modeled Not modeled

Large LOCA ECCS required mission
(run) time

- Injection (hours) 24 0.5 1 1 24 (includes cold
leg recirc)

- Cold leg recirculation (hours) Included with 7 24 24 (included in
Injection injection)

- Ilot leg recirculation (hours) Not modeled 16.5 24 24 Not modeled

ECCS common cause failure model | MGL | MGL | Alpha | Alpha | MGL (Beta)
(MGL?. ALPIIA?, etc.) J _ I _ _

CDF (current CT) (per yr)7  1.44E-05 1.589E-05 2.93E-05 1.0613-05 2.261E-05

CDF (proposed CT) (per yr)7  1.48E-05 1.59313-05 2.95E-05 1.10E-05 2.3 1E-05

CDF increase (per yr)7  4.013-07 4.0E-08 2.0E-07 4.0E-07 5.0E-07

LERF (current CT) (per yr)7 3.1013-07 7.776E-08 8.03E-07 1.3813-06 4.2013-07
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Table 8.1 Summary of Impact of ECCS Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - Emergency Core Cooling System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtie Surry North Anna Callaway

LERF (proposed CT) (per yr)
7  3.15E-07 7.802E-08 8.18E-07 1.39E-06 4.50E-07

LERF increase (per yr)7  5.0E-09 2.6E10 I.5E-08 1.OE-08 3.0E-08

CCDF (one ECCS train out of service due N/A 4  5.70E-05 3.65E-05 2.08E-05 N/A 4

to test or scheduled maintenance activity)
(per yr)

CCDF (one ECCS train out of service due N/A4 6.86E-05 6.02E-05 1.14E-04 N/A4

to repair activity) (per yr)

ICCDP (7 day CT with one ECCS train N/A4 7.87E-07 1.38E-07 1.96E-07 N/A4

out of servicc due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICCDP (7 day CT with onc ECCS train N/A4 1.OIE-06 5.93E-07 1.98E-06 N/A4

out of service due to repair activity)

CLERF (one ECCS train out of service N/A4 3.13E-07 1.50E-06 1.52E-06 N/A4

due to test or scheduled maintenance
activity) (per yr)

CLERF (one ECCS train out of service N/A4 4.49E-07 2.98E-06 4.06E-06 N/A4

due to repair activity) (per yr)

ICLERP (7 day CT with one ECCS train N/A4 4.5 1E-09 1.34E-08 2.68E-09 N/A4

out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (7 day CT with onc ECCS train N/A4 7.12E-09 4.18E-08 5.14E-08 N/A4

out of servicc due to repair activity)

CCDF (one CC train out of service due to I.92E-05 1.66E-05 3.31E-05 1.19E-05 2.97E-055

test or scheduled maintenance activity)
(per yr)
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Table 8.1 Summary of Impact of ECCS Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - Emergency Core Cooling System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

CCDF (one CC train out of service due to 2.17E-05 I.68E-05 5.081-05 7.58E-05 2.8 1E-05
repair activity) (per yr)

ICCDP (7 day CT with one CC train out 9.2 1E-08 1.32E-08 7.291-08 2.492-08 1.37E-075

of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICCDP (7 day CT with one CC train out 1.40E-07 1.80E-08 4.12E-07 1.251-06 1.072-07
of service due to repair activity)

CLERF (one CC train out of service due 5.72E-07 1.38E-07 1.432-06 1.391-06 No calculable
to test or scheduled maintenance activity) (appreciable) impact
(per yr) on LERF

CLERF (one CC train out of service due 5.81E-07 1.652-07 2.842-06 3.1 IE-06 No calculable
to repair activity) (per yr) (appreciable) impact

on LERF

ICLERP (7 day CT with one CC train out 5.02E-09 1.15E-09 1.20E-08 <1E-08 No calculable
of service due to test or scheduled (appreciable) impact
maintenance activity) onLERF

ICLERP (7 day CT with one CC train out 5.20E-09 1.68E-09 3.91E-08 3.32E-08 No calculable
of service due to repair activity) (appreciable) impact

on LERF

CCDF (one SI train out of service due to 2.23E-05 1.59E-05 N/A6  N/A6  2.97E-055
test or scheduled maintenance activity)
(per yr)

CCDF (one ST train out of service due to 2.46E-05 1.59E-05 N/A6  N/A6  No calculable
corrective/repair maintenance activity) (appreciable) impact
(per yr) on CDF
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Table 8.1 Summary of Impact of ECCS Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - Emergency Corc Cooling System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

ICCDP (7 day CT with one SI train out of 1.52E-07 7.67E-10 N/A6  N/A6  1.37E-075

service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

lICCDP (7 day CT with one SI train out of 1.96E-07 7.67E-10 N/A6  N/A6  No calculable
service due to repair activity) (appreciable) impact

on CDF

CLERF (one SI train out of service due to 2.65E-07 I.OIE-07 N/A6  NA6  No calculable
test or scheduled maintenance activity) (appreciable) impact
(per yr) onLERF

CLERF (one SI train out of service due to 2.68E-07 1.02E-07 N/A6  N/A6  No calculable
corrective/repair maintenance activity) (appreciable) impact
(per yr) on LERF

ICLERP (7 day CT with one SI train out Negligible 4.44E-10 N/A6  N/A6  No calculable
of service due to test or scheduled (appreciable) impact
maintenance activity) on LERF

ICLERP (7 day CT with one SI train out Negligible 4.611E-10 N/A6  N/A6  No calculable

of service due to repair activity) (appreciable) impact
on LERF

CCDF (one RHIR train out of service due 1.26E-05 5.49E-05 3.45E-05 2.06E-05 4.80E-05
to test or scheduled maintenance activity)
(per yr)_

CCDF (one RIIR train out of service due 1.26E.05 6.58E-05 4.06E-05 3.22E-05 N/A4

to repair activity) (per yr)

ICCDP (7 day CT with one RHR train out Negligible 7.47E-07 9.97E108 1.92E-07 4.88E-07
of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)
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Table 8.1 Summary of Impact or ECCS Completion Time Increase rrom 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - Emergency Core Cooling System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

ICCDP (7 day CT with one RHR train out Negligible 9.57E-07 2.17E-07 4.14E-07 N/A4

of service due to repair activity) _

CLERF (one RIIR train out of service due 2.58E-07 1.09E-07 8.06E-07 1.52E-06 2.50E-06
to test or scheduled maintenance activity)
(per yr)

CLERF (one RHR train out of service due 2.58E-07 1.20E-07 8.13E-07 1.53E-06 N/A4

to repair activity) (per yr)

ICLERP (7 day CT with one RHR train Negligible 6.03E-10 5.75E-1 1 2.68E-09 3.99E-08
out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (7 day CT with one RHR train Negligible 8.06E-10 1.92E-10 2.88E-09 N/A4

out of service due to repair activity)

CCDF (one containment recirculation 3.69E-05 N/A6  N/A6  N/A6  N/A6

train out of service due to test or
scheduled maintenance activity) (per yr)

CCDF (one containment recirculation 4.46E-05 N/A6  N/A6  N/A6  N/A6

train out of service due to repair activity)
(per yr)

ICCDP (7 day CT with one containment 4.32E-07 N/A6  N/A6  N/A6  N/A6

recirculation train out of service due to
test or scheduled maintenance activity)

ICCDP (7 day CT with one containment 5.79E-07 N/A6  N/A6  N/A6  N/A6

recirculation train out of service due to
repair activity) .

CLERF (one containment recirculation 2.64E-07 N/A6  N/A6  N/A6  N/A6

train out of service due to test or
scheduled maintenance activity) (per yr) .
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Table 8.1 Summary of Impact of ECCS Completion Timc Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
Table 8.1 Summlary of Impact or ECCS Complction Time Increase rrornl 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - Emergency Core Cooling System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtde Surry North Anna Callaway

CLERF (one containment recirculation 2.66E-07 N/A6  N/A6  N/A6  N/A6

train out of service due to repair activity)
(per yr)

ICLERP (7 day CT with one containment Negligible N/A6 N/A6 N/A6 N/A6
recirculation train out of service due to
test or scheduled maintenance activity)

ICLERP (7 day CT with one containment Negligible N/A6 N/A6 N/A6 N/A6
recirculation train out of service due to
repair activity)

Notes:
1. Not used.
2. Not used.

3. Not used.
4. No cxtension requested for this configuration.
5. Evaluated as one IIIISI (charging) train and one IIISI (SI) train concurrcntly out of service.
6. Plant design does not include this system.

7. CDI and LERF values arc based on the expected unavailability increase at the ECCS level. that is, if the CT is extended for all the ECCS subsystems.
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Table 8.2 Summary or Impact of Containment Spray Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(LCO 3.6.6, Action A.1 - Containment Spray)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway Prairie Island

Containment spray pump fail to 3.02E-03 1.22E-03 4.65E-03 3.93E-03 --- N/A
start failure probability (per
demand)

Containment spray pump fail to 3.00E-05 2.94E-05 3.06E-05 3.30E-05 --- N/A
run failure probability (per hour)

Containment spray system required --- --- --- --- --- N/A
mission (run) time

- Injection (hours) 2 0.5 2 2 --- N/A

- Recirculation (hours) 24 *23.5 24 24 N/A

Containment spray system MGL MGL Alpha Alpha --- N/A
common cause failure model
(MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)

CDF (current CT) (per year) 1.4413-05 1.58913-05 2.9313-05 1.06E-05 --- 2.20E-05

CDF (proposed CT) (per year) 1.44E-05 1.589E-05 2.9313-05 1.06E-05 --- 2.20E-05

CDF increase (per year) 0.00 0.00 < 1.00E-07 < l.00E-07 --- 0.00

CCDF (one spray train out of 1.15E-05 1.5913-05 2.93E-05 1.06E-05 --- 2.2013-05
service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity) (per yr)

CCDF (one spray train out of 1.1513-05 1.59E-05 2.9313-05 1.0613-05 2.2013-05
service due to repair activity)
(per yr)
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Tablc 8.2 Summary of Impact of Containment Spray Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.6.6, Action A.1 - Containment Spray)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtile Surry North Anna Callaway Prairic Island

ICCDP (7 day CT with one spray Negligible 0.00 < 1.0013-08 < .0OOE-08 . -- 0.00
train out of service due to test or
scheduled maintenance activity)

ICCDIP (7 day CT with one spray Negligible 0.00 < .0OOE-08 < 1.OOE-08 ... 0.00
train out of service due to repair
activity)

LERF (current CT) (per year) 3.0E-07 7.7813-08 8.0311.07 1.3813-06 --- 6.941E-07

LERF (proposed CT) (per year) 3.1OE-07 7.78E-08 8.03E-07 1.3813-06 --- 6.9413-07

LERF increase (per year) 0.0 0.0 < I.OE-09 < 1.013-08 --- 0.0

CLERF (one spray train out of 2.74E-07 7.7813-08 8.05E-07 1.40E-06 --- 6.9413-07
service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity) (per yr)

CLERF (one spray train out of 2.7613-07 7.7813-08 8.05E-07 1.4 1 E-06 6.9413-07
service due to repair activity)
(per yr)

ICLERP (7 day CT with one spray Negligible 0.00 3.84E-11 3.83E-10 _ 0.00
train out of service due to test or
scheduled maintenance activity)

ICLERP (7 day CT with one spray Negligible 0.00 3.84E-1 1 5.75E-10 --- 0.00
train out of service due to repair
activity)
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Table 8.3 Summary of Impact of A FW Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(ICO 3.7.5, Action B.1 - Auxiliary Feedwater System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Sturry North Anna Callaway

AFW MD pump fail to start failure 2.01E-03 1.42E-03 1.80E-03 1.39E-03 2.69E-03
probability (per demand)

AFW MD pump fail to run failure 3.00E-05 6.95E-05 3.01E-05 2.95E-05 1.79E-04
probability (per hour)

AFW TD pump fail to start failure 3.38E-02 1.4 1E-02 6.79E-03 1.53E-02 6.3 1E-03
probability (per demand)

AFW TD pump fail to run failure 5.00-03 1.59E-03 6.45E-03 2.68E-03 1.00-04
probability (per hour)

AFW system required mission (run) time 24 24 24' 24' 24
(hours)

ArV system common cause failure MGL MGL Alpha Alpha MGL (Beta)
model (MGL?. Alpha?, etc.)

CDF (current CT) (per yr)3  1.44E-05 1.589E-05 2.932-05 1.06E-05 3.86E-05

CDF (proposed CT) (per yr)3  1.7 1E-054 1.604E-05 2.95E-05 1.062-05 3.87E-05

CDF increase (per yr)3  2.71-06' 1.5E-07 2.0E-07 < 1.002-07 1.0E-07

CCDF (one MD pump AFW train out of 5.18E-05 3.782-05 3.372-05 1.83E-05 4.21E-05
service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity) (per yr)

CCDF (one MD pump AFW train out of 1.24E-04 4.282-05 3.452-05 2.95E-05 4.25E-05
service due to repair activity) (per yr)

CCDF (one TD pump AFW train out of 2.28E-05 2.552-05 3.172-05 1.49E-05 Not Evaluated
service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)2 (per yr)

----
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Table 8.3 Summary of Impact of AFW Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.7.5, Action 1B.1 - Auxiliary Feedwater System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

ICCDP (one MD pump AFW train out of 7.26E-07 4.2 1E-07 8.44E-08 1.48E-07 6.7 IE-08
service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICCDP (one MD pump AFW train out of 2.IOE-06 5.17E-07 9.97E-08 3.62E-07 7.48E-08
service due to repair activity)

ICCDP (one TD pump AFW train out of 1.61E-07 1.85E-07 4.60E-08 8.25E-08 Not Evaluated
service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)2

LERF (current C7l ) (per yr)3  3.1OE-07 7.776E-08 8.03E-07 1.38E-06 4.20E-07

LERF (proposed CT) (per yr)3  3.IOE-07 7.837E-08 8.31 E-07 1.38E-06 4.22E-07

LERF increase (per year)3  0.0 6.1E-10 2.8E-08 < I.OOE-08 2.0E-09

CLERF (one MD pump AFWV train out 2.84E-07 1.85E-07 1.68E-06 1.50E-06 4.85E-07
of service due to test or maintenance
activity) (per yr)

CLERF (one MD pump AFlW train out of 2.98E-07 1.90E-07 1.74E-06 1.62E-06 4.85E-07
service due to repair activity) (per yr)

CLERF (one TD pump AFW train out of 2.81E-07 I.19E-07 I.OOE-06 1.48E-06 Not Evaluated
service) (per yr)

ICLERP (one MD pump AFW train out Negligible 2.05E-09 1.68E-08 2.30E-09 1.23E-09
of service due to test or maintenance
activity)

ICLERP (one MD pump AFW train out Negligible 2.16E-09 1.80E-08 4.60E-09 1.23E-09
of service due to repair activity)
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Table 8.3 Summary of Impact of A FW Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.7.5, Action 1B.1 - Auxiliary Feedwater System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

ICLERP (with one TD pump AFW train Negligible 7.95E-I0 3.78E-09 1.92E-09 Not Evaluated
out of service)2

Notes:
1. Some sequences have a I hour mission time, some have a 12 hour mission time, and some have a 24 hour mission time. Data provided are for the 24-hour mission time.

2. ICCDP and ICLERP values for repair activities are not calculated for a TD pump train out of service since there are no common cause interactions related to similar pump
types between the MD pump trains and the TD pump train.

3. CDF and LERF values are based on the expected unavailability increase if the CT is extended for both MD and TD pump trains.

4. A sensitivity case was performed which showed the CDF increase to bh 4E-07/yr when the extended CT is applied only to the TD AFW pump.
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Table 8.4 Summary of Impact of CCWV Completion Time Increase front 72 hours (24 hours for Surry) to 7 days on Plant Risk
(LCO 3.7.7, Action A.I - Component Cooling Water System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway'

CCW pump fail to start failure probability --- 1.30E-03 9.43E-04
(per demand)

CCW pump fail to run failure probability --- 1.72E-05 8.85E-06
(per hour)

CCW system required mission (run) time --- 24 24
(hours)

CCW system common cause failure --- MGL Alpha
model (MGL?, Alpha?. Etc.)

CDF (current CT) (per yr) --- 1.589E-05 2.93E-05

CDF (proposed CT) (per yr) --- 1.589E-05 2.98E-05

CDF increase (per yr) --- 0.00 5.0E-07

CCDF (one CCW loop out of service due --- 1.62E-05 4.25E-05
to test or scheduled maintenance activity)
(per yr)

CCDF (one CCW loop out of service due --- 1.62E-05 6.1 IE-05'
to repair activity) (per yr)

ICCDP (one CCW loop out of service due --- 5.75E-09 2.53E-07
to test or scheduled maintenance activity)

ICCDP (one CCW loop out of service due --- 5.75E-09 6.1OE-07'
to repair activity)

LERF (current CT) (per yr) --- 7.776E--08 8.03E.07 --- ---

LERF (proposed CT) (per yr) --- _ 7.776E-08 j 8.05-07 --- ---
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Table 8.4 Summary of Impact of CCWV Completion Time Increase from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.7.7, Action A.1 - Component Cooling Water System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callawvay

LERF increase (per year) --- 0.00 2.02-09

CLERF (one CCW loop out of service --- 7.782-08 1.08E-06
due to test or maintenance activity)
(per yr)

CLERF (one CCW loop out of service --- 7.78E-08 1.232-06-
due to repair activity) (per yr)

ICLERP (one CCW loop out of service --- 0.0 5.3 IE-09 --- --

due to test or scheduled maintenance
activity)

ICLERP (one CCW loop out of service --- 0.0 8.19E-09-
due to repair activity)

Notes:
I . A sensitivity case was performed for the corrective/repair maintenance on two CCW loops out of service. The sensitivity differed in that the Test and Maintenance

unavailability of the I11 and IJ 480 VAC emergency buses was set to IE-06. In the baseline analyses, the unavailability had been identified as 4.61E-04, but this data was
generally for the buses being declared inoperable, not unavailable (i.e.. the buses were never de-energized during the tests). For the sensitivity, a new baseline CDF and LERF
were calculated (CDF = 2.891-05. LERF = 7.70E-07). The results foa the sensitivity case with the 480 V bus TM unavailability set to I E-06 are:

CCDF = 3.90E-05
LERF = 9.44E-07
ICCDP = 1.94E-07
ICLERP = 3.301-09
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Table 8.5 Summary of Impact of SW Completion Time Change from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(LCO 3.7.8, Action A.1 - Service Water System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

SW pump fail to start failure probability --- 1.13E-03 --- 3.02E-03

(per demand)

SW pump fail to run failure probability ... 5.09E-06 --- 4.48E-06

(per hr) _

SW system required mission (run) time --- 24 24

(hrs) _

SW system common cause failure model . MGL --- Alpha

(MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)

CDF (current CT) (per yr) -. 1.589E-OS --- 1.06E-05

CDF (proposed CT) (per yr) --- 1.758E-05 --- 1.06E-05

CDF increase (per yr) --- 1.7E-06 --- < 1.OOE-07

CCDF (one SW loop out of service due to --- 4.70E-04 --- I pmp/hdr: 1.1I E-OS
test or scheduled maintenance activity) I hdr-2 pmp: 1.07E-05

(per yr) .

CCDF (one SW loop out of service due to --- 5.78E-03 --- I pmp/hdr: 1.66E-04

repair activity) (per yr) I hdr-2 pmp: 1.07E-04

ICCDP (one SW loop out of service due --- 8.71 E-06 --- I pmp/hdr: 9.59E-09

to test or scheduled maintenance activity) I hdr-2 pmp: 1.92E-09

ICCDP (one SW loop out of service due --- 1.1 IE-04 --- I pmp/hdr: 2.98E-06

to repair activity) I I hdr-2 pmp: 1.85E-06

LERF (current CT) (per yr) |-- 7.776E-08 | 1.38E-06 |

LERF (proposed C) (per yr) .. . 7.969E-08 -- 1.38E-06 |

WCAP- 15957
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Table 8.5 Summary of Impact of SW Completion Time Change from 72 hours to 7 days on Plant Risk
(cont.) (LCO 3.7.8, Action A.1 - Service Water System)

Plant

Parameter Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway

LERF increase (per yr) --- 1.9-09 --- < 1.OOE-08

CLERF (one SW loop out of service due --- 7.7 1E-07 --- I pmp/hdr: 1.39E-06
to test or maintenance activity) (per yr) I hdr-2 pmp: 1.38E-06

CLERF (one SW loop out of service due 6.86E-06 --- I pmp/hdr: 2.0 1E-06
to repair activity) (per yr) I hdr-2 pmp: 1.77E-06

ICLERP (one SW loop out of service due --- 1.33E-08 --- I pmp/hdr: 1.92E-10
to test or maintenance activity) I hdr-2 pmp: <1.00E-9

ICLERP (one SW loop out of service due --- 1.301-07 --- I pmp/hdr: 1.211-08
to repair activity) I hdr-2 pmp: 7.48E-09
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Table 8.6 Cumulative Impact of CT Changes on Core D)amage Frequency
(all values are CDF on a yearly basis)

Plant

CT Change Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway Prairie Island

Emergency Core Cooling System 4.0E-07 4.0E-08 2.0E-07 4.0E-07 5.0E-07 NC'

Containment Spray System 0.0 0.0 <I.OE-07 <I.OE-07 NC' 0.0

Auxiliary Feedwater System 4.0E-07 I.5E-07 2.0E-07 <I.OE-07 1.OE-07 NC'

Component Cooling Water NCI 0.0 5.0E-07 NC' NC' NC'
System

Service Water System NC' Note 2 NC' <I.OE-07 NC' NC'

Total 8.0E-07 1.9E-07 <I.OE-06 <7.OE-07 6.0E-07 0.0

Notes:
1. NC - Thc utility/plant did not participate in cvaluating thc CT change to thc Tcch. Spcc.
2. An evaluation of a CT increase was performcd. but no changc is requested.
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Table 8.7 Cumulative Impact or CT Changes on Large Early Release Frequency
(all values are LERF on a yearly basis)

Plant

CT Change Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway Prairie Island

Emergency Core Cooling System 5.0E-09 2.6E-10 1.5E-08 1.0E-08 3.0E-08 NC'

Containment Spray System 0.0 0.0 <I.OE-09 <1.0E-08 NC' 0.0

Auxiliary Feedwater System 0.0 6.IE-I0 2.8E-08 <I.OE-08 2.0E-09 NC'

Component Cooling Water NC' 0.0 2.0E-09 NC' NC' NC'
System

Service Water System NC' Note 2 NC' <I.OE-08 NC' NC'

Total 5.0E-09 8.7E-10 <4.6E-08 <4.0E-08 3.2E-08 0.0

Notes:
1. NC - Thc utility/plait did not participate in evaluating the CT change to the Tech. Spec.

2. An evaluation ot a CT increasc was performcd, but no change is reque-ted.
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Table 8.8 Summary of Completion Time Changes to be Requested

Plants

System Millstone 3 Vogtle Surry North Anna Callaway Prairie Island

ECCS: Subsystem, Scheduled Activity 7 days 7 days -- NC3

ECCS: Subsystem, Repair Activity -- NC3

ECCS: IllISI System, Scheduled Activity 7 days 7 days 7 days 7 days 7 days' NC3

ECCS: HHSI System, Repair Activity 7 days 7 days 7 days 7 days NC3

ECCS: IHSI System, Scheduled Activity 7 days 7 days NA2  NA2  7 days' NC3

ECCS: IHISI System, Repair Activity 7 days 7 days NA2  NA2  7 days NC3

ECCS: LHSI System, Scheduled Activity 7 days 7 days 7 days 7 days NC3

ECCS: LHSI System, Repair Activity 7 days 7 days 7 days -- NC3

ECCS: Containment Recirc., Scheduled Activity 7 days NA2  NA2  NA2  NA2  NA2

ECCS: Containment Recirc., Repair Activity 7 days NA2  NA2  NA2  NA2  NA2

Containment Spray: Scheduled Activity 7days 7days J 7days 7days | NC3 ' 7days

Containment Spray: Repair Activity 7 days | 7 days | 7 days 7 days | NC3 ' 7 days

AFW: MD Pump Train, Scheduled Activity | 7 days 7 days 7 days 7 days NC3

AFV: MD Pump Train, Repair Activity - 7 days 7 days 7 days 7 days NC3

AIWV: TD Pump Train, Scheduled Activity 7 days 7 days 7 days 7 days NC3  NC3

AFW: TD Pump Train, Repair Activity 7 days 7 days 7 days 7 days NC3  NC3

CCW: Scheduled Activity NC3  7 days J 7 days NC3  NC3  | NC3

CCW: Repair Activity NC3 7days | 7days | NC3' NC3 | NC3
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Table 8.8 Summary or (
(cont.)

System

SW: Scheduled Activity

SW: Repair Activity

Completion Time Changes to be Requested

Plants

Notes:

1. A IIIISI and IlISI train may he out of service simultaneously for scheduled activities for 7 days.

2. NA - Tech. Spec. (plant system) is not applicable to this plant.

3. NC - The utility/plant did not participate in evaluating the CT change to this Tech. Spec.
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9 IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHES AND LEAD PLANT
APPLICATION

The following discusses implementation of these Technical Specification CT changes. In some cases
implementation will require a split CT, depending on the reason for entering the Action (a scheduled
activity or a repair activity) or an expansion of the Technical Specification Conditions. This is discussed
in Section 9.1. Implementation of these Technical Specification changes are discussed for North Anna
(lead plant) in Section 9.2.

9.1 IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHES

Implementation of these changes will be plant specific. The exact approach will depend on the results of
the plant specific risk analysis. In some cases, a CT extension could not be justified for the Technical
Specification as currently written at the train level, but 'could be justified at a more discrete level. This
applies to the ECCS and AFW systems. In other cases, a CT extension could be justified for scheduled
activities, but not for repair activities. This applies to the ECCS, AFW, CCW, and SW systems.

9.1.1 Expansion of Technical Specification Conditions

Current ECCS Technical Specifications have a Condition for a train inoperable, where a train may consist
of three subsystems: centrifugal charging (high head), safety injection (intermediate head), and residual
heat removal (low head). As the Technical Specifications are currently written, with one train of any
subsystem inoperable, the ECCS train is considered inoperable. But in terms of PRA, the risk of a single
inoperable subsystem train can be significantly different than the risk of an inoperable ECCS train. This
is evident from the results provided in Section 8. The summary of results provided in Table 8-8 shows
that in some cases a CT extension could not by justified for an inoperable ECCS train, but could be
justified for an inoperable subsystem train. The Millstone 3 results provide an example of this. An
extension to 7 days can be justified for each individual ECCS subsystem train, but not for an ECCS train.
To accommodate this in the plant's Technical Specifications, Conditions will need to be developed at the
subsystem level. Separate Conditions will be developed for an inoperable low head subsystem train, an
inoperable intermediate head subsystem train, and an inoperable high head subsystem train with an
appropriate Action and a CT of 7 days. The 72 hour CT will be retained for an ECCS train inoperable.
Retaining the ECCS train inoperable condition will address the situations not covered at the individual
subsystem level, such as when an intermediate head subsystem train and high head subsystem train are
inoperable at the same time.

Current AFW system Technical Specifications have a Condition for one AFW train inoperable. AFW
systems often, but not always, consist of three trains with one of the trains diverse in design from the
other two. One train will contain a TD pump and the other two will contain MD pumps. Similar diversity
is included in two train AFW system designs. As currently written, the Technical Specification treats all
trains the same with regard to the CT. But, based on PRA, the risk importance of each train is not the
same. This is evident from the results provided in Section 8. The summary provided on Table 8-8 shows
that in some cases a CT extension can only be justified for particular type of train. The Millstone 3 results
provide an example of this also. An extension to 7 days can be justified for an inoperable TD pump train,
but not for an inoperable MD pump train. To accommodate this in the plant's Technical Specifications,
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Conditions will need to be developed that distinguish between pump train types. Separate Conditions will
be developed for an inoperable TD pump train and an inoperable MD pump train, each with a
corresponding Action and CT. In the case of Millstone 3, the CT for a TD pump train inoperable will be
7 days and the CT for a MD pump train inoperable will be 72 hours.

9.1.2 Completion Times Based on Activity Type

Technical Specifications provide a single CT regardless of the reason the system or component is
inoperable. As the Technical Specifications are currently configured, the same CT is applicable to
scheduled activities and repair activities. As shown in Section 8, the risk associated with the inoperability
is dependent on the activity type. If the component or system is inoperable due to a scheduled
maintenance activity, that is, nothing has failed, then the operable train may fail due to random causes.
But if the component or system is inoperable due to a repair activity, something has failed, then the
operable train is susceptible to the same failure and common cause failure needs to be considered.

The results provided in Section 8 show that in some of the cases a single CT extension can be justified for
both scheduled and repair activities. In this case, the single CT corresponding to the LCO Condition of
interest can be extended to 7 days. This extended CT is then applicable to scheduled and repair activities.

The results provided in Section 8 also show that in a number of cases a CT extension to 7 days can be
justified for scheduled activities, but not for repair activities. This is based on the ICCDP and ICLERP
calculations. The ICCDP and ICLERP values are based on component random failure probabilities for
the operable train for scheduled activities and component common cause failure probabilities, given one
train has failed, for the operable train for repair activities. Given that the random failure probability is
significantly lower than the common cause factor that is applied, the ICCDP and ICLERP values for
scheduled activities often meet the Regulatory Guide 1.177 criteria while the values for repair activities
may not. Given this situation, a split Technical Specification Action CT can be developed that provides a
7 day CT for scheduled (or preventive maintenance) activities and 72 hours for repair activities.

A single Technical Specification CT may be able to be retained for these systems if a common cause
failure assessment of the operable train can be completed. The objective of this assessment is to
demonstrate that the operable train is not inoperable for the same reason as the inoperable train. If this
can be completed within a specified time period (T), then the ICCDP and ICLERP can be re-calculated
consistent with this assumption. This calculation assumes that the increased common cause failure
potential is applicable over the time period used to assess the common cause failure potential for the
operable train. After it is determined that the operable train is not inoperable for the same reason, the
calculation is based on random failure values for the operable train. For example, if it is assumed that the
common cause failure evaluation will be completed within 24 hours, then the repair ICCDP and ICLERP
values are based on 24 hours and these are summed with the random failure ICCDP and ICLERP values
for the time period from 24 hours to 7 days. Following this approach, an extended CT may be obtained
for repair activities which is consistent with the extended CT for scheduled activities.

One issue that then needs to be addressed is what Action does the plant follow if the common cause
assessment cannot be completed within the time period T or if the assessment if inconclusive. The
fallback position for this situation is to return to the current (unextended) CT.
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As an alternative to this fallback position, it is possible to review an appropriate database of common
cause failures (Reference 6) for the systems of interest. The purpose of this review is to identify common
cause failures and assess if they can be identified within the time period set aside for the common cause
failure assessment. If a large percentage (>90%) of them can be identified within this period of time, then
the fallback position of returning to the unextended CT will not be necessary since there is reasonable
assurance that the common cause failure, if one exists, will be identified within the time period of interest.

Based on the above discussion, there are four approaches a utility may follow to implement this CT
extension, depending on the results of the risk analysis. Three of these approaches (Approaches 2, 3,
and 4) develop a Technical Specification to distinguish between CTs based on the type of activity. The
four approaches are:

* Approach 1: Increase the CT of the appropriate Technical Specification Condition to 7 days.
This applies to the cases where a 7 day CT can be justified for both scheduled and repair
activities.

* Approach 2: Implement a split CT that distinguishes between scheduled activities and repair
activities. In this case the CT for scheduled activities will be 7 days, otherwise a 72 hour CT will
be in effect.

* Approach 3: Implement a single extended CT (7 days) for all activities, but commit to
completing a common cause failure assessment of the operable train within a predefined time
period. This time period would be based on the risk analysis. If the common cause failure
assessment cannot be completed with the predefined time period or it is inconclusive, then the CT
returns to the current value (72 hours).

* Approach 4: Maintain the current 72 hour CT for all activities unless a common cause failure
assessment of the operable train can be completed within a predefined time period. This time
period will be based on the risk analysis. If the common cause failure assessment can be
completed within the pre-defined time and it can be shown that the operable train is not
inoperable due to a common cause, then the CT can be extended to 7 days.

9.2 INPLEMENTATION OF CT CHANGES AT NORTH ANNA

Dominion Generation evaluated changes to the CTs for North Anna for the ECCS, containment spray
system, AFW system, and SW system. The following discusses the implementation of these CT changes
for each system.

Emergency Core Cooling System

A CT extension to 7 days is justified for one ECCS train inoperable for scheduled activities. For repair
activities, a CT extension to 7 days could not be justified for one ECCS train inoperable nor could it be
justified for a high head subsystem train inoperable, assuming the potential for common cause over the
entire 7 day CT. Following Approach 4 discussed in Section 9.1, Dominion Generation revised the risk
analysis, and the ICCDPs and ICLERPs were re-calculated assuming a common cause failure assessment
would be completed within 24 hours for the ECCS train inoperability. The results from this assessment
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are provided on Table 9.1. Under this assumption, the ICCDP and ICLERP values meet their respective
guidelines in RG 1.177. Based on this, Dominion Generation will maintain the 72 hour CT, but will
revise Technical Specification 3.5.2 to allow a 7 day CT providing a common cause assessment is
completed within 24 hours on the operable train and it is determined that a common cause concern does
not exist across trains. The revised Technical Specification is provided in Appendix B.

Quench (Containment) Spray

A CT extension to 7 days is justified for one quench spray train inoperable for both scheduled and repair
activities. The single CT currently in the North Anna Technical Specification 3.6.6, Condition A will be
retained, but changed to 7 days.

Auxiliary Feedwater System

A CT extension to 7 days is justified for a MD pump train or a TD pump train inoperable for scheduled
and repair activities. The single CT currently in the North Anna Technical Specification 3.7.5,
Condition B will be retained, but changed to 7 days.

Service Water System

A CT extension to 7 days is justified for the time to restore one SW pump to operable status when two
SW pumps are inoperable for scheduled activities. For repair activities, a CT extension to 7 days could
not bejustified. Following Approach 4 discussed in Section 9.1, Dominion Generation revised the risk
analysis, and the ICCDPs and ICLERPs were re-calculated assuming a common cause failure assessment
would be completed within 24 hours. The results from this assessment are provided on Table 9.1. Under
this assumption, the ICCDP and ICLERP values meet their respective guidelines in RG 1.177. Based on
this, Dominion Generation will maintain the 72 hour CT, but will revise Technical Specification 3.7.8 to
allow a 7 day CT providing a common cause assessment is completed within 24 hours on the operable
pumps and it is determined that a common cause concern does not exist across trains. The revised
Technical Specification is provided in Appendix B.
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Table 9.1 Summary of ICCDP rid ICLERP Values for Repair Activities Crediting a 24 Hour Common
Cause Failure Assessment for North Anna

System 1CCDP ICLERP

ECCS: One Train Inoperable 4.5 1E-07 9.64E-09

SW: One Loop Inoperable I pmp/hdr: 4.342-07 1 pmp/hdr: 1.892-09
I hdr-2 pmp: 2.662-07 I hdr-2 pmp: 1.07E-09
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10 CONCLUSIONS

The following presents the conclusions of this study based on the analysis and results discussed in the
previous sections.

* All the plant's total CDF and LERF values are below the guidelines/criteria in Reg. Guide 1.174
(CDF < IE-04/yr and LERF < IE-05/yr) for finding small increases in CDF and LERF
acceptable. Only the internal CDF and LERF values are provided on Tables 8.1 to 8.5, but there
is sufficient margin between these values and the guidelines to account for external events and
remain below these targets.

* In calculating the ICCDP and ICLERP values, the analysis differentiated between scheduled (or
preventive) activities and repair (or unscheduled) activities. Evaluating both types of activities
does not limit the CT to the shortest value for the two, but will require a Tech. Spec. structure that
specifies separate CTs for scheduled and repair activities. With a repair activity, the operable
train could have the same problem as the inoperable train, therefore, a higher failure probability is
used for the operable train which accounts for the possibility of common cause failure. With a
scheduled activity there is no prior information concerning the out of service train with regard to
failure, therefore, the random failure probability applies to the operable train. Typically, a
scheduled activity will result in lower ICCDP and ICLERP values, and often an extended CT can
be justified for the scheduled activity, but not the repair activity.

* Separate CTs were considered for an ECCS subsystem out of service consistent with the current
Tech. Spec. structure, and also for individual trains for the ECCS subsystem (i.e., HHS1, IHSI,
LHSI, and containment recirculation). For many plants increasing the CT for taking an ECCS
train out of service cannot be justified, but for the individual trains of a subsystem the risk impact
is lower and a CT extension can be justified. Imnlementing CTs for the individual trains of an
ECCS subsystem will require a change to the current Tech. Spec. format.

* Separate CTs were considered for the MD pump trains and TD pump trains for the AFW system.
Due to reliability differences between MD pumps and TD pumps, and common cause failure
considerations, some plants could justify extensions to the CT for one type of pump train, but not
the other.

* The requested CT changes are summarized on Table 8.8.

* For the requested CT extensions, the cumulative CDF value for each plant is less than 1.OE-06/yr
and the cumulative LERF value for each plant is less than 1.OE-07/yr.

* The impact of these CT increases on defense-in-depth was evaluated. It was concluded that this
change will have no impact on defense-in-depth including maintaining a reasonable balance
between prevention of core damage, prevention of containment failure, and consequence
mitigation; no over reliance on programmatic activities; system redundancy, independence, and
diversity will be maintained; independence of barriers will not be degraded; and defenses against
common cause failures and human errors will be maintained.
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* The impact of the CT increases on safety margins was assessed and it was concluded that the
safety analysis acceptance criteria as stated in the FSAR is not impacted by this change.

* Four approaches to implement the Cr extensions are proposed. These include approaches for a
split CT that address activities in which a potential common cause failure concern may exist in
the operable train.
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APPENDIX A
PLANT PRA MODEL CHANGES SINCE THE
INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATION (IPE)

Callaway Nuclear Power Plant PRA Model Changes

Since the IPE submittal, the Callaway PRA has been updated to reflect plant modifications and certain
data changes. Various modeling enhancements have also been implemented.

Millstone 3 Nuclear Power Plant PRA Model Changes

5/92 NRC staff evaluation report concludes IPE meets the intent of Generic Letter 88-20. The report
contains recommendations to explicitly model 1) total loss of service water initiating event,
2) HVAC dependency, and 3) DC power dependency.

12/95 - Model converted from support state to linked fault tree methodology
- Ventilation dependency explicitly modeled
- DC power dependency explicitly modeled
- Total loss of service water initiator modeled
- Station Blackout (SBO) diesel added to the model

2/96 LERF model developed using original PSS model

10/98 - Station Blackout (SBO) diesel generator battery limitation modeled
- Transfer to sump recirculation analyzed using simulator data
- Plant-specific data update performed

8/99 - Time-dependent SBO model incorporated
- Loss of ventilation/room heat-up calculation conclusions incorporated

9/99 Westinghouse Owner's Group peer review completed

10/02 - Incorporated plant-specific thermal hydraulic analysis completed for LOCAs, station blackout.
ATWS, and total loss of service water

- Human reliability analysis completed for all post-initiator human actions
- NUREG/CR-5750 was used as the source of generic initiating event frequencies

North Anna Nuclear Station PRA Model Changes

The North Anna PRA model has undergone numerous major updates since it was developed for the
Individual Plant Examination (IPE). In general, due to the similarities between the North Anna and Surry
Power Station designs, the PRA models for each station are very similar and changes to each station's
PRA are evaluated for applicability to the other station. All A and B Level Findings and Observations
from the Westinghouse Owners Group Peer Review of the North Anna PRA model were either addressed
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or determined not to impact this application. A listing of significant model changes incorporated since the
IPE includes:

* Updated plant specific initiating event, failure rate, and unavailability data.

* The small break LOCA initiating event was updated to include additional small LOCA categories.

* Internal flooding initiators were updated and added to the living PRA model.

* The human reliability analysis was updated.

* The steam generator tube rupture fault trees were revised to improve the modeling of the check
valves in the steam generator lines to the decay heat release valve.

* Numerous additional common cause failure basic events were added including failure
combinations of standby and running components (e.g., component cooling water pumps).

* The component cooling fault trees were revised to add logic for recovery of component cooling to
the RCP thermal barriers.

* The loss of service water event tree was revised to incorporate the unavailability of the service water
(SW) during the loss of SW accident sequences. The event tree functions were revised to quantify
the respective fault trees with SW unavailable.

* The steam generator tube rupture event tree was modified to take into account the potential for the
ruptured steam generator power operated relief valve (PORV) or a safety relief valve to reclose
following success of cooldown function.

* Fault trees were revised to include the configuration where charging pump IC can be energized by
either H or J buses. This configuration allows the IC pump to start manually on the H bus when the
IA pump is unavailable, or on the J bus when the IB pump is unavailable.

* The service water fault trees were revised to incorporate the assumption that the Unit I pumps are
running and the Unit 2 pumps are in standby.

* A new circulating water (CW) system fault tree is developed to model the condenser dependency on
the CW pumps.

* The main steam fault tree was revised to include the steam valve failure due to the C9 interlock
failure.

* Revised the reactor trip function in the RP100 fault tree to indicate that both MG set supply
breakers have to be open to de-energize the control rods.

* The dependency of the reactor coolant pumps on the component cooling was added to the model.
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* The dependency of the component cooling heat exchangers on the service water was added to the
model. I

* The dependency of bearing cooling on the condensate pump oil cooler was included in the model.

* The cross-tie between the Unit I and Unit 2 bearing cooling systems was failed, since this
cross-tie is never expected to be used.

* The valves supplying service water to instrument air compressors heat exchangers were added to
the model.

* Service water cooling to the Unit 2 charging pumps dependency was added to the model.

* The cross-tie between the Unit 1 and Unit 2 charging pumps was added.

* The model was revised to include only the Unit 2 charging pumps suction from the refueling
water storage tank. The suction from the volume control tank was deleted.

* The model was revised to include the ventilation dependency on the charging pump cubicles.

* The alternate AC diesel generator was credited and included in the model.

Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant PRA Model Changes

The following are the changes made to the PRA model since the IPE submittal:

* LOCA sizes were changed to match the industry standard LOCA sizes of 0-2", 2-6" and >6" for
small, medium and large LOCAs, respectively.

* Added ability to cooldown and depressurize the RCS to allow accumulator injection and use of
low head injection following failure of high head injection for medium and small LOCAs.

* Added accumulators to the success criteria for low head injection for a large LOCA.

* Updated initiating event frequencies with plant specific data and used more current data sources
for those initiating events in which Prairie Island has no experience.

* Used fault tree modeling for plant specific initiating events (loss of cooling water, component
cooling and instrument) rather than point values.

* Added RCP seal failure as an initiating event.

* Added failure of a pressurizer PORV to close following a challenge into the transient and main
feedwater/steamline break event trees.

* Removed room cooling dependence of Unit 1 480 VAC due to new configuration.
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* Removed RHR dependence on room cooling.

* Added ability to cross-tie station air to instrument air.

* Removed dependence of charging pumps on instrument air.

* Took advantage of new software that provides the ability to add rule based recovery actions to
cutsets.

* Used THERP Cause Based Decision Tree Analysis (CBDTA) for the important HEP events.

* Added recovery of offsite power following a loss of offsite power to allow restoration of non-
safeguards cooling water pumps.

* Added a proceduralized action that lines up the Refueling Water Storage Tank suction to charging
pumps following loss of offsite power.

* Took credit for pressurizer PORV air accumulator following loss of instrument air to containment.

* Changed mission time of emergency diesel generators from 6 hours to 24 hours and removed
credit for local recovery actions for failed emergency diesel generators.

Surry Steam Electric Station PRA Model Changes

The Surry PRA model has undergone numerous major updates since it was developed for the Individual
Plant Examination (IPE). In general, due to the similarities between the North Anna and Surry Power
Station designs, the PRA models for each station are very similar and changes to each station's PRA are
evaluated for applicability to the other station. All A and B Level Findings and Observations from the
Westinghouse Owners Group Peer Review of the Surry PRA model were either addressed or determined
not to impact this application. A listing of significant model changes incorporated since the IPE includes:

* Updated plant specific initiating event, failure rate, and unavailability data.

* The small break LOCA initiating event was updated to include additional small LOCA categories.

* Internal flooding initiators were updated and added to the living PRA model.

* The human reliability analysis was updated.

* The steam generator tube rupture fault trees were revised to improve the modeling of the check
valves in the steam generator lines to the decay heat release valve.

* Numerous additional common cause failure (CCF) basic events were added including failure
combinations of standby and running components (e.g., component cooling water pumps).
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* The component cooling fault trees were revised to add logic for recovery of component cooling to
the RCP thermal barriers.

* The loss of service water event tree was revised to incorporate the unavailability of the service water
during the loss of SW accident sequences. The event tree functions were revised to quantify the
respective fault trees with SW unavailable.

* The steam generator tube rupture event tree was modified to take into account the potential for the
ruptured steam generator power operated relief valve (PORV) or a safety relief valve to reclose
following success of cooldown function.

* Fault trees were revised to include the configuration where charging pump IC can be energized by
either H or J buses. This configuration allows the IC pump to start manually on the H bus when the
IA pump is unavailable, or on the J bus when the IB pump is unavailable.

* The loss of offsite power event trees were revised to reflect that modeling of the swing diesel
generator is now accomplished at the fault tree level, taking credit for the possibility that it will be
aligned to Unit 1.

* The main steam fault tree was revised to include the steam valve failure due to the C9 interlock
failure

* Revised the reactor trip function in the RPIOO fault tree to indicate that both MG set supply breakers
have to be open to de-energize the control rods.

* The dependency of the reactor coolant pumps on the component cooling was added to the model.

* The dependency of the component cooling heat exchangers on the service water was added to the
model.

* The dependency of bearing cooling on the condensate pump oil cooler was included in the model.

* The cross-tie between the Unit 1 and Unit 2 charging pumps was added.

* The model was revised to include only the Unit 2 charging pumps suction from the refueling water
storage tank. The suction from the volume control tank was deleted.

* The model was revised to include the ventilation dependency on the charging pump cubicles.

* The alternate AC diesel generator was credited and included in the model.

Vogtle Nuclear Station PRA Model Changes

* Converted the PRA model to CAFTA linked fault tree code system.

* Incorporated Plant Wilson as a source of AC power.
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* Apportioned large and medium LOCA events between all four loops and added modeling for the
loop assumed to be broken.

* Apportioned SGTR events between the four SGs and added modeling for the SG assumed to be
ruptured.

* Apportioned secondary side breaks events among the four steamlines and added modeling for the
line assumed to be broken.

* Revised fault tree logic to incorporate event tree and success criteria changes.

* Credited starting the AFW motor-driven pumps before DC power is lost due to inverter room
heatup failures.

* Credited the third normal chilled water pump and changed success criteria of normal chilled
water chiller from 2 of 3 to 1 of 3 based on load analysis.

* Updated initiating event frequency, basic event failure probabilities, and maintenance
unavailability data.

* Updated model based on review of plant design changes.

* Revised large early release top logic based on WOG LER definition.
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APPENDIX B
NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

CHANGE TRAVELER, TSTF-466, "FLUID SYSTEM COMPLETION
TIME EXTENSIONS (WCAP-15957)"

To be provided later.
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APPENDIX C
GENERAL PROCESS FOR EVALUATING CHANGES TO
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLETION TIMES

The following discusses the general process for using PSA to evaluate changes to allowed outage
times (AOTs) specified in the plant Technical Specifications. This process will be used in the WOG
Risk-Informed Technical Specification AOT Improvements Program and is consistent with Regulatory
Guides 1.174 and 1.177 (References 1 and 2). The overall process is illustrated on Figure C-1 and
addresses both deterministic and probabilistic issues. The process includes four basic elements:

* Statement of need for the Technical Specification change
* Assessment of deterministic impact of the change
* Assessment of the risk impact of the change
* Assessment of compensatory actions

Each step in the process is identified as either "WOG" or "utility" to indicate the primary responsibility
for the step. AWOG step involves developing the general approach and requirements for all the utilities
to apply in the evaluation and is the primary responsibility of the WOG program coordinators. A utility
step involves plant specific evaluations and information, and needs to be completed by each utility.

References

1. Regulatory Guide 1.174, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in
Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis," July 1998.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.177, "An Approach for Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed Decisionmaking:
Technical Specification," July 199g.

General Process

Step 1: Identify the Technical Specification AOT Improvements (WVOG)

Utility personnel need to consider those Technical Specification requirements that are most restrictive on
plant operation, and through improvements could lead to enhanced plant safety and improved plant
operation and availability. Consideration needs to be given to completing repairs within the current AOT.
additional test or maintenance activities that may be done at-power with an extended AOT, the importance
of the system to plant safety, and the importance of the system to plant operation. The viability of
completing additional activities at-power also needs to be considered. These assessments or
considerations should be done on a qualitative level at this point in the program. A strong "statement of
need" is required to be developed.
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Step 2: Determine the Impact on Plant Safety (WOG)

Consideration needs to be given to the probabilistic/risk (Step 2A) and deterministic (Step 2B) impact of
the change. The probabilistic impact is determined quantitatively via a probabilistic risk assessment. The
deterministic impact is determined qualitatively.

An extension to a Technical Specification AOT will allow the system to be unavailable for additional time
while the plant is at-power. It needs to be determined how this additional unavailability will impact plant
safety and operation. The following questions need to be addressed:

* What event(s) is the system(s) or component(s) used to mitigate?
* What event(s) is caused by the unavailability or failure of the system(s) or component(s)?
* What event(s) can be caused by inadvertent actuation of the system(s) or component(s)?
* What backup systems, safety grade or non-safety grade, are available?

These questions can be answered by considering the response of the plant to initiating events and by
considering the impact of the unavailability of the system on the plant. The PSA model event trees (plant
response trees) and initiating event analysis provides valuable information in determining the impact of
the AOT change on plant safety.

With regard to deterministic considerations, the design basis of the system needs to be reviewed and the
effect of the unavailable system on the design basis determined. The availability of backup systems also
needs to be considered to address defense-in-depth issues. Plant safety margins related to the system
AOTs should also be considered and discussed. Both defense-in-depth and safety margins need to be
addressed consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.174.

Step 3: Identify the Impact on the Plant PSA Model (WOG)

This step requires a review of the plant PSA model to identify all the parameters that may be impacted by
the extended AOT. Consideration needs to be given to system and component unavailabilities due to test
and maintenance activities, and also to component reliability. Improved maintenance could lead to longer
maintenance times, but improved reliability of components. Consideration needs to be given to
component unavailabilities that can cause a system to be unavailability when required to respond to an
initiating event, as well as component unavailabilities that can lead to failure of a system which can cause
an initiating event.

During this step it is also necessary to confirm that the PSA model properly models or represents the
functioning of the system of interest in plant operation and event mitigation. Was the proper success
criteria used? Is the sequence modeling correct? This is especially important for components that are not
significant contributors to plant safety since a conservative approach may have been taken in modeling
their response to plant events. A conservative approach which was originally acceptable, may now lead to
unacceptable conservative results. Such as using design basis success criteria when best estimate success
criteria would provide a more realistic plant response and improved results.

It is also necessary to review the fault tree or unavailability modeling of the system of interest to ensure
appropriate modeling. Were all the possible failure modes for the system considered? Are the component
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failure rates reasonable? Are plant specific values used for test and maintenance unavailabilities? Are
appropriate pre-initiator human error events addressed?

It is then necessary to modify the PSA model, as discussed in Step 4, to reflect the identified changes in
this step or provide the justification for any modeling exceptions. This modified model then becomes the
baseline model and a quantification provides the new baseline results.

Step 4: Modify the PSA Model and AOT Related Parameters (Utility)

In this step it is necessary to modify the PSA model, as identified in Step 3, to ensure that the impact of
the extended AOTs can be properly evaluated. This can include changes to:

* plant response tree (event tree) modeling
* system unavailability modeling
* component reliability
* test and maintenance unavailabilities

Plant response tree and system unavailability modeling: These elements may need to be modified to
reflect the requirements identified in Step 3 to ensure that the PSA model properly models or represents
the functioning of the system of interest in plant operation and event mitigation. This may require adding
events and sequences to the plant response trees, requantifying the model with new success criteria, or
adding additional failure modes to the system unavailability (fault tree) model. Most likely, this step will
not be necessary unless it is considered appropriate to evaluate the AOT change with different success
criteria than that used in the PSA model (FSAR versus best estimate).

Component reliability: With additional time to complete maintenance activities, component reliability
could be improved. This reliability improvement is hard to quantify, especially when no specific
component failure data is available for the extended test time, so this usually remains as an unquantified,
or qualitative, benefit.

Test and maintenance unavailabilities: The primary modification to the PSA models usually involves
changing the test and maintenance downtime to reflect the longer AOTs. The longer AOTs allow utilities
to perform additional test and maintenance activities at power or take more time to complete current at-
power activities. It is necessary to reflect these changes in the test and maintenance unavailabilities used
in the PSA models. Regulatory Guide 1.177 (subsection 2.3.3.1) provides the following direction:

* Changes to the component unavailability model for test downtime and maintenance downtime
should be based on a realistic estimate of expected surveillance and maintenance practices after
the TS change is approved and implemented, e.g., how often is the AOT expected to be entered
for pre-planned maintenance or surveillance.

* The component unavailability model for test downtime and maintenance downtime should be
based on plant-specific or industry-wide operating experience, or both, as appropriate.

To be consistent with the Regulatory Guide, it is recommended that realistic test and maintenance times
with the extended AOT be used instead of assuming that the full AOT will always be used. It would not
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be prudent to conservatively assume that the full AOT time will be used with all test and maintenance
activities. Assuming the full AOT will always be used can lead to unacceptable conservative results.

To develop realistic test and maintenance downtimes, utility personnel will need to identify how the
longer AOTs will be used. With the extended AOTs will additional test activities or routine maintenance
activities now be done at power or will corrective actions now take longer since round-the-clock repair
efforts may be delayed? Consideration needs to be given to:

* Test activities
* Routine or scheduled maintenance activities
* Repair, corrective, or unscheduled maintenance activities

Consideration also needs to be given to the plant policy regarding the use of AOTs. Will the plant target
time to repair a system while in an LCO action statement remain at its current value or increase with the
increased AOT? Some plants may have a policy that all repairs will be completed within 50% of the AOT
before requiring the use of shift work or overtime to complete the repair. With an AOT increasing from
72 hours to 7 days, the target time could increase significantly. If the plant policy will change, then the
historical mean test and repair times may need to be increased by the ratio of the plant policy times.

The times for tests currently done at-power may not change with extended AOTs if the tests generally do
not extend across work shifts. Similarly for some routine maintenance activities.

Tables C-I and C-2 provide worksheets that provide an approach to determine the impact of an AOT
increase on component or system test unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. The approach
considers current test and maintenance activities, and the potential impact of the increased AOT on their
corresponding test and repair times, and also new test and maintenance activities that may be considered
with the extended AOTs. This approach requires that the frequencies and durations of the test and routine
maintenance activities be known from past plant operation. Utility personnel then need to judge the
impact of the extended AOT on these historical or estimated values. For repair (or unscheduled)
activities, the frequency is expected to remain the same with the extended AOT, but the time to complete
the repair may be increased. Again, it is a utility judgment to determine the impact on the repair time. If
the AOT increases by a factor of 2, it could be assumed that the repair time will increase by a factor of 2
or it could be conservatively assumed that all repair activities will require the full AOT. This later
assumption is not recommended for reasons previously discussed. The plant policy on completing repairs
in a certain amount of the AOT also needs to be considered.

Using these tables not only documents the impact of the extended AOT on the test and maintenance times.
but they also provides a concise listing of possible activities for which the extended AOT will be used.
Such information is important to the justification for the AOT extension request.
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Step 5: Identify the Risk Measbrcs (HVOG)

This step identifies the risk measures that need to be assessed and are based on Regulatory Guide 1.177.
Section 2.3 of this Regulatory Guide discusses a three-tiered approach for evaluating the risk associated
with proposed Tech Spec AOT changes. The tiers are defined as:

* Tier 1: PRA Capability and Insights
* Tier 2: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations
* Tier 3: Risk-Informed Configuration Risk Management

In Tier 1 the impact of the AOT change on core damage frequency (CDF), incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP), large early release frequency (LERF), and incremental condition large early
release probability (ICLERP) needs to be determined. ICCDP and ICLERP are defined as:

* ICCDP = [(conditional CDF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline CDF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

* ICLERP = [(conditional LERF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline LERF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

The large early release related measures only need to be considered for AOTs related to systems that can
impact releases from containment.

Tier 2 requires that the licensee provide reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage
configurations will not occur when specific plant equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed
Tech Spec. The Regulatory Guide states that an effective way to perform such an assessment is to
evaluate equipment according to its contribution to plant risk while the equipment covered by the
proposed AOT change is out of service. The Regulatory Guide further states that evaluations of such
combinations of equipment out of service against Tier 1 ICCDP acceptance guideline could be one
appropriate method of identifying risk-significant configurations. Tier 2 evaluations need to be done on a
plant specific basis and are not part of the WOG WCAP submittal. Tier 2 requirements will be part of the
individual utility LAR submittal. But utilities can perform the necessary risk calculations while
completing the required Tier 1 analyses to address Tier 2 requirements. This is further discussed in
Step 6.

Tier 3 requires that the licensee develop a program that ensures that the risk impact of out-of-service
equipment is appropriately evaluated prior to performing any maintenance activity. The Regulatory
Guide states that a viable program would be one that is able to uncover risk-significant plant equipment
outage configurations in a timely manner during normal plant operation. Programs to meet Tier 3
requirements are plant specific and are not part of this WOG WCAP submittal. Plant Tier 3 programs will
be addressed in individual utility LAR submittals.

Step 6: Quantify the PSA Model (Utility)

Based on the information provided in the previous steps, each individual utility will be required to modify
their plant PSA model, if necessary, and determine the impact of the AOT changes on the risk measures
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identified in Step 5. This includes calculating new test and maintenance times as discussed in Step 4.
PSA model modifications could involve changes to the system models, event trees, component failure
probabilities, etc. Truncation limits will need to be set to ensure that the test and maintenance basic
events in the system unavailability models appear in the results. Determination of an appropriate
truncation limit will be left to the discretion of each utility.

Several sets of calculations will need to be performed. These follow:

I1. The impact of individual AOT changes on CDF and LERF. First a base case quantification
calculating CDF, and LERF if appropriate, with test and maintenance parameters corresponding
to current AOTs, will need to be completed. Then individual cases calculating CDF, and LERF if
appropriate, corresponding to each individual AOT change will need to be quantified. From these
cases the impact on CDF and LERF can be determined for each AOT change under consideration.
The acceptance guidelines are provided in Regulatory Guide 1.174 on Figures 3 and 4. Very
small changes, as defined as less than 1.OE-6/yr on CDF and 1.OE-07/yr on LERF, are
acceptable.

2. Analyses will also be required to determine ICCDP, and ICLERP if appropriate, for each
AOT change being considered. These are calculated by setting the subject equipment to an
out-of-service state, and calculating ICCDP, and ICLERP if appropriate, as defined in Step 5.
Regulatory Guide 1.177 provides the acceptance guideline on ICCDP and ICLERP. A small
quantitative impact on plant risk is acceptable. This is defined as an ICCDP of less than 5.OE-07
and an ICLERP of less than 5.OE-08. These values are to be considered guidelines only. Values
greater than these may be acceptable and values less than these may be unacceptable.

3. The cumulative impact of the AOT changes on CDF and LERF will also need to be determined.
The CDF and LERF impact of each individual case may be acceptable, but the cumulative impact
of the package of AOT changes also needs to be considered. These calculations are completed
similarly to those described in Item #1. No specific acceptance guidelines are provided in the
Regulatory Guides for the impact of the package of changes. Engineering judgment must be used
to determine if the change in CDF and LERF are acceptable. Consideration needs to be given to
the conservative nature of the calculations and the unquantified safety benefits. If a relatively
strong argument cannot be established to justify the changes, then a tradeoff of AOTs may be
required, that is, some AOTs may need to be shortened to reduce the overall impact on the risk
measures. This information is used in Step 7.

4. The risk associated with operational alternatives, or the risk averted, can be used to trade off
against the additional risk of remaining at power with the extended AOT. The operational
alternative to remaining at power is often to shut the reactor down with the component of interest
out of service, repair the component of interest in a shutdown state, and restart the reactor. There
may be a higher probability of a plant trip during this transient operation than there is remaining
at power for additional time. The risk averted by remaining at-power will need to be determined
quantitatively if possible. A qualitative argument also holds weight if a quantitative analysis
cannot be completed. An approach similar to that used in other WOG AOT submittals that only
considers the risk associated with plant shutdown and startup with the rods withdrawn can be
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used. Section 8.4 of WCAP-14333-P-A, Revision I ("Probabilistic Risk Analysis of the RPS and
ESFAS Test Times and Completion Times") discusses the required calculations.

5. At this point in the analysis it may be advantageous for the utility to do the necessary calculations
to establish the Tier 2 restrictions. As previously discussed, the licensee needs to provide
reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage configurations will not occur
when specific plant equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed Tech Spec to meet
the objective of Tier 2. The Regulatory Guide states that an effective way to perform such an
assessment is to evaluate equipment according to its contribution to plant risk while the
equipment covered by the proposed AOT change is out of service. Evaluations of such
combinations of equipment out of service against Tier I ICCDP acceptance guideline could be
one appropriate method of identifying risk-significant configurations. Another method could be
to do a comparison of the system level risk importances between the plant configurations with all
equipment available and with the plant equipment of interest out of service. Systems that are
more risk significant in the outage configuration than in the all equipment available configuration
are candidates for Tier 2 requirements. This would only need to be done for the component
outage configurations that result in significant CDF or LERF levels, that is, a CDF or LERF level
that equates to an unacceptably high risk. As previously noted, Tier 2 evaluations need to be done
on a plant specific basis and are not part of the WOG WCAP submittal. Tier 2 requirements will
be part of the individual utility LAR submittals.

6. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses related to assumptions in the development of the initial PRA
model or in assessing the AOT increase may be required. If assumptions can have a significant
impact on the results of the evaluations, sensitivity studies will be required. One such sensitivity
study could involve the use of best estimate success criteria as opposed to FSAR or design basis
success criteria. Appropriate sensitivity studies will be defined for each AOT being analyzed.

Step 7: Preliminary Results Collection and Discussion (WOG)

Results will be informally collected for each AOT change evaluated and discussed among the
participants. This is a screening step that is included to determine if the results are acceptable prior to the
utilities finalizing their calculations and providing the information specified in Step 8. If the results are
acceptable, then the program proceeds to Step 8. If not, then the changes being considered need to be
revised and/or compensatory actions need to be considered and the model re-quantified. The
compensatory actions will consider the availability of backup equipment that can be used to perform a
similar function in event mitigation and methods that can be used to reduce the probability of an event
from occurring that may require the systems of interest. This could also include demonstrating that
backup systems are operable, reviewing emergency response procedures, placing controls on equipment
configurations, etc.

Consideration needs to be given to the averted risk. That is, what mode transition and shutdown risk can
be averted by avoiding a shutdown related to the extended AOTs. This is discussed in Step 6.

A review of the cumulative risk is also important at this point. The impact of all the AOT changes on
CDF and LERF will need to be determined. If the increase in CDF is relatively large, then a strong
argument will need to be generated to show why the increase is acceptable. If a relatively strong
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argument cannot be established to justify the changes, then a tradeoff of AOTs may be required, that is,
some AOTs may need to be shortened to reduce the overall impact on the risk measures.

Step 8: Final Results Collection and Review (WOG)

A list of information each utility is required to provide will be specified for each AOT application. Such
information will include:

* System description

* Events requiring the system for mitigation

* System success criteria for each event

* System fault tree model at a level high enough to show how test and maintenance unavailabilities
are modeled

* Worksheets for determining the impact of increased AOTs on mean test downtime (consistent
with Step 4)

* Worksheets for determining the impact of increased AOTs on mean maintenance downtime
(consistent with Step 4)

* PSA model quantification results (consistent with Step 6)

- CDF (base and outage configuration)
- LERF (base and outage configuration, if applicable)
- ICCDP (outage configuration)
- ICLEFP (outage configuration, if applicable)
- Cumulative impact on CDF
- Cumulative impact on LERF (if applicable)
- Operational alternative risk (risk averted)
- Results from sensitivity analyses

The results provided will be reviewed for accuracy and consistency. It is expected that similar plants
applying similar assumptions will have similar results. The differences will be reviewed with the
appropriate utilities and addressed. The similarities and differences will be discussed in the final report.

Step 9: Identify Change Requests (WOG)

A review of the quantitative results from the risk analysis with consideration given to quantitative and
qualitative benefits of the AOT changes and the deterministic assessment will determine the AOT changes
to request. A risk neutral or small risk increase will be the objective of the analysis. Small increases in
risk are acceptable as long as they are consistent with Regulatory Guides 1.174 and 1.177.
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Step 10: Documentation (WOG)

The documentation will be provided in a WCAP. The following identifies the major sections of the
WCAP.

* Introduction
* System Technical Specifications
* Need for the Allowed Outage Time Change
* .Technical Specification Change Request
* NRC Meeting Summary (if applicable)
* Design Basis Requirements and Impact
* System Description
* Assessment of Impact on Risk
* Impact on Defense-In-Depth and Safety Margins
* Conclusions
* References
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Tabic C-l Worksheet for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Test Downtimes

With Current AOT Impact of With Extended AOTV

Current (C) Downtime AOT Change Downtime
or New (N) Test per Test Test Activity on Test per Test Test Activity

Test Activity Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Utavail.1 Downtime Activity (hr) Unavail.1

Total -----

Notes:
1. Test Activity Unavailability = Tcst Frcquency x Downtimc per Tcst Activity
2. This should be given as a factor increase, such as 2X. Justification for this factor will need to documented. This can be done as a footnote in this table.

3. Dow ntime per Test Activity (with cxtendcd AOT) = Impact of AOT Change on Test Downtime x Downtime per Test Activity (with current AOT)
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Table C-2 Worksheet for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Maintenance Downtimes

With Curr-ent AOTImpact of With Extended AOT3

Current (C) Downtimc Maint. AOT Change Downtime Ma int.
Maintenance Activity or New (N) Maintenance per Maint. Activity on Maint. per Maint. Activity

(Scheduled (S) or Repair (R)) Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail.' Downtime2  Activity (hr) Unavail.'

Total

Notes:
1. Maintenance Activity Unavailability =Maintenancc Frequcncy x Downtime per Maintenance Activity
2. This should he given as a factor increase, such as 2X. Justification for this factor will need to documented. This can be done as a footnote in this table.

3. Downtime per Maintenance Activity (with extended AOT) = Impact of AOT Change on Maintenance Downtime x Downtime per Maintenance Activity (with current AOT)
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Step 1: Identify the Tech
Spec AOT Improvements

i

Assessment of
Risk Impact

Step 2A: Assess the
Impact on Plant Safety

Step 3: Identify the Im-
pact on Plant PSA Model

Step 4: Modify the PSA
Model and AOT Related

Parameters

Assessment of
Deterministic Impact

4 Sep2B: Asessth im ac
a a. Step 2o: Assess the Impact

on Plant Safety

I

Step 5: Identify the Risk
Measures

Step 6: Quantify the PSA 4
Model |

4
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Revise Changes and
Consider Com-

pensatory Actions

Results I
Acceptable? No

Step 8: Final Results
Collection and Review

I1
Step 9: Identify Change

Requests
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Figure C-1 Process for Assessing the Impact of Changes to Technical Specification Allowed
Outage Times on Plant Risk
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APPENDIX D
SPECIFIC ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS FOR EVALUATING CHANGES

TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLETION TIME: ECCS

LCO 3.5.2, Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) - Operating
Condition A, One (required) DG inoperable

Required Action A.1, Restore train(s) to operable status

Evaluate increasing the Completion Time from 72 hours to 7 days

1. Step 1: Identify the Technical Specification AOT Improvement

LCO 3.5.2 Two ECCS trains shall be OPERABLE

Applicability: Modes 1, 2, and 3

Condition A: One or more trains inoperable AND at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single
OPERABLE ECCS train available

Required Action A. 1: Restore train(s) to OPERABLE status

Completion Time: 72 hours

Evaluate extending the completion time to 7 days

Background information (from the Technical Specification Bases for 3.5.2): The ECCS provides core
cooling and negative reactivity to ensure that the reactor core ic protected after the following events:

- Loss of coolant accident (LOCA), coolant leakage greater than the capability of the normal
charging system

- Rod ejection accident

- Loss of secondary coolant accident, including uncontrolled steam release or loss of
feedwater

- Steam generator tube rupture (SGTR)

The addition of negative reactivity is designed primarily for the loss of secondary coolant accident where
primary cooldown could add enough positive reactivity to achieve criticality and return to significant
power.

There are three phases of ECCS operation; injection, cold leg recirculation, and hot leg recirculation. In
the injection phase, water is taken from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) and injected into the
reactor coolant system (RCS) through the cold legs. When sufficient water is removed from the RWST to
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ensure that enough boron has been added to maintain the reactor subcritical and the containment sumps
have enough water to supply the required net positive suction head to the ECCS pumps, suction is
switched to the containment sump for cold leg recirculation. After an appropriate amount of time, the
ECCS flow is shifted to the hot leg recirculation phase to provide a backflush, which will reduce the
boiling in the top of the core and any resulting boron precipitation.

In the standard 4-loop plant, the ECCS consists of three separate subsystems: centrifugal charging (CC)
(high head), safety injection (SI) (intermediate head), and residual heat removal (RHR) (low head). In
3-loop and 2-loop plants, ECCS typically consists of only the high head or intermediate head subsystem
and a low head subsystems. In some plants, the low head subsystem is separate from the RHR system.

The ECCS flow paths consist of piping, valves, heat exchangers, and pumps such that water from the
RWST can be injected into the RCS following previously listed accidents. The major components of each
subsystem are the centrifugal charging pumps, the RHR pumps and heat exchangers, and the SI pumps.
Each of the subsystems consists of two 100% capacity trains that are interconnected and redundant such
that either train is capable of supplying 100% of the flow required to mitigate the accident consequences.

For LOCAs that are too small to depressurize the RCS below the shutoff head of the SI pumps, the
centrifugal charging pumps supply water until the RCS pressure decreases below the SI pump shutoff
head. During this period, the steam generators (SG) are used to provide part of the core cooling function.
During the recirculation phase, the low head pump suction is transferred to the containment sump. The
low head pumps then typically supply the other ECCS pumps.

The high head or centrifugal charging subsystem also functions to supply borated water to the reactor core
following increased heat removal events, such as a main steamline break (MSLB).

The ECCS subsystems are actuated by an SI signal generated by the engineered safety feature actuation
system part of the reactor protection system.

In the safety analysis, the ECCS is taken credit in the large break LOCA event and small break LOCA
event. The SGTR and MSLB events also credit the high head injection subsystem.

This LCO provides assurance that in Modes 1, 2. and 3, two independent (and redundant) ECCS trains are
required to ensure that sufficient ECCS flow is available, assuming a single failure affecting either train.
In addition, individual components within the ECCS trains may be required to mitigate the consequences
of other transients and accidents. An ECCS train consists of a centrifugal charging subsystem, an SI
subsystem, and an RHR subsystem (for a typical 4-loop plant). Each train includes the piping,
instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST
on receipt of an SI signal and transferring suction to the containment sump. In the long-tenn, the
recirculation path needs to be able to be switched from RCS cold leg to the RCS hot leg.

Action A. 1: With one or more trains inoperable and at least 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a
single OPERABLE ECCS train available, the inoperable components must be returned to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on an NRC reliability evaluation (NRC
Memorandum to V. Stello, Jr., from R. L. Baer, "Recommended Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS
Components", December 1, 1975) and is a reasonable time for repair of many ECCS components. An
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ECCS train is inoperable if it is not capable of delivering design flow to the RCS. Individual components
are inoperable if they are not capable of performing their design function or supporting systems are not
available.

The LCO requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independent subsystems. Due to the redundancy of
trains and the diversity of subsystems, the inoperability of one component in a train does not render the
ECCS incapable of performing its function. Neither does the inoperability of two different components,
each in a different train, necessarily result in a loss of function for the ECCS. The intent of this Condition
is to maintain a combination of equipment such that 100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single
OPERABLE ECCS train remains available. This allows increased flexibility in plant operations under
circumstances when components in opposite trains are inoperable.

2. Step 2: Determine the Impact on Plant Safety

Both probabilistic and deterministic impacts need to be considered. At this point, only the probabilistic
impact will be considered. The AOT extension will allow the ECCS system to be degraded, or parts of
the ECCS system to be unavailable for additional time, while the plant is at-power. It needs to be
determined how this additional unavailability will impact plant safety and operation. The following
questions are considered to identify the impact.

What event(s) is the ECCS system used to mitigate?

The ECCS is used to mitigate a number of events that involve loss of coolant, decay heat removal, and
reactivity control. These include:

* Inventory control event (large, medium, and small LOCAs, including consequential LOCAs and
reactor coolant pump seal LOCAs. and SGTRs)

* Decay heat removal (failure of decay heat removal that requires feed and bleed)

* Reactivity control (events with positive reactivity insertion, such as rod ejection and secondary
side breaks; and events with failure of rods to insert into the core, i.e., ATWVS)

What event(s) can be caused by the unavailability or failure of the EGCS system?

The ECCS system is used in the standby mode for inventory control, decay heat removal, and reactivity
control. Failure of the ECCS system or parts of the ECCS system will not'initiate a plant transient.

What event(s) can be caused by inadvertent actuation of the ECCS system?

The ECCS system is used in the standby mode. Inadvertent actuation will lead to injection of borated
water from the RWST into the RCS. This can cause the pressurizer relief valves to open and potentially
result in a LOCA event if the relief valves to not reclose. Termination of the inadvertent SI prior to
opening relief valves terminates the event. If SI is terminated after the relief valves open and the relief
valves do not reclose, the LOCA event will need to be mitigated which will require restarting the ECCS.
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This event is typically modeled in plant PRA models as an inadvertent SI and is not a large contributor to
risk. Extending the AOTs will not increase the frequency of inadvertent SI events.

What backup systems, safety grade or non-safety grade. are available?

There are no backup systems available, but the ECCS can be configured in a variety of ways, through
subsystem cross-connects, to achieve the desired injection and recirculation results. RCS depressurization
can also be used along with low head injection in some circumstances if high head injection fails.

3. Step 3: Identify the Impact on the Plant PRA Model

The following discusses the ECCS system modeling requirements in the at-power PRA. Utilities are
required to ensure their at-power PRA model is consistent with the following in Step 4 of this process. It
is expected that no changes to plant specific PRA models will be required to incorporate the ECCS system
into these models. If necessary, shutdown risk will be addressed at a later time on a generic basis since
many utilities do not currently have the capability to quantify a plant specific, shutdown PRA model.

The ECCS system is a standby system that can be actuated by the engineered safety features actuation
system (ESFAS/SI signal) or operator action. The ECCS success criteria is dependent on the event being
considered. The following summarizes some typical ECCS success criteria for the various initiating
events (for the standard four-loop plant).

Small LOCA with high pressure iniection success

* Injection: I of 2 CC pumps or I of 2 SI pumps to 2 of 4 cold legs
* Recirculation: I or 2 RHR pumps to I of 2 CC pumps or I of 2 SI pumps to 2 of 4 cold legs

Small LOCA with high pressure iniection failure

* Injection: RCS depressurization by I of 2 PORVs; accumulator injection to 2 of 4 cold legs; I of
2 RHR pumps to 2 of 4 cold legs

* Recirculation (with high pressure injection failure): 1 of 2 RHR pumps to 2 of 4 cold legs

Large LOCA

* Injection: I of 2 RHR pumps to 2 of 3 intact cold legs
* Recirculation: I of 2 RHR pumps to 2 of 3 intact cold legs

Feed and Bleed: I of 2 CC pumps to 2 or 4 cold legs; I of 2 PORVs for RCS depressurization

SGTR: I of 2 CC pumps or I of 2 SI pumps to 2 of 4 cold legs

Secondary Side Breaks: I of 2 CC pumps or I of 2 SI pumps to 2 of 4 cold legs

Boration: I of 2 CC pumps
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It should be noted that the exact success criteria varies from plant-to-plant due to plant design differences
and the level of best estimate success criteria work. For example, the number of cold legs requiring
injection varies between plants and some plants may not model LOCA mitigation scenarios requiring
RCS depressurization.

* ECCS Phases: Modeling consideration needs to be given to the three phases of ECCS for each
LOCA event size. Large LOCAs will require a switchover from injection to cold leg recirculation
and then to hot let recirculation prior to reaching the 24 hour time marking a safe and stable
endstate. On the other hand, small LOCAs may only need to be modeled through the injection
and cold leg recirculation phases since the injection phase lasts considerably longer for a small
LOCA than a large LOCA. Medium LOCA will be a cross between the two. Feed and bleed is
similar to a small LOCA and does not require hot leg switchover for success.

* CC pump, SI pump, and RHR pump "fail to start" and "fail to run" failure modes: These should
be plant specific values based on the ECCS system operational history. The "fail to run" failure
mode is typically an hourly value and needs to account for the required run time. The run time
can be divided into the injection, cold leg recirculation, and hot leg recirculation phases. In
addition, the component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension; the additional time to
complete maintenance activities can improve the component's performance. This is discussed
further in Step 4.

* Common cause failure: Common cause failure of multiple ECCS pumps and multiple valves
needs to be included in the model as appropriate for the applicable success criteria. For the
charging system, if one pump is normally operating, then common cause between the CC pumps
can be eliminated since the pumps are operating under different conditions.

* Pre-initiator human error events: Pre-initiator human error events, such as those that could result
from re-assembling the pumps, are accounted for in the ECCS component failure probabilities
and do not need to be explicitly addressed. Pre-initiator human error events, such as mis-
alignments following tests or plant re-start, need to be explicitly addressed. This can either be
done by including such events in the system fault tree modeling or through qualitatively screening
out such events via procedures that require actual flow tests that verify that the flow paths are
open.

* Test activities and maintenance activities: ECCS train unavailability due to both test and
maintenance activities needs to be included in the model. This is typically done with basic events
for each activity under the CC, SI, and RHR pump unavailable events. It is necessary to include
these basic events in the PRA model since the impact of the AOT change primarily affects
component unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. Step 4 discusses the approach
for determining the test and maintenance unavailability values for the current and extended AOTs.

* Operator actions: There are two important operator actions related to event mitigation that need
to be considered; the switch to cold leg recirculation and the switch to hot leg recirculation. The
time available to complete these actions will be dependent on the event being considered.
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* Support systems: The ECCS system typically requires AC power for motive power and DC
power for control power, and ESF actuation signals to start the pumps. HVAC with service water
may be required for room cooling and component cooling water (CCW) will be required for RHR
pump and heat exchanger cooling. The CC and SI pumps also require cooling.

4. Step 4: Modify the PRA Model and AOT Related Parameters (utility action)

The utility should review their plant PRA model to ensure it is consistent with the discussion in Step 3.
This will ensure the impact of the extended AOTs can be properly evaluated. Changes may be required
to:

* plant response tree (event tree) modeling
* system unavailability modeling
* component reliability
* test and maintenance unavailabilities

Plant response tree modeling and system unavailability modeling

These elements may need to be modified to reflect the requirements identified in Step 3 to ensure that the
PSA model properly models or represents the ECCS system with regard to event mitigation. This may
require adding sequences to the event trees to account for alternate methods for injection or recirculation,
or adding hot leg recirculation to achieve a 24 hour mission time. For example, some utilities have shown
that for a small LOCA an alternate success path is RCS depressurization with accumulator and low
pressure injection, followed by low pressure recirculation. To improve results, utilities may be interested
in adding such better estimate success criteria that provides more flexibility in mitigating LOCA events.
This will also require modifications and possible re-evaluation of ECCS system fault trees. Using
conservative success criteria in this analysis may provide unacceptable results. It is expected that few, if
any, changes to the plant response trees or fault trees will need to be made by utilities, although some
utilities may want to pursue improved success criteria with regard to the number of SGs required to be
supplied with ECCS or taking credit for alternate success scenarios.

Component reliability

As noted in Step 3, the component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension. The additional time
to complete maintenance activities can improve the component's performance. This can be due to
improve maintenance activities or additional time to re-assemble and re-align the component within its
system. Typically the impact on component reliability is not easily determined. For this study, it will be
conservatively assumed that the reliability of the components of the ECCS system will not be impacted
by the AOT extension.

Test and maintenance unavailabilities

The most critical part of the analysis is determining how the extended AOT will impact the availability of
the ECCS system. This represents the primary change to the PRA for this evaluation. The AOT will
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impact the unavailability of the ECCS system due to maintenance activities (corrective and preventive)
and test activities. A longer AOT will allow the utility to:

* perform additional test activities at-power,
* perform additional preventive maintenance activities at-power, and
* complete repair activities in a more relaxed atmosphere (i.e., taking more time).

The impact of any additional activities and additional time to complete current activities on the ECCS
system unavailability needs to be assessed. It is recommended that realistic test and maintenance times
with the extended AOT be used instead of assuming that the full AOT will always be used. This is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.177. It is not prudent to conservatively assume that the full AOT time
will be used with all test and maintenance activities since such an assumption can lead to unacceptably
conservative results.

To develop realistic test and maintenance downtimes, utility personnel will need to identify how the
longer AOTs will be used. With the extended AOTs will additional ECCS system test activities or routine
maintenance activities now be done at power or will corrective actions now take longer since round-the-
clock repair efforts may be delayed? Will activities typically performed during shutdown now be
completed while the plant is at-power? Consideration needs to be given to:

* Test activities,
* Routine or scheduled maintenance activities, and
* Repair, corrective, or unscheduled maintenance activities.

Consideration also needs to be given to the plant policy regarding the use of AOTs. Will the plant target
time to repair a system while in an LCO action statement remain at its current value or increase with the
increased AOT? Some plants may have a policy that all repairs will be completed within 50% of the AOT
before requiring the use of shift work or overtime to complete the repair. With an AOT increasing from
72 hours to 7 days, the target time could increase significantly. If the plant policy will change, then the
historical mean test and repair times associated with the 72 hour AOT may need to be increased by the
ratio of the plant policy times.

The times for tests currently done at-power may not change with extended AOTs if the tests generally do
not extend across work shifts. Similar arguments can be applied to some routine maintenance activities.

The impact of the extended AOT on test and maintenance times is a plant specific assessment that needs
to be completed by the utility. The attached tables are provided to help with this assessment. Tables D-l
and D-2 are worksheets that provide an approach to determine the impact of the AOT increase on ECCS
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. Consideration needs to be given to all the
subsystems of the ECCS (centrifugal charging, safety injection and RHR, as appropriate). The approach
considers current test and maintenance activities, and the potential impact of the increased AOT on their
corresponding test and repair times, and also new test and maintenance activities that may be considered
with the extended AOTs. This approach requires that the frequencies and durations of the test and routine
maintenance activities be known from past plant operation. Utility personnel then need to judge the
impact of the extended AOT on these historical or estimated values.
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For repair (or unscheduled) activities, the frequency is expected to remain the same with the extended
AOT, but the time to complete the repair may be increased. Again, it is a utility judgment to determine
the impact on the repair time.

Several approaches are possible for estimating the impact of the extended AOT:

* increase the maintenance time by the ratio of AOT times: 2.3 (7 days/3 days)

* re-analyze the plant specific ECCS system maintenance activity data to determine the impact of
the AOT extension on each activity (short repair times may not be impacted) and then calculate a
new repair time

* assumed that all maintenance activities will require the full AOT (this assumption is not
recommended since it will provide overly conservative results that may not be acceptable).

The plant policy on completing repairs in a certain amount of the AOT also needs to be considered. The
approach selected is up to the utility and should be noted on the corresponding table.

These tables will be used to document the impact of the extended AOT on the test and maintenance times.
They also provide a concise listing of possible activities for which the extended AOT will be used. The
later information is important to the justification for the AOT extension request.

5. Step 5: Identify the Risk Measures

The risk measures that need to be assessed are based on Reg. Guide 1.177. Section 2.3 of this Reg. Guide
discusses a three-tiered approach for evaluating the risk associated with proposed Tech Spec AOT
changes. The tiers are defined as:

* Tier 1: PRA Capability and Insights
* Tier 2: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations
* Tier 3: Risk-Informed Configuration Risk Management

In Tier 1, the impact of the AOT change on core damage frequency (CDF), incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP), large early release frequency (LERF), and incremental condition large early
release probability (ICLERP) needs to be determined. Although the primary impact of these changes can
be shown via the core damage measures, for completeness the impact on the large early release measures
should also be calculated. ICCDP and ICLERP are defined as:

* ICCDP = [(conditional CDF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline CDF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

* ICLERP = [(conditional LERF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline LERF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

Tier 2 requires that the licensee provide reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage
configurations will not occur when specific plant equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed
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Tech Spec. Tier 3 requires that the licensee develop a program that ensures that the risk impact of
out-of-service equipment is appropriately evaluated prior to performing any maintenance activity.
Neither Tier 2 or Tier 3 requirements will be part of this WOG WCAP submittal, but will be part of the
licensee's LAR request.

6. Step 6: Quantify the PRA Model (utility action)

Each utility is required to quantify their PRA model to determine the impact on the risk measures
identified in Step 5. The details of the calculations are discussed below with reference to an ECCS with
three subsystems that consists of the centrifugal charging, safety injection, and RHR subsystems. Similar
calculations will need to be completed for other ECCS system designs. The calculations that need to be
done follow:

1. Impact on CDF: The impact of the AOT changes on CDF requires two quantifications of the
PRA model. The first is a base case quantification calculating CDF with test and maintenance
parameters corresponding to current AOTs. The second quantification provides CDF that
corresponds to the increased AOT. For this case it is necessary to change the ECCS train
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. This will most likely be done on the
subsystem train level and it needs to include all functions of the ECCS including inventory
control, decay heat removal, and boration. From these cases the impact on CDF will be
determined.

2. Calculation of ICCDP and ICLERP: Analyses will also be required to determine ICCDP and
ICLERP for an ECCS train AOT of 7 days. This is calculated by setting the subject equipment to
an out-of-service state and re-quantifying the PRA model. This provides the conditional CDF
(CCDF) and the conditional LERF (CLERF). Then the ICCDP and ICLERP are calculated as
defined in Step 5. It is recommended that the CCDF, ICCDP, CLERF, and ICLERP also be
calculated individually for a centrifugal charging subsystem train out of service, a safety injection
subsystem train out of service, and a RHR subsystem train out of service.

The CCDF, ICCDP, CLERF, and ICLERP need to be calculated for two situations for each out of
service situation considered (ECCS train, centrifugal charging subsystem train, safety injection
subsystem train, and RHR subsystem train). The first situation is when one train is unavailable
for testing or routine maintenance and the second is when one train is unavailable for repair. For
the test or routine maintenance situation, the available train can fail due to random failure and the
corresponding random failure probabilities for the available train should be used. In the repair
situation there is no information indicating that the available train will not fail for the same reason
the inoperable train failed (a common cause failure). In this case, the available train can fail due
to common cause issues and the failure probability for the operable train that should be used is
the common cause failure. This will be a Beta factor for the second train of a two train system. It
is suggested that the pump be used in these calculations as a surrogate for the train.

3. Cumulative impact: At this point the cumulative impact of the AOT increases on CDF is not
necessary.
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4. Risk benefits: The risk associated with operational alternatives, or the risk averted, can be used to
trade off against the additional risk of remaining at power with the extended AOT. The
operational alternative to remaining at power for additional time is to shut the plant down with the
component of interest out of service, repair the component of interest in a shutdown state, and
restart the plant. Plant specific calculations will not be required for this step. If necessary, they
may be added on a generic basis at a future time.

5. Tier 2 restrictions: At this point in the analysis it may be advantageous for each utility to do the
necessary calculations to establish the Tier 2 restrictions. The results of this analysis are not to be
submitted to Westinghouse as part of the evaluation. As previously noted, Tier 2 evaluations will
be done on a plant specific basis and will not be part of the WOG WCAP submittal. Tier 2
requirements will be part of the individual utility LAR submittals. Information on determining
Tier 2 requirements is provided in the document titled "General Process for Evaluating the Safety
Impact of Changes to Technical Specification Allowed Outage Times" previously provided to all
WOG RBTWG members.

6. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses: No sensitivity or uncertainty analyses have been identified
at this time for all plants to perform. Due to the number of utilities supporting this evaluation, a
good baseline of results will be available covering various ECCS configurations.

7. Step 7: Preliminary Results Collection and Discussion

Utilities are required to provide the following information to Westinghouse to organize, review, and
present to the RBTWG for discussion and assessment. This list is based on a ECCS with three
subsystems that consists of the centrifugal charging, safety injection, and RHR subsystems. Similar
information will need to be provided for other ECCS system designs. This information should be
provided on Table D-3 with supplemental sheets as appropriate.

* CC (or high head) pump fail to start failure probability
* CC (or high head) pump fail to run failure probability
* SI (or intermediate pump) pump fail to start failure probability
* SI (or intermediate) pump fail to run failure probability
* RHR (or low head) pump fail to start failure probability
* RHR (or low head) pump fail to run failure probability

* Small LOCA ECCS required mission (run) time
- Injection
- Cold Leg Recirculation
- Hot Leg Recirculation

* Medium LOCA ECCS required mission (run) time
- Injection
- Cold Leg Recirculation
- Hot Leg Recirculation
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* Large LOCA ECCS required mission (run) time
- Injection
- Cold Leg Recirculation
- Hot Leg Recirculation

* ECCS system common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)
* CC (or high head) pump fail to start common cause failure probability
* CC (or high head) pump fail to run common cause failure probability
* SI (or intermediate head) pump fail to start common cause failure probability
* SI (or intermediate head) pump fail to run common cause failure probability
* RHR (or low head) pump fail to start common cause failure probability
* RHR (or low head) pump fail to run common cause failure probability

* CDF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* CDF(proposed AOT)
* CDF increase; (CDF(proposed AOT) - CDF(current AOT))
* LERF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* LERF(proposed AOT)
* LERF increase; (LERF(proposed AOT) - LERF(current AOT))

The following needs to be provided for an ECCS train, CC pump train, SI pump train, and RHR pump
train out of service:

* CCDF (with one train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance activities)

* CCDF (with one train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance activities)

* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance
activities)

* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activities)

* CLERF (with one train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance activities)

* CLERF (with one train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance activities)

* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance
activities)

* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activities)

* Tables D-1 and D-2 defining how the AOT extension impacts the test and maintenance
unavailabilities
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* A simplified diagram of the ECCS system

* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the IPE
requirement if not already provided

8. Step 8: Final Results Collection and Review

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

9. Step 9: Identify Change Requests

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

10. Step 10: Documentation

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.
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Table D-I Worksheet for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Test Downtimes
(LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - ECCS AOT)

Plant Name:

With Current AOT Impact of With Extended AOT3

Current (C) Downtime AOT Change Downtime
Test Activity (Note the Related or New (N) Test per Test Test Activity on Test per Test Test Activity

Subsystem) Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail.' Downtime Activity (hr) Unavail. 1

Total - . _

Method used to determine test time with extended AOT:

Notes:
1. Test Activity Unavailability = Test Frequency x Downtime per Test A tivity

2. State the method(s) used for determining the repair and maintenance limes with the extended AOT. If a factor increase is used (such as 2X), add the factor to this column and
explain how this was arrived at.

3. Downtime per Test Activity (with extended AOT) = Impact of AOT Change on Test Downtime x Downtime per Test Activity (with current AOT)
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|Table D-2 Workshect for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Maintenance Downtimes
(LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - ECCS AOT)

Plant Name:

With Current AOT With Extcnded AOT1
Maintenance Activity (Note as Impact of

either Scheduled (S) or Current (C) Downtime Mlaint. AOT Change Downtime Maint.
Repair (R) and the Related or New (N) Maintenance per Test Activity on Maint. pcr Maint. Activity

Subsystem) Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail. 1  Downtime' Activity (hr) Unavail.|

Total

Method used to determine repair time with extended AOT:
Method used to determine scheduled maintenance time with extended AO r:

Notes:
1. Nlaintenancc Activity Unavailability = Maintcnance Frcqucncy x Downtimc per Maintenance Activity
2. State tli mctilod(s) used for detcrmining the repair and mainteiaice times with the extended AOT. If a factor increase is used (such as 2X), add thc factor to this column and

explain how this was arrived at.

3. Downtimc per Maintcnancc Activity (with extendcd AOT) = Impact of AOT Changc on Maintcnancc Downtimc x Downtimc per Maintenance Activity (with current AOT).
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Table D-3 Data Collection Forml
(LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - ECCS AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

CC (or high head) pump fail to start failure probability (per demand)

CC (or high head) pump fail to run failure probability (per hour)

SI (or intermediate head) pump fail to start failure probability (per demand)

SI (or intermediate head) pump fail to run failure probability (per hour)

RI IR (or low head) pump rail to start failure probability (per demand)

RIIR (or low head) pump fail to run failure probability (per hour)

Small LOCA ECCS required mission (run) time

* Injection (hours)

* Cold leg recirculation (hours)

* Ilot leg recirculation (hours)

Medium LOCA ECCS required mission (run) time

* Injection (hours)

* Cold leg recirculation (hours)

* Hlot leg recirculation (hours)

Large LOCA ECCS required mission (run) time

* Injection (hours)

* Cold leg recirculation (hours)

* Hot leg recirculation (hours)
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Table D-3 Data Collection Form'
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - ECCS AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

ECCS common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha?. etc.)

CC (or high head) pump fail to start CCF probability (per demand)

CC (or high head) pump fail to run CCF probability (per hour)

Si (or intermediate head) pump fail to start CCF probability (per demand)

SI (or intermediate head) pump fail to run CCF probability (per hour)

RHR (or low head) pump fail to start CCF probability (per demand)

RIMR (or low head) pump fail to run CCF probability (per hour)

CDF (current AOT)

CDF (proposed AOT)

CDF increase

LERF (current AOT)

LERF (proposed AOT)

LERF increase

CCDF (with one ECCS train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one ECCS train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)
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Table D.3 Data Collection Formt
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - ECCS AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one ECCS train out of service due to test or
scheduled maintenance activity)

ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one ECCS train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one ECCS train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one ECCS train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one ECCS train out of service due to test or
scheduled maintenance activity)

ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one ECCS train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one CC pump train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one CC pump train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one CC pump train out of service due to test
or scheduled maintenance activity)

ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one CC pump train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one CC pump train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one CC pump train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)
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|rable D-3 Data Collection Forms
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - ECCS AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one CC pump train out of service due to test
or scheduled maintenance activity)

ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one CC pump train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one SI pump train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one SI pump train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one SI pump train out of service due to test or
scheduled maintenance activity)

ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one SI pump train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one SI pump train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one SI pump train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one SI pump train out of service due to test
or scheduled maintenance activity)

ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one SI pump train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one RHR pump train out of service due to test or scheduled

maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one RVIR pump train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)
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Table D-3 Data Collection Form'
(cont.) (LCO 3.5.2, Action A.1 - ECCS AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one RHR pump train out of service due to test
or scheduled maintenance activity)

ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one RHR pump train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one RHR pump train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one RIIR pump train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one RHR pump train out of service due to
test or scheduled maintenance activity)

ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one RHR pump train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activity)

Notes:
I. This form was developed based on an ECCS with three subsystems that consists of the centrifugal charging, safety injection, and RHR subsystems. Similar information will

need to be provided for other ECCS system designs.

Supply additional sheets to respond to the following:

* A simplified diagram of the ECCS system.

* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the IPE requirement if not already provided.
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APPENDIX E
SPECIFIC ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS FOR EVALUATING CHANGES

TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLETION TIME:
CONTAINMENT SPRAY

LCO 3.6.6, Two Containment Spray trains and [two] Containment Cooling trains
shall be operable - Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4

Condition A, One Containment Spray train inoperable
Required Action A.1, Restore Containment Spray train to operable status

Evaluate increasing the Completion Time from 72 hours to 7 days

1. Step 1: Identify the Technical Specification AOT Improvement

Tech Spec 3.6.6A: Containment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual)
(Credit taken for iodine removal by the Containment Spray System)

LCO 3.6.6A: Two containment spray trains and [two] containment cooling trains shall be OPERABLE
Applicability: Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4
Condition A: One containment spray train inoperable
Required Action A. 1: Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status
Completion Time: 72 hours
Evaluate extending the completion time to 7 days

Tech Spec 3.6.6B: Containment Spray and Cooling Systems (Atmospheric and Dual)
(Credit not taken for iodine removal by the Containment Spray System)
LCO 3.6.6B: Two containment spray trains and [two] containment cooling trains shall be OPERABLE
Applicability: Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4
Condition A: One containment spray train inoperable
Required Action A. 1: Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status
Completion Time: 7 days
No completion time extension to be evaluated

Tech Spec 3.6.6C: Containment Spray System (Ice Condenser)
LCO 3.6.6C: Two containment spray trains shall be OPERABLE
Applicability: Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4
Condition A: One containment spray train inoperable
Required Action A.l: Restore containment spray train to OPERABLE status
Completion Time: 72 hours
Evaluate extending the completion time to 7 days

Tech Spec 3.6.6D: Quench Spray System (Subatmospheric)
LCO 3.6.6D: Two quench spray trains shall be OPERABLE
Applicability: Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4
Condition A: One quench spray train inoperable
Required Action A. 1: Restore quench spray train to OPERABLE status
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Completion Time: 72 hours
Evaluate extending the completion time to 7 days

Background information (from the Technical Specification Bases for 3.6.6): The containment spray
system provides containment atmosphere cooling to limit post accident pressure and temperature in
containment to less than the design values. Reduction of containment pressure and the iodine removal
capability of the spray reduces the release of fission product radioactivity from containment to the
environment in the event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) to within limits.

The containment spray system consists of two separate trains of equal capacity, each capable of meeting
the design basis. Each train includes a containment spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves, and
piping. Each train is powered from a separate ESF bus. Some plants use a separate containment spray
heat exchanger and some use the residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchanger for cooling. Some use
spray pumps alone and other use spray pumps fed by RHR pumps. The refueling water storage tank
(RWST) supplies borated water to the system during the injection phase of operation. In the recirculation
mode of operation, containment spray pump suction is transferred from the RWST to the containment
sump(s) or aligned to the RHR pumps, depending on the plant design, and heat is removed from the
containment sump water by the RHR heat exchangers via the component cooling water system or by a
containment spray system heat exchanger, again depending on plant design. Each train provides adequate
spray coverage to meet the system design requirements for containment heat removal.

The containment spray system is actuated automatically by a containment high-3 signal (containment
high-2 signal for subatmospheric containments) or manually from the control room. The injection phase
continues until an RWST level low-low alarm is received which indicates switchover to the containment
sump is required.

The limiting DBAs are the loss of coolant accident and the steamline break. During a DBA, a minimum
of one containment spray train (and one containment cooling train, for those plants so equipped) are
required to maintain the containment peak pressure and temperature below the design limits. In addition.
one containment spray train is also required to remove iodine from the containment atmosphere. To
ensure that these requirements are met, two containment spray trains are required to be operable.

Each containment spray system typically includes a spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves, piping.
instruments, and controls to ensure an operable flow path capable of taking suction from the RWST on an
ESF actuation signal and automatically transferring suction to the containment sump. Some plants use a
containment spray heat exchanger instead on the RHR heat exchanger for cooling.

Action A. 1: With one containment spray train inoperable, the inoperable containment spray train must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE spray (and
cooling) train(s) are adequate to perform the iodine removal and containment cooling functions. Per the
Bases, the 72 hour AOT takes into account the redundant heat removal capability afforded by the
Containment Spray System, reasonable time for repairs, and low probability of a DBA occurring during
this period.
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2. Step 2: Determine the Imnpact on Plant Safety

Both probabilistic and deterministic impacts need to be considered. At this point, only the probabilistic
impact will be considered. The AOT extension will allow the containment spray system to be degraded or
a train to be unavailable for additional time while the plant is at-power. It needs to be determined how
this additional unavailability will impact plant safety and operation. The following questions are
considered to identify the impact.

What event(s) is the containment spray system used to mitigate?

The containment spray is used to mitigate all events that will challenge the containment integrity through
over pressurization. Containment sprays have no impact on events that lead to releases via containment
bypass.

What event(s) can be caused by the unavailability or failure of the containment spray system?

The containment spray system is a standby system used to control containment pressure. Failure of the
containment spray system will not initiate a plant transient.

What event(s) can be caused by inadvertent actuation of the containment spray system?

The containment spray system is used in the standby mode. Inadvertent actuation will not lead to any
event, but will require an orderly shutdown of the reactor. Extending the AOTs will not increase the
frequency of inadvertent containment spray actuation.

What backup systems, safety grade or non-safety grade. are available?

The function of the containment sprays can be traded off with the containment fan coolers in plants that
have a containment cooling system. This is an important consideration in the PRA model. Design basis
criteria, one train of containment sprays and one train of containment cooling, is not necessarily required.
Some plants have demonstrated that one train of containment sprays in recirculation mode or one train of
containment cooling is only required to maintain the containment pressure within the required limits.

3. Step 3: Identify the Impact on the Plant PRA Model

The following discusses the containment spray system modeling requirements in the at-power PRA. This
is based on a two train spray system design that takes suction directly from the containment sump and
requires cooling of the spray water via the RHR/CCW systems. Utilities are required to ensure their
at-power PRA model is consistent with the following in Step 4 of this process. It is expected that no
changes to plant specific PRA models will be required to incorporate the containment spray system into
these models. If necessary, shutdown risk will be addressed at a later time on a generic basis since many
utilities do not currently have the capability to quantify a plant specific, shutdown PRA model.

The containment spray system is a standby system that can be actuated by the engineered safety features
actuation system (ESFAS/SI signal) or operator action. One of two trains of containment spray system is
required for containment cooling. Successful containment cooling by the spray system requires the spray
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system to be in the recirculation mode with heat removal via the residual heat removal (RHR) system. In
this scenario, the RHR heat exchanger is required to be cooled by the component cooling water (CCW)
system. If both spray trains fail, containment cooling can still be successful if the containment cooling
system, for plants so equipped, is successful. Containment cooling success typically requires one train in
operation being cooled by the service water system.

It should be noted that the exact success criteria varies from plant-to-plant due to plant design differences
and the level of best estimate success criteria work. The success criteria is plant specific depending on
the availability of a containment cooling system, and the number of trains in the containment spray and
containment cooling systems.

* Containment Spray Phases: Modeling consideration needs to be given to the two phases of
containment spray. This consist on injection and recirculation. Successful recirculation requires
heat removal from containment by the RHR system heat exchanger which is cooled by the CCW
system.

* Containment spray pump "fail to start" and "fail to run" failure modes: These should be plant
specific values based on the containment spray system operational history. The "fail to run"
failure mode is typically an hourly value and needs to account for the required run time. The run
time can be divided into the injection and recirculation phases. In addition, the component
reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension; the additional time to complete maintenance
activities can improve the component's performance. This is discussed further in Step 4.

* Common cause failure: Common cause failure of multiple containment spray pumps and
multiple valves needs to be included in the model since this is a standby system and both trains
are operating under the same conditions.

* Pre-initiator human error events: Pre-initiator human error events. such as those that could result
from re-assembling the pumps, are accounted for in the containment spray system component
failure probabilities and do not need to be explicitly addressed. Pre-initiator human error events,
such as mis-alignments following tests or plant re-start, need to be explicitly addressed. This can
either be done by including such events in the system fault tree modeling or through qualitatively
screening out such events via procedures that require actual flow tests that verify that the flow
paths are open.

* Test activities and maintenance activities: Containment spray train unavailability due to both test
and maintenance activities needs to be included in the model. This is typically done with basic
events for each activity under the spray pump unavailable events. It is necessary to include these
basic events in the PRA model since the impact of the AOT change primarily affects component
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. Step 4 discusses the approach for
determining the test and maintenance unavailability values for the current and extended AOTs.

* Operator actions: There is one important operator action related to successful spray that needs to
be considered; the switch to recirculation.
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Support systems: The containment spray system typically requires AC power for motive power
and DC power for control power, and ESF actuation signals to start the pumps. HVAC may be
required for room cooling and component cooling water (CCWV) will be required for RHR pump
and heat exchanger cooling for successful recirculation.

4. Step 4: Modify the PRA Model and AOT Related Parameters (utility action)

The utility should review their plant PRA model to ensure it is consistent with the discussion in Step 3. This
will ensure the impact of the extended AOTs can be properly evaluated. Changes may be required to:

* plant response tree (event tree) modeling
* system unavailability modeling
* component reliability
* test and maintenance unavailabilities

Plant response tree modeling and system unavailability modeling

These elements may need to be modified to reflect the requirements identified in Step 3 to ensure that the
PSA model properly models or represents the containment spray system with regard to event
(containment overpressure) mitigation. To improve results, utilities may be interested in adding better
estimate success criteria that will provide more flexibility in mitigating containment overpressure
conditions. This may require adding sequences to the event trees to account for alternate success criteria
for plants that can tradeoff containment cooling trains with spray trains. This may also require
modifications and possible re-evaluation of containment spray and containment cooling system fault
trees. Using conservative success criteria in this analysis may provide unacceptable results. It is expected
that few, if any, changes to the plant response trees or fault trees will need to be made by utilities,
although some utilities may want to pursue improved success criteria.

Component reliability

As noted in Step 3, the component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension. The additional time
to complete maintenance activities can improve the component's performance. This can be due to
improve maintenance activities or additional time to re-assemble and re-align the component within its
system. Typically the impact on component reliability is not easily determined. For this study, it will be
conservatively assumed that the reliability of the components of the containment spray system will not be
impacted by the AOT extension.

Test and maintenance unavailabilities

The most critical part of the analysis is determining how the extended AOT will impact the availability of
the containment spray system. This represents the primary change to the PRA for this evaluation. The
AOT will impact the unavailability of the spray system due to maintenance activities (corrective and
preventive) and test activities. A longer AOT will allow the utility to:

* perform additional test activities at-power,
* perform additional preventive maintenance activities at-power, and
* complete repair activities in a more relaxed atmosphere (i.e., taking more time).
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The impact of any additional activities and additional time to complete current activities on the spray
system unavailability needs to be assessed. It is recommended that realistic test and maintenance times
with the extended AOT be used instead of assuming that the full AOT will always be used. This is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.177. It is not prudent to conservatively assume that the full AOT time
will be used with all test and maintenance activities since such an assumption can lead to unacceptably
conservative results.

To develop realistic test and maintenance downtimes, utility personnel will need to identify how the
longer AOTs will be used. With the extended AOTs will additional spray system test activities or
routine maintenance activities now be done at power or will corrective actions now take longer since
round-the-clock repair efforts may be delayed? Will activities typically performed during shutdown now
be completed while the plant is at-power? Consideration needs to be given to:

* Test activities,
* Routine or scheduled maintenance activities, and
* * Repair, corrective, or unscheduled maintenance activities.

Consideration also needs to be given to the plant policy regarding the use of AOTs. Will the plant target
time to repair a system while in an LCO action statement remain at its current value or increase with the
increased AOT? Some plants may have a policy that all repairs will be completed within 50% of the AOT
before requiring the use of shift work or overtime to complete the repair. With an AOT increasing from
72 hours to 7 days, the target time could increase significantly. If the plant policy will change, then the
historical mean test and repair times associated with the 72 hour AOT may need to be increased by the
ratio of the plant policy times.

The times for tests currently done at-power may not change with extended AOTs if the tests generally do
not extend across work shifts. Similar arguments can be applied to some routine maintenance activities.

The impact of the extended AOT on test and maintenance times is a plant specific assessment that needs
to be completed by the utility. The attached tables are provided to help with this assessment. Tables E-1
and E-2 are worksheets that provide an approach to determine the impact of the AOT increase on
containment spray unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. The approach considers current
test and maintenance activities, and the potential impact of the increased AOT on their corresponding test
and repair times, and also new test and maintenance activities that may be considered with the extended
AOTs. This approach requires that the frequencies and durations of the test and routine maintenance
activities be known from past plant operation. Utility personnel then need to judge the impact of the
extended AOT on these historical or estimated values.

For repair (or unscheduled) activities, the frequency is expected to remain the same with the extended
AOT, but the time to complete the repair may be increased. Again, it is a utility judgment to determine
the impact on the repair time.

Several approaches are possible for estimating the impact of the extended AOT:

* increase the maintenance time by the ratio of AOT times: 2.3 (7 days/3 days)
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* re-analyze the plant specific containment spray system mainteniance activity data to determine the
impact of the AOT extension on each activity (short repair times may not be impacted) and then
calculate a new repair time

* assumed that all maintenance activities will require the full AOT (this assumption is not
recommended since it will provide overly conservative results that may not be acceptable).

The plant policy on completing repairs in a certain amount of the AOT also needs to be considered. The
approach selected is up to the utility and should be noted on the corresponding table.

These tables will be used to document the impact of the extended AOT on the test and maintenance times.
They also provide a concise listing of possible activities for which the extended AOT will be used. The
later information is important to the justification for the AOT extension request.

5. Step 5: Identify the Risk Measures

The risk measures that need to be assessed are based on Reg. Guide 1.177. Section 2.3 of this Reg. Guide
discusses a three-tiered approach for evaluating the risk associated with proposed Tech Spec AOT
changes. The tiers are defined as:

* Tier 1: PRA Capability and Insights
* Tier 2: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations
* Tier 3: Risk-Informed Configuration Risk Management

In Tier 1, the impact of the AOT change on core damage frequency (CDF), incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP), large early release frequency (LERF), and incremental condition large early
release probability (ICLERP) needs to be determined. The large early release related measures only need
to be considered for AOTs related to systems that can impact releases from containment. For the
containment spray system the LERF and ICLERP measures are required. But, in general containment
sprays do not impact the large early releases; spray are more important to late releases. Although the
impact on late releases is not required per Reg. Guide 1.177 , the NRC is showing an interest in this
measure. To avoid the inevitable question, it is recommended that for this evaluation the impact of the
AOT increase be reported in terms of large releases without any distinction in timing (between early and
late). This will require the calculation of the impact on large release frequency (LRF) and incremental
conditional large release probability (ICLRP). It is expected the there will be no, or at most a very
minimal, impact on core damage measures, but for completeness these should also be provided. The
ICCDP and ICLRP are defined as:

* ICCDP = [(conditional CDF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline CDF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

* ICLRP = [(conditional LRF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline LRF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

Tier 2 requires that the licensee provide reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage
configurations will not occur when specific plant equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed
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Tech Spec. Tier 3 requires that the licensee develop a program that ensures that the risk impact of
out-of-service equipment is appropriately evaluated prior to performing any maintenance activity.
Neither Tier 2 or Tier 3 requirements will be part of this WOG WCAP submittal, but will be part of the
licensee's LAR request.

6. Step 6: Quantify the PRA Model (utility action)

Each utility is required to quantify their PRA model to determine the impact on the risk measures
identified in Step 5. The details of the calculations are discussed below with reference to a two train
containment spray system. Similar calculations will need to be completed for other containment spray
system designs. The calculations that need to be done follow:

1. Impact on CDF and LRF: The impact of the AOT changes on CDF and LRF requires two
quantifications of the PRA model. The first is a base case quantification calculating CDF and
LRF with test and maintenance parameters corresponding to current AOTs. The second
quantification provides CDF and LRF that corresponds to the increased AOT. For this case it is
necessary to change the containment spray train unavailability due to test and maintenance
activities. From these cases the impact on CDF and LRF will be determined.

2. Calculation of ICCDP and ICLRP: Analyses will also be required to determine ICCDP and
ICLRP for a containment spray train AOT of 7 days. This is calculated by setting the subject
equipment to an out-of-service state and re-quantifying the PRA model. This provides the
conditional core damage frequency (CCDF) and conditional large release frequency (CLRF).
Then the ICCDP and ICLRP are calculated as defined in Step 5.

The CCDF, ICCDP, CLRF, and ICLRP need to be calculated for two situations. The first
situation is when one train is unavailable for testing or routine maintenance and the second is
when one train is unavailable for repair. For the test or routine maintenance situation, the
available train can fail due to random failure and the corresponding random failure probabilities
for the available train should be used. In the repair situation there is no information indicating
that the available train will not fail for the same reason the inoperable train failed (a common
cause failure). In this case, the available train can fail due to common cause issues and the failure
probability for the operable train that should be used is the common cause failure. This will be a
Beta factor for the second train of a two train system. It is suggested that the pump be used in
these calculations as a surrogate for the train.

3. Cumulative impact: At this point the cumulative impact of the AOT increases on CDF is not
necessary.

4. Risk benefits: The risk associated with operational alternatives, or the risk averted, can be used to
trade off against the additional risk of remaining at power with the extended AOT. The
operational alternative to remaining at power for additional time is to shut the plant down with the
component of interest out of service, repair the component of interest in a shutdown state, and
restart the plant. Plant specific calculations will not be required for this step. If necessary, they
may be added on a generic basis at a future time.
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5. Tier 2 restrictions: At this point in the analysis it may be advaritageous for each utility to do the
necessary calculations to establish the Tier 2 restrictions. The results of this analysis are not to be
submitted to Westinghouse as part of the evaluation. As previously noted, Tier 2 evaluations will
be done on a plant specific basis and will not be part of the WOG WCAP submittal. Tier 2
requirements will be part of the individual utility LAR submittals. Information on determining
Tier 2 requirements is provided in the document titled "General Process for Evaluating the Safety
Impact of Changes to Technical Specification Allowed Outage Times" previously provided to all
WOG RBTWG members.

6. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses: No sensitivity or uncertainty analyses have been identified
at this time for all plants to perform. Due to the number of utilities supporting this evaluation, a
good baseline of results will be available covering various containment spray configurations.

7. Step 7: Preliminary Results Collection and Discussion

Utilities are required to provide the following information to Westinghouse to organize, review, and
present to the RBTWG for discussion and assessment. This information should be provided on Table E-3
with supplemental sheets as appropriate.

* Containment spray pump fail to start failure probability
* Containment spray pump fail to run failure probability
* Containment spray required mission (run) time

- Injection
- Recirculation

* Containment spray system common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)
* Containment spray pump fail to start common cause probability
* Containment spray pump fail to run common cause probability

* CDF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* CDF(proposed AOT)
* CDF increase; (CDF(proposed AOT) - CDF(current AOT))
* CCDF (with one spray train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance activities)
* CCDF (with one spray train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance activities)
* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one spray train out of service due to test or scheduled

maintenance activities)
* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one spray train out of service due to corrective/repair

maintenance activities)

* LRF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* LRF(proposed AOT)
* LRF increase; (LRF(proposed AOT) - LRF(current AOT))
* CLRF (with one spray train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance activities)
* CLRF (with one spray train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance activities)
* ICLRP (for the 7 day AOT with one spray train out of service due to test or scheduled

maintenance activities)
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* ICLRP (for the 7 day AOT with one spray train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activities)

* Tables E-1 and E-2 defining how the AOT extension impacts the test and maintenance
unavailabilities

* A simplified diagram of the containment spray system including information on the recirculation
alignment (spray pumps connected directly to the sump or to the sump via the RHR pumps) and
spray recirculation cooling (by the RHR system or a separate recirculation spray heat exchanger)

* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the iPE
requirement if not already provided

8. Step 8: Final Results Collection and Review

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

9. Step 9: Identify Change Requests

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

10. Step 10: Documentation

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.
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Table E-1 Worksheet for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Test Downtimes
(LCO 3.6.6, Action A.1 - Containment Spray AOT)

Plant Name:

With Current AOT With Extended AOT 3
Impact of

Current (C) Downtime AOT Change Downtime
or New (N) Test per Test Test Activity on Test per Test Test Activity

Test Activity Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail.' Downtime Activity (hr) Unavail.1

Total

Mcthod used to determine test time with extended AOT:

Notes:

1. Test Activity Unavailability = Test Frequency x Downtime per Tcst Astivity

2. Statc the mcthod(s) used for determining the repair and maintenance times with the extended AOT. If a factor increase is used (such as 2X), add the factor to this column and
explain how this was arrived at.

3. Downtime perTest Activity (with extcnded AOT)= Impact of AOT Clange on Test Downtime x Downtime perTest Activity (with current AOT)
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Table E-2 Worksheet for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Maintenance Downtimes
(ICO 3.6.6, Action A.l - Containment Spray AOT)

Plant Name:

With CurrntImpact of With Extended AOT

Maintenance Activity (Note as Current (C) Downtime Maint. AOT Change Downtime Maint.
either Scheduled (S) or or New (N) Maintenance per Maint. Activity on Maint. per Maint. Activity

Repair (R)) Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail.1 Downtime2  Activity (hr) Unavail. |

Total .---

Method used to deterniine repair time with extcnded AOT:
Method used to determine scheduled maintenance time with extended AO r:

Notes:
1. Maintenance Activity Unavailability = Maintenance Frequency x Downtime per Maintenance Activity
2. State the mcthod(s) used ror dterimining the repair and maintenance times with the extended AOT. If a factor increase is used (such as 2X), add the factor to this column and

explain how this was arrived at.

3. Downimnc per Naintenancc Activity (with cxtcnded AOT) = Impact of AOT Changc on Naintenance Downtime x Downtime per Maintenance Activity (with current AOT).
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Table E-3 Data Collection Form
(LCO 3.6.6, Action A.1 - Containment Spray AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

Containment spray pump fail to start failure probability (per dcmand)

Containment spray pump fail to run failure probability (per hour)

Containment spray system required mission (run) time

* Injection (hours)

* Recirculation (hours)

Containment spray system common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)

Containment spray pump fail to start CCF probability (per demand)

Containment spray pump fail to run CCF probability (per hour)

CDF (current AOT)

CDF (proposed AOT)

CDF increase

CCDF (with one spray train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance
activity)

CCDF (with one spray train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activity)

ICCDP (with one spray train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICCDP (with one spray train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)
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Table E-3 Data Collection Formi
(cont.) LCO 3.6.6, Action A.1 - Containmcnt Spray AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

LRF (current AOT)

LRF (proposed AOT)

LRF increase

CLRF (with one spray train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance
activity)

CLRF (with one spray train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activity)

ICLRP (with one spray train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICLRP (with one spray train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

Supply additional sheets to respond to the following:

* A simplified diagram of the containment spray system including information on the recirculation alignment (spray pumps connected directly to the sump or to the sump via the
RIIR pumps) and spray recirculation cooling (by the RIIR system or a separate recirculation spray heat exchanger)

* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the IPE requirement if not already provided
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APPENDIX F
SPECIFIC ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS FOR EVALUATING CHANGES

TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLETION TIME: AFW

LCO 3.7.5, [Three] AFW trains shall be operable - Modes 1, 2, and 3
Condition B, One AFW train inoperable in Mode 1, 2, and 3 (for reasons other than Condition A,

that is, one steam supply to turbine driven AFW pump inoperable)
Required Action B.1, Restore AFW train to operable status

Evaluate increasing the completion time from 72 hours to 7 days

1. Step 1: Identify the Technical Specification AOT Improvement

LCO 3.7.5 [Three] AFW trains shall be OPERABLE

Applicability: Modes 1, 2. and 3,
Mode 4 when the steam generator is relied upon for heat removal

Condition B: One AFW train inoperable in Mode 1, 2. and 3 (for reasons other than Condition A, that is,
one steam supply to turbine driven AFW PUMP inoperable)

Required Action B.1: Restore AFW train to OPERABLE status

Completion Time: 72 hours

Evaluate extending the completion time to 7 days

Background information (from the Technical Specification Bases for 3.7.5): The AFW system
automatically supplies feedwater to the steam generators (SGs) to remove decay heat from the reactor
coolant system on loss of normal feedwater supply. The AFW pumps take suction through separate and
independent suction lines from the condensate storage tank and pump to the SG secondary side. The SG
functions as a heat sink for core decay heat. The heat load is dissipated by releasing steam to the
atmosphere from the SGs via the mainsteam safety valves or atmospheric dump valves. If available, the
main condenser can also be used.

A typical AFW system, for a 4-loop plant, consists of two motor-driven (MD) pumps and one steam
turbine-driven (TD) pump configured into three trains. Each MD pump provides 100% of the AFW flow
capacity and the TD pump provides 200% of the required capacity to the SGs. Each MD pump is
powered from an independent Class IE power supply and feeds tiwo SGs. The TD pump receives steam
from two main steamlines and each steamline will provide 100% of the TD pump requirements. The TD
pump feeds all four SGs and uses DC powered control valves. One pump is sufficient to remove decay
heat and cool the unit to residual heat removal entry conditions. The AFW system actuates automatically
on SG water level low-low, loss of offsite power, safety injection, and trip of all main feedwater pumps.
An AMSAC (anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) mitigating system actuation circuitry) signal
will also actuate the AFW system as will an operator action from the control room.
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This LCO provides assurance that the AFW system will perform its design safety function to mitigate the
consequences of accidents that could result in overpressurization of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.
In this case, three independent AFW pumps in three trains are required to be OPERABLE to ensure the
availability of residual heat removal capability for all events accompanied by a loss of offsite power and a
single failure. The AFW system is considered OPERABLE when the components and flow paths
required to provide redundant AFW flow to the SGs are OPERABLE. This requires that the two MD
AFW pumps be operable in two diverse paths, each supplying AFW to separate SGs. The TD AFW pump
is required to be OPERABLE with redundant steam supplies from each of two main steam lines upstream
of the MSIVs, and shall be capable of supplying AFW to any of the SGs. The piping, valves,
instrumentation, and controls in the required flow paths are also required to be OPERABLE.

Action B. 1: With one of the required AFW trains (pump or flow path) inoperable in Modes 1, 2, or 3 (for
reasons others than Condition A), action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours.
This condition includes the loss of two steam supply lines to the TD AFW pump. Per the Technical
Specification Bases, the 72 hour Completion Time (or AOT) is reasonable, based on redundant
capabilities afforded by the AFW system, time needed for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this time period.

2. Step 2: Determine the Impact on Plant Safety

Both probabilistic and deterministic impacts need to be considered. At this point, only the probabilistic
impact will be considered. The AOT extension will allow the AFW system to be degraded, or parts of the
AFW system to be unavailable for additional time, while the plant is at-power. It needs to be determined
how this additional unavailability will impact plant safety and operation. The following questions are
considered to identify the impact.

What event(s) is the AFW system used to mitigate?

The AFW system mitigates the consequences of any event with loss of normal feedwater whether it is the
event initiator or the subsequent isolation of normal feedwater. The limiting design basis events are
feedwater line break and loss of main feedwater. PRAs typically require the AFW system for decay heat
removal following all events except large LOCA. For a large LOCA, the break provides sufficient decay
heat removal. AFW is also important in mitigation of ATWS events. For plant PRAs that use the WOG
ATWS model, the amount of AFW flow directly impacts the pressure relief capacity required to mitigate
ATWS pressure transient.

What event(s) can be caused by the unavailability or failure of the AFW system?

The AFW system is used in the standby mode to supply feedwater to the SGs to remove decay heat from
the reactor coolant system on loss of normal feedwater supply. Failure of the AFW system or parts of the
AFWV system will not initiate a plant transient.

What event(s) can be caused by inadvertent actuation of the AFW system?

The AFWV system is used in the standby mode to supply feedwater to the SGs to remove decay heat from
the reactor coolant system on loss of normal feedwater supply. Inadvertent actuation of the AFWV system
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or parts of the AFW system could cause one or more SGs to overfill. This would result in a turbine trip
on SG level high and then the reactor would trip on turbine trip. Eventually main feedwater would isolate
and AFW would receive a start signal. This event is currently addressed in PRA models via the transient
event tree. An AOT extension does not increase the probability of an inadvertent actuation of the AFAV
system.

What backup systems, safety grade or non-safety grade, are available?

The AFW system is a backup to the normal feedwater system. If AFW fails plants have a number of
alternatives. These include:

* Recovery of main feedwater
* Depressurization of the SGs and use of the condensate system
* Feed and bleed

Several plants may also have a startup feedwater pump that can be used if the AFW system fails.

3. Step 3: Identify the Impact on the Plant PRA Model

The following discusses the AFW system modeling requirements in the at-power PRA. Utilities are
required to ensure their at-power PRA model is consistent with the following in Step 4 of this process. It
is expected that no changes to plant specific PRA models will be required to incorporate the AFW system
into these models. If necessary, shutdown risk will be addressed at a later time on a generic basis since
many utilities do not currently have the capability to quantify a plant specific, shutdown PRA model.

The AFW system is a standby system that can be actuated by the engineered safety features actuation
system (ESFAS), operator action, or AMSAC. The AFW system availability is dependent on the event
being considered and the AFW success criteria is event dependent also. The following summarizes the
AFW system availability, and success criteria for the various initiating events (for the typical three pump
AFW system design).

* Station blackout event: The turbine-driven pump and all flow paths from the pump to the SGs arc
available. Success criteria requires the turbine-driven pump to one or two SGs (the number of
SGs requiring flow is plant specific)..

* Secondary side break and SG tube rupture events: All pumps are available and flow paths are
available, except for one faulted SG Success criteria requires one pump supplying flow to one or
two of the SGs (the number of SGs requiring flow is plant specific).

* ATWS event: All pumps and flow paths are available. For the WOG ATWS model the success
criteria is divided into 100% flow to all SGs or 50% flow to all SGs. The pressure relief
requirement is, in part, dependent on the total AFW flow into the SGs.

* All other events (transients, LOCAs. etc.): All pumps and flow paths are available. Success
criteria requires one pump supplying flow to one or two of the SGs (the number of SGs requiring
flow is plant specific).
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It should be noted that the exact success criteria varies from plant-to-plant due to plant design differences
and the level of best estimate success criteria work. Three- and four-loop plants that require AFW flow to
one SG, instead of two, have usually completed additional success criteria analysis to justify this difference.

* AIEW pump "fail to start" and "fail to run" failure modes: These should be plant specific values
based on the AFW system operational history. The "fail to run" failure mode is typically an
hourly value and needs to account for the required run time. The run time can be less than the
standard 24 mission time used for many other events if the plant is being transitioned to normal
RHR cooling. Normal RHR cooling is considered a safe stable endstate. In addition, the
component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension, the additional time to complete
maintenance activities can improve the component's performance. This is discussed further in
Step 4.

* Common cause failure: Common cause failure of multiple AFW pumps and multiple valves,
whether in the AFW flow paths or the steam supply to the TD AFW pump, needs to be included
in the model as appropriate for the applicable success criteria.

* Pre-initiator human error events: Pre-initiator human error events, such as those that could result
from re-assembling the pumps, are accounted for in the AFW failure probability and do not need
to be explicitly addressed. Pre-initiator human error events, such as mis-alignments following
tests or plant re-start, need to be explicitly addressed. This can either be done by including such
events in the system fault tree modeling or through qualitatively screening out such events via
procedures that require actual flow tests that verify that the flow paths are open.

* Test activities and maintenance activities: AFW train unavailability due to both test and
maintenance activities needs to be included in the model. This is typically done with basic events
for each activity under the AFW pump unavailable event. It is necessary to include these basic
events in the PRA model since the impact of the AOT change primarily affects component
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. Step 4 discusses the approach for
determining the test and maintenance unavailability values for the current and extended AOTs.

* Support systems: The AFW system typically requires AC power for motive power and DC power
for control power, and ESF actuation signals to start the pumps. HVAC may be required for room
cooling and service water provides an alternate source of water for the AFW pumps should the
condensate storage system become unavailable.

4. Step 4: Modify the PR.A Model and AOT Related Parameters (utility action)

The utility should review their plant PRA model to ensure it is consistent with the discussion in Step 3.
This will ensure the impact of the extended AOTs can be properly evaluated. Changes may be required
to:

* plant response tree (event tree) modeling
* system unavailability modeling
* component reliability
* test and maintenance unavailabilities
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Plant response tree modeling and system unavailability modeling

These elements may need to be modified to reflect the requirements identified in Step 3 to ensure that the
PSA model properly models or represents the AFW system with regard to event mitigation. This may
require adding sequences to the event trees to account for alternate methods for decay heat removal. It
could also require re-development and re-evaluation of AFW system fault trees with new (better estimate)
success criteria. Using conservative success criteria in this analysis may provide unacceptable results. It
is expected that few, if any, changes to the plant response trees or fault trees will need to be made by
utilities, although some utilities may want to pursue improved success criteria with regard to the number
of SGs required to be supplied with auxiliary feedwater.

Component reliability

As noted in Step 3, the component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension. The additional time
to complete maintenance activities can improve the component's performance. This can be due to
improved maintenance activities or additional time to re-assemble and re-align the component within its
system. Typically the impact on component reliability is not easily determined. For this study, it will be
conservatively assumed that the reliability of the components of the AFW system will not be impacted by
the AOT extension.

Test and maintenance unavailabilities

The most critical part of the analysis is determining how the extended AOT will impact the availability of
the AFW system. This represents the primary change to the PRA for this evaluation. The AOT will
impact the unavailability of the AFW system due to maintenance activities (corrective and preventive)
and test activities. A longer AOT will allow the utility to:

* perform additional test activities at-power.
* perform additional preventive maintenance activities at-power, and
* complete repair activities in a more relaxed atmosphere (i.e., taking more time).

The impact of any additional activities and additional time to complete current activities on the AFW
system unavailability needs to be assessed. It is recommended that realistic test and maintenance times
with the extended AOT be used instead of assuming that the full AOT will always be used. This is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.177. It is not prudent to conservatively assume that the full AOT time
will be used with all test and maintenance activities since such an assumption can lead to unacceptably
conservative results.

To develop realistic test and maintenance downtimes, utility personnel will need to identify how the
longer AOTs will be used. With the extended AOTs, will additional AFW system test activities or routine
maintenance activities now be done at power or will corrective actions now take longer since round-the-
clock repair efforts may be delayed? Will activities typically performed during shutdown now be
completed while the plant is at-power? Consideration needs to be given to:

* Test activities,
* Routine or scheduled maintenance activities, and
* Repair, corrective, or unscheduled maintenance activities.
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Consideration also needs to be given to the plant policy regarding the use of AOTs. Will the plant target
time to repair a system while in an LCO action statement remain at its current value or increase with the
increased AOT? Some plants may have a policy that all repairs will be completed within 50% of the AOT
before requiring the use of shift work or overtime to complete the repair. With an AOT increasing from
72 hours to 7 days, the target time could increase significantly. If the plant policy will change, then the
historical mean test and repair times associated with the 72 hour AOT may need to be increased by the
ratio of the plant policy times.

The times for tests currently done at-power may not change with extended AMTs if the tests generally do
not extend across work shifts. Similar arguments can be applied to some routine maintenance activities.

The impact of the extended AOT on test and maintenance times is a plant specific assessment that needs
to be completed by the utility. The attached tables are provided to help with this assessment. Tables F-1
and F-2 are worksheets that provide an approach to determine the impact of the AOT increase on AFW
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. The approach considers current test and
maintenance activities, and the potential impact of the increased AOT on their corresponding test and
repair times, and also new test and maintenance activities that may be considered with the extended AOT.
This approach requires that the frequencies and durations of the test and routine maintenance activities be
known from past plant operation. Utility personnel then need to judge the impact of the extended AOT on
these historical or estimated values.

For repair (or unscheduled) activities, the frequency is expected to remain the same with the extended
AOT, but the time to complete the repair may be increased. Again, it is a utility judgment to determine
the impact on the repair time.

Several approaches are possible for estimating the impact of the extended AOT:

* increase the maintenance time by the ratio of AOT times: 2.3 (7 days/3 days)

* re-analyze the plant specific AFW system maintenance activity data to determine the impact of
the AOT extension on each activity (short repair times may not be impacted) and then calculate a
new repair time

* assumed that all maintenance activities will require the full AOT (this assumption is not
recommended since it will provide overly conservative results that may not be acceptable).

The plant policy on completing repairs in a certain amount of the AOT also needs to be considered. The
approach selected is up to the utility and should be noted on the corresponding table.

These tables will be used to document the impact of the extended AOT on the test and maintenance times.
They also provide a concise listing of possible activities for which the extended AOT will be used. The
later information is important to the justification for the AOT extension request.
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5. Step 5: Identify the Risk Measures

The risk measures that need to be assessed are based on Reg. Guide 1.177. Section 2.3 of this Reg. Guide
discusses a three-tiered approach for evaluating the risk associated with proposed Tech Spec AOT
changes. The tiers are defined as:

* Tier 1: PRA Capability and Insights
* Tier 2: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations
* Tier 3: Risk-Informed Configuration Risk Management

In Tier 1, the impact of the AOT change on core damage frequency (CDF), incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP), large early release frequency (LERF), and incremental condition large early
release probability (ICLERP) needs to be determined. Although the primary impact of the changes can be
shown via the core damage measures, for completeness the impact on the large early release measures
should also be calculated. ICCDP and ICLERP are defined as:

* ICCDP = [(conditional CDF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline CDF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)]x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

* ICLERP = [(conditional LERF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline LERF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)]x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

Tier 2 requires that the licensee provide reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage
configurations will not occur when specific plant equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed
Tech Spec. Tier 3 requires that the licensee develop a program that ensures that the risk impact of
out-of-service equipment is appropriately evaluated prior to performing any maintenance activity.
Neither Tier 2 or Tier 3 requirements will be part of this WOG WCAP submittal, but will be part of the
licensee's LAR request.

6. Step 6: Quantify the PRA Model (utility action)

Each utility is required to quantify their PRA model to determine the impact on the risk measures
identified in Step 5. The details of the calculations are discussed below with reference to a three pump
AFW system that includes two MD pumps and one TD pump. Similar calculations will need to be
completed for other AFW system designs. The calculations that need to be done follow:

1. Impact on CDF: The impact of the AOT changes on CDF requires two quantifications of the
PRA model. The first is a base case quantification calculating CDF with test and maintenance
parameters corresponding to current AOTs. The second quantification provides CDF that
corresponds to the increased AOT. For this case it is necessary to change the AFW train
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. From these cases the impact on CDF will be
determined.

2. Calculation of ICCDP and ICLERP: Analyses will also be required to determine ICCDP and
ICLERP for an AFW train AOT of 7 days. This is calculated by setting the subject equipment to
an out-of-service state and re-quantifying the PRA model. This provides the conditional CDF
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(CCDF) and the conditional LERF (CLERF) . Then the ICCDP and ICLERP are calculated as
defined in Step 5. Since the MD pump and TD pump may not be of equal importance to plant
risk, it is recommended that the ICCDP be calculated for one of the MD pumps out of service and
for the TD pump out of service also.

The CCDF, ICCDP, CLERF, and ICLERP need to be calculated for two situations for the trains
with the MD pumps. The first situation is when one MD pump AFW train is unavailable for
testing or routine maintenance and the second is when one MD pump AFW train is unavailable
for repair. For the test or routine maintenance situation, the available MD pump AFW train can
fail due to random failure and the corresponding random failure probabilities for the available
AFW train should be used. In the repair situation there is no information indicating that the
available AFW train will not fail for the same reason the inoperable MD pump AFW train failed
(a common cause failure). In this case, the available MD pump AFW train can fail due to
common cause issues and the failure probability for the operable MD pump AFW train that
should be used is the common cause failure factor. This would be a Beta factor for the second
MD pump AFW train of a two train system. This is not the case when calculating the CCDF and
ICCDP for the TD pump AFW train. Then the available trains (MD pump trains) are diverse
from the failed TD pump train and the CCF with the TD pump train is not applicable. Note that
the trains for these calculations are defined according to their pump types.

3. Cumulative impact: At this point the cumulative impact of the AOT increases on CDF is not
necessary.

4. Risk benefits: The risk associated with operational alternatives, or the risk averted, can be used to
trade off against the additional risk of remaining at power with the extended AOT. The
operational alternative to remaining at power for additional time is to shut the plant down with the
component of interest out of service, repair the component of interest in a shutdown state, and
restart the plant. Plant specific calculations will not be required for this step. If necessary, they
may be added on a generic basis at a future time.

5. Tier 2 restrictions: At this point in the analysis it may be advantageous for each utility to do the
necessary calculations to establish the Tier 2 restrictions. The results of this analysis are not to be
submitted to Westinghouse as part of the evaluation. As previously noted, Tier 2 evaluations will
be done on a plant specific basis and will not be part of the WOG WCAP submittal. Tier 2
requirements will be part of the individual utility LAR submittals. Information on determining
Tier 2 requirements is provided in the document titled "General Process for Evaluating the Safety
Impact of Changes to Technical Specification Allowed Outage Times" previously provided to all
WOG RBTWG members.

6. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses: No sensitivity or uncertainty analyses have been identified
at this time for all plants to performn. Due to the number of utilities supporting this evaluation, a
good baseline of results will be available covering various AFW system configurations.
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7. Step 7: Preliminary Results Collection and Discussion

Utilities are required to provide the following information to Westinghouse to organize, review, and
present to the RBTWG for discussion and assessment. This list is based on a three pump AFW system
that includes two MD pumps and one TD pump. Similar information is required for other AFW system
designs. This information should be provided on Table F-3A and F-3B with supplemental sheets as
appropriate.

* AFW MD pump fail to start failure probability
* AFW MD pump fail to run failure probability
* AFW TD pump fail to start failure probability
* AFW TD pump fail to run failure probability
* AFW system required mission (run) time
* AFW system common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha? etc.)
* AFW MD pump fail to start common cause probability
* AFW MD pump fail to run common cause probability

* CDF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* CDF(proposed AOT)
* CDF increase: (CDF(proposed AOT) - CDF(current AOT))
* CCDF (with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance

activities)
* CCDF (with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance

activities)
* CCDF (with one TD pump AFW train out of service - as previously discussed, it is not relevant if

the lone turbine-driven pump is out of service for test or scheduled maintenance or
corrective/repair maintenance activities)

* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activities)

* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activities)

* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one TD pump AFWV train out of service)

* LERF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* LERF(proposed AOT)
* LERF increase: (CDF(proposed AOT) - CDF(current AOT))
* CLERF (with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance

activities)
* CLERF (with one MD pump AFWV train out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance

activities)
* CLERF (with one TD pump AFWV train out of service -as previously discussed, it is not relevant

if the lone turbine-driven pump is out of service for test or scheduled maintenance or
corrective/repair maintenance activities)

* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one MD pump AFV train out of service due to test or
scheduled maintenance activities)
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* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to
corrective/repair maintenance activities)

* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one TD pump AFW train out of service)

* Tables F-1 and F-2 defining how the AOT extension impacts the test and maintenance
unavailabilities

* A simplified diagram of the AFW system
* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the IPE

requirement if not already provided
* Credit for decay heat removal system other than AFW (recovery of main feedwater?

depressurization of SGs and use of condensate feedwater? feed and bleed?)
* AFW system success criteria used for mitigation of:

- transient events (loss of main feedwater, for example)
- secondary side break events
- SG tube rupture events
- small LOCA events
- medium LOCA events
- large LOCA events
- station blackout events

* Initiating event frequencies for the following:
- transient events
- secondary side break events
- SG tube rupture events
- small LOCA events
- medium LOCA events
- large LOCA events
- station blackout events

8. Step 8: Final Results Collection and Review

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

9. Step 9: Identify Change Requests

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

10. Step 10: Documentation

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.
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Table F-I Workshect ror Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Test Downtimes
(LCO 3.7.5, Action B.1 - AFW System AOT)

Plant Name:

With Current AOT With Extended AOT3Impact ofr
Current (C) Downtime AOT Change Downtime
or New (N) Test per Test Test Activity on Test per Test Test Activity

Test Activity Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail.l Downtime2  Activity (hr) Unavail.l

Total

Method used to determine test time with extended AOT:

Notes:
1. Test Activity Unavailahility = Test Frequency x Downtime per Tcst Activity
2. State the method(s) used for determining the repair and maintenance times with the cxtended AOT. Ira factor increase is used (such as 2X), add the factor to this column and

explain how this was arrived at.
3. Downtime per Tcst Activity (with cxtcnded AOT) =Impact of AOT Change on Tcst Downtime x Downtime per Test Activity (with current AOT)
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Table F-2 Worksheet for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mican Maintenance Downtimes
(I CO 3.7.5, Action 11.1 - AFW System AOT)

Plant Namc:

With Current AOT Impact of With Extended AOV

Maintenance Activity (Note as Currcnt (C) Downtime Maint. AOT Change Downtime Maint.
either Scheduled (S) or or New (N) Test per Maint. Activity on Test per Maint. Activity

Repair (R)) Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail.' Downtime2  Activity (hr) Unavail.1

Total

Method used to determinc test lime with extended AOT:
Mcthod used to determine scheduled maintenancc timc with cxtended AOT:

Notes:
1. Maintenance Activity Unavailability = Maintenancc Frcqucncy x Downtime per Maintenance Activity
2. State thc method(s) used for determining thc rcpair and maintcnancc times with thc cxtended AOT. If a factor increase is used (such as 2X) add thc factor to this column and

explain how this was arrived at.

3. Downtimc per Naintenance Activity (with extended AOT) = Impact of AOT Change on Maintenancc Downtimc x Downtime per Maintcnancc Activity (with current AOT).
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Table F-3A Data Collection Forml
(LCO 3.7.5, Action B.1 - AFW System AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

AFW MD pump fail to start failure probability (per demand)

AFW MD pump fail to run failure probability (per hour)

AlW TD pump fail to start failure probability (per demand)

AFW TD pump fail to run failure probability (per hour)

AFW system required mission (run) time in hours

AFW system common cause failure model (MGL'?. Alpha?. etc.)

AFW MD pump fail to start common cause failure probability (per demand)

AFNV MD pump fail to run common cause failure probability (per hour)

CDF (current AOT)

CDF (proposed AOT)

CDF increase

CCDF (with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one MD pump AFNV train out of service due to corrective/repair

maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one TD pump AFW train out of service)

ICCDP (with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

|CCDP (with one MD pump AFNV train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)
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Table F-3A Data Collection Form1

(cont.) LCO 3.7.5, Action B.1 - AFW System AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

ICCDP (with one TD pump AFW train out of service)

LERF (current AOT)

LERF (proposed AOT)

LERF increase

CLERF (with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one TD pump AFW train out of service)

ICLERP (with one MD pump AFW train out of service due to test ir scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (with one MD pump ABV train out of service due to correclive/repair
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (with one TD pump AFW train out of service)

Notes:
1. This form was developcd based on a thrce-pump AFW systcn that includes two MD pumps and one TD pump. For plants with othcr designs, modify this form as necessary to

provide the required information.
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Table F-3B Data Collection Form
(LCO 3.7.5, Action B.1 - AFW System AOT)

Plant Name:

Initiating Event Initiating Event Frequency AFW Success Criteria

Transient Events

Secondary Side Break Events

SG Tube Rupture Events

Small LOCA Events

Medium LOCA Events

Large LOCA Events

Station Blackout Events

Supply additional sheets to respond to the following:

* A simplified diagram of thc ArW system
* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the IPE requirement if not already provided
* Credit for decay heat removal system other than ARV (recovery of main feedwatcr? depressurization of SGs and use of condensate feedwater? feed and bleed?)
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APPENDIX G
SPECIFIC ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS FOR EVALUATING CHANGES

TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLETION TIME: CCW

LCO 3.7.7, TWo CCW trains shall be operable - Modes 1, 2,3, and 4
Condition A, One CCW train inoperable

Required Action A.1, Restore CCW train to operable status

Evaluate increasing the Completion Time from 72 hours to 7 days

1. Step 1: Identify the Technical Specification AOT Improvement

LCO 3.7.7 Two CCW trains shall be OPERABLE

Applicability: Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4

Condition A: One CCW train inoperable

Required Action A. 1: Restore CCW train to OPERABLE status

Completion Time: 72 hours

Evaluate extending the completion time to 7 days

Background information (from the Technical Specification Bases for 3.7.7): The CCW system provides a
heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from safety related components during a design
basis accident or transient. During normal operation, the CCW system also provides this function for
various nonessential components, as well as the spent fuel storage pool. The CCW system serves as a
barrier to the release of radioactive byproducts between potentially radioactive systems and the service
water system, and therefore, the environment.

A typical CCW system is arranged as two independent, full capacity cooling loops, and has isolable
nonsafety related components. Each safety related train includes a full capacity pump, surge tank, heat
exchanger, piping, valves, and instrumentation. At some plants a swing pump is available that can replace
the pump in either train for maintenance activities. Each safety related train is powered from a separate
bus. An open surge tank in the system provides pump trip protective functions to ensure that sufficient
net positive head is available. One of the two trains is normally running providing cooling to the
nonessential loads. In response to an accident, the pump in each train is automatically started on a safety
injection signal, if not already operating, and all nonessential components are isolated. The essential heat
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loads provided cooling for accident mitigation are the residual heat removal (RHR) pumps and heat
exchangers. The nonessential heat loads typically include:

* Reactor coolant pump (RCP) thermal barrier heat exchangers
* RCP bearing oil coolers
* Excess letdown heat exchanger
* Reactor coolant drain tank heat exchanger
* Letdown heat exchanger
* Seal water heat exchanger
* Spent fuel pool heat exchangers

This LCO provides assurance that the CCW system will perform its design safety function. In the event
of a design basis accident, one CCW train is required to provide the heat removal capability assumed in
the safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies cooling water. To ensure this requirement is met,
two trains of CCW must be OPERABLE since a single failure is assumed to disable one train. A CCW
train is considered OPERABLE when:

* The pump and associated surge tank are OPERABLE

* The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger, and instrumentation and controls required to
perform the safety related function are OPERABLE.

Action A. 1: If one CCW train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within
72 hours. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE CCW train is adequate to perform the heat
removal function. Per the Technical Specification Bases, the 72 hour Completion Time (or AOT) is
reasonable, based on redundant capabilities afforded by the operable train and the low probability of a
DBA occurring during this time period.

2. Step 2: Determine the Impact on Plant Sarety

Both probabilistic and deterministic impacts need to be considered. At this point, only the probabilistic
impact will be considered. The AOT extension will allow the CCW system to be degraded, or parts of the
CCW system to be unavailable for additional time, while the plant is at-power. It needs to be determined
how this additional unavailability will impact plant safety and operation. The following questions are
considered to identify the impact.

What event(s) is the CCW system used to mitigate?

The CCW system is required to mitigate the consequences of any event that requires the RHR system for
mitigation. This includes all LOCA events, any event that can proceed to a LOCA, such as a transient
event with feed and bleed, and any event is which the RHR system is used for RCS cooldown. The
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following provides a summary of th6 events the CCW system is typically required for successful
mitigation:

Mitigating Function

Event ECCS' RCS Cooldown 2  Feed & Bleed 3

Large and Medium LOCA X

Small LOCA X X

SG Tube Rupture X X X

Secondary Side Breaks X X

Transients X

ATWS X

Station Blackout X

Notes:

1. Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) - CCW is required for RHR pump and heat exchanger cooling for injection and
recirculation.

2. RCS cooldown - CCW is required for RHR pump and heat exchanger cooling for normal RHR cooldown.
3. Feed & Bleed - CCW is required for RHR pump and heat exchanger cooling for high pressure recirculation.

What event(s) can be caused by the unavailability or failure of the CCW system?

The CCW system is required for RCP seal cooling. The CCW system provides cooling to the RCP
thermal barrier heat exchangers, the RCP bearing oil coolers, and the RCP seal water heat exchanger.
Failure of CCW can result in RCP seal cooling failure anJ a seal LOCA. With a seal LOCA event, the
RHR system will eventually be required in the recirculation mode or for RCS cooldown. In either case,
CCW is required for RHR pump and heat exchanger cooling, but will not be available.

What event(s) can be caused by inadvertent actuation of the CCW system?

One train of the CCW system is normally operating. Inadvertent actuation of the standby train will not
cause any event.

What backup systems, safety grade or non-safety grade, are available?

There are no backup systems to CCW for the RHR cooling function, but there are plant procedures to
follow in the event of loss of CCW. Some plants have alternate RCP seal cooling systems that can be
used following loss of CCW during normal operation.

3. Step 3: Identify the Impact on the Plant PRA Model

The following discusses the CCW system modeling requirements in the at-power PRA. Utilities are
required to ensure their at-power PRA model is consistent with the following in Step 4 of this process. It
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is expected that no changes to plant specific PRA models will be required to incorporate the CCW system
into these models. If necessary, shutdown risk will be addressed at a later time on a generic basis since
many utilities do not currently have the capability to quantify a plant specific, shutdown PRA model.

The CCW system is a support system. One train is typically operating and the other in standby. The
operating loop provides cooling to the nonessential heat loads. Some plants require a booster pump to
provide cooling to the RCP thermal barriers. Some plants have a third, or swing pump, in the standby
mode that is normally aligned to the operating loop. In the event of a decrease in pressure due to a
malfunction of the running pump, the standby pump is automatically started to replace the running pump.
The third pump can also be aligned with the pump in the non-operating loop to perform maintenance
activities on the non-operating loop's pump. Some multi-unit sites have cross-connections between units.
Failure of the CCW system at one unit can be compensated for with the CCW system at the other unit.

For events that generate a safety injection (SI) signal, the running loop continues to operate and the
standby loop starts. The third pump, if so equipped, remains in standby. Initially CCW is only required
for RHR pump cooling and CCW cooling to the nonessential loads continues. The nonessential flow can
be terminated by operators, high flow, or containment phase B isolation signal. When the RHR exchanger
is brought online for recirculation or shutdown cooling, the non-essential loads can be isolated by the
operator.

For loss of offsite power events, the running pump is stopped and then restarted by the sequencer once the
diesel generators have started. The pump in the standby loop is also started. The third pump, if so
equipped, remains in standby. If the plant uses CCW booster pumps, these may not be available since
they may be powered from a BOP source.

For a typical two train plant, success criteria requires one train or loop of CCW to be in operation and
cooling to the RCP seals via either seal injection or thermal barrier cooling to continue.

Separate modeling is necessary to capture the different CCW success requirements for LOSP and non
LOSP events. As noted above, the LOSP events require the running rump to stop and restart while events
that receive an SI signal require the running pump to continue to run and the standby loop to start and run.
Isolation of the non-essential loads is not required during the initial phase of an accident. Isolation of the
non-essential loads may be required during ECCS recirculation, and if required, it should be modeled in
the ECCS cold leg recirculation requirements.

* CCW pump "fail to start" and "fail to run" failure modes: These should be plant specific values
based on the CCW system operational history. The "fail to run" failure mode is typically an
hourly value and needs to account for the required run time. The run time is usually for a
24 mission time. The component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension; the
additional time to complete maintenance activities can improve the component's performance.
This is discussed further in Step 4.

* Common cause failure: Common cause failure of multiple CCW pumps and multiple valves or
other CCW components needs to be included in the model as appropriate. CCF between loops
can usually be eliminated from consideration for the non LOSP situation when one loop is
running and the standby loop is required to start and run due to the loops operating under
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different conditions. This argument can also be used for the LOSP situation when the running
loop is required to stop and re-start. In both situations the operating and standby loops are not
operating under identical conditions.

* Pre-initiator human error events: Pre-initiator human error events, such as those that could result
from re-assembling the pumps, are accounted for in the CCW pump and valve failure
probabilities and do not need to be explicitly addressed. Pre-initiator human error events, such as
mis-alignments following tests or plant re-start, need to be explicitly addressed. This can either
be done by including such events in the system fault tree modeling or through qualitatively
screening out such events via procedures that require actual flow tests that verify that the flow
paths are open. Such events should not be included with the operating loop, but consideration
needs to be given to such events in the standby loop.

* Test activities and maintenance activities: CCW loop unavailability due to both test and
maintenance activities needs to be included in the model. This is typically done with basic events
for each activity under the CCW pump unavailable event. It is necessary to include these basic
events in the PRA model since the impact of the AOT change primarily affects component
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. Step 4 discusses the approach for
determining the test and maintenance unavailability values for the current and extended AOTs.

* Support systems: The CCW system typically requires AC power for motive power and DC power
for control power, and ESF actuation signals to start the pumps. HVAC may be required for room
cooling and service water provides cooling to the CCNV heat exchanger. Depending on the plant
design, the CCW pumps may be self cooled or require cooling from another system, such as a
chilled water or service water system.

* Initiating event: Loss of CCW needs to be included as an initiating event primarily since it can
lead to loss of cooling to the RCP seals and potentially to a RCP seal LOCA. A number of plants
have alternate seal injection systems that can be credited to mitigate such an event. Plants that do
not have such systems typically model the probability for recovering CCNV. This recover can be
completed prior to development of a RCP seal LOCA or after a seal LOCA has developed. In
either case, credit needs to be given to both CCW loops and all CCW pumps in calculating the
loss of CCNV initiating event frequency or credited in recovery from the event. If the plant PRA
model includes the loss of CCW leading to a RCP seal LOCA it may be advantageous to
reconsider the probability of core uncovery following successful recovery of CCW or initiating
alternate seal cooling based on the latest WOG RCP seal LOCA model. Unavailability of the
loops due to test and maintenance activities should be also included. For this calculation, the
appropriate time period for failure of the first bus is 8760 hours (I year). The second bus needs to
fail within the time period in which the first bus is allowed to remain inoperable. This time
period is set by the Technical Specifications AOT for a single CCW train inoperable. Currently.
with standard Tech Specs, this value is 72 hours. For the case with the extended AOT, the value
is 7 days.

* Cross-connections between units: At multi-unit sites it is possible to cross-connect CCW systems
to compensate for a loss of CCW at one unit. This can only be credited if procedures are in place
to perform such an activity.
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4. Step 4: Modify the PRA Model and AOT Related Parameters (utility action)

The utility should review their plant PRA model to ensure it is consistent with the discussion in Step 3.
This will ensure the impact of the extended AOTs can be properly evaluated. Changes may be required
to:

* plant response tree (event tree) modeling
* system unavailability modeling
* component reliability
* test and maintenance unavailabilities

Plant response tree modeling and system unavailability modelin2

These elements may need to be modified to reflect the requirements identified in Step 3 to ensure that the
PSA model properly represents the CCW system with regard to event mitigation and event initiation.
This may require crediting standby CCW pumps or refining the plant response to loss of CCW which
could include:

* Crediting alternate sources for RCP seal cooling

* Crediting recovery of a train of CCW

* Crediting the CCW cross-connect to a second unit

* Revising the probability of core uncovery given seal cooling is recovered consistent with the
latest WOG RCP seal LOCA model

It is expected that few, if any, changes to the plant response trees or fault trees will need to be made by
utilities.

Component reliability

As noted in Step 3, the component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension. The additional time
to complete maintenance activities can improve the component's performance. This can be due to
improve maintenance activities or additional time to re-assemble and re-align the component within its
system. Typically the impact on component reliability is not easily determined. For this study, it will be
conservatively assumed that the reliability of the components of the CCW system will not be impacted by
the AOT extension.

Test and maintenance unavailabilities

The most critical part of the analysis is determining how the extended AOT will impact the availability of
the CCW system. This represents the primary change to the PRA for this evaluation. The AOT will
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impact the unavailability of the CCW system due to maintenance activities (corrective and preventive)
and test activities. A longer AOT will allow the utility to:

* perform additional test activities at-power,
* perform additional preventive maintenance activities at-power, and
* complete repair activities in a more relaxed atmosphere (i.e., taking more time).

The impact of any additional activities and additional time to complete current activities on the CCW
system unavailability needs to be assessed. It is recommended that realistic test and maintenance times
with the extended AOT be used instead of assuming that the full AOT will always be used. This is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.177. It is not prudent to conservatively assume that the full AOT time
will be used with all test and maintenance activities since such an assumption can lead to unacceptably
conservative results.

To develop realistic test and maintenance downtimes, utility personnel will need to identify how the
longer AOTs will be used. With the extended AOTs will additional CCW system test activities or routine
maintenance activities now be done at power or will corrective actions now take longer since round-the-
clock repair efforts may be delayed? Will activities typically performed during shutdown now be
completed while the plant is at-power? Consideration needs to be given to:

* Test activities,
* Routine or scheduled maintenance activities, and
* Repair, corrective, or unscheduled maintenance activities.

Consideration also needs to be given to the plant policy regarding the use of AOTs. Will the plant target
time to repair a system while in an LCO action statement remain at its current value or increase with the
increased AOT? Some plants may have a policy that all repairs will be completed within 50% of the AOT
before requiring the use of shift work or overtime to complete the repair. With an AOT increasing from
72 hours to 7 days, the target time could increase significantly. If the plant policy will change, then the
historical mean test and repair times associated with the 72 hour AOT may need to be increased by the
ratio of the plant policy times.

The times for tests currently done at-power may not change with extended AOTs if the tests generally do
not extend across work shifts. Similar arguments can be applied to some routine maintenance activities.

The impact of the extended AOT on test and maintenance times is a plant specific assessment that needs
to be completed by the utility. The attached tables are provided to help with this assessment. Tables G-l
and G-2 are worksheets that provide an approach to determine the impact of the AOT increase on CCW
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. The approach considers current test and
maintenance activities, and the potential impact of the increased AOT on their corresponding test and
repair times, and also new test and maintenance activities that may be considered with the extended
AOTs. This approach requires that the frequencies and durations of the test and routine maintenance
activities be known from past plant operation. Utility personnel then need to judge the impact of the
extended AOT on these historical or estimated values.
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For repair (or unscheduled) activities, the frequency is expected to remain the same with the extended
AOT, but the time to complete the repair may be increased. Again, it is a utility judgment to determine
the impact on the repair time.

Several approaches are possible for estimating the impact of the extended AOT:

* Increase the maintenance time by the ratio of AOT times: 2.3 (7 days/3 days)

* Re-analyze the plant specific CCW system maintenance activity data to determine the impact of
the AOT extension on each activity (short repair times may not be impacted) and then calculate a
new repair time

* Assumed that all maintenance activities will require the full AOT (this assumption is not
recommended since it will provide overly conservative results that may not be acceptable).

The plant policy on completing repairs in a certain amount of the AOT also needs to be considered. The
approach selected is up to the utility and should be noted on the corresponding table.

These tables will be used to document the impact of the extended AOT on the test and maintenance times.
They also provide a concise listing of possible activities for which the extended AOT will be used. The
later information is important to the justification for the AOT extension request.

5. Step 5: Identify the Risk Measures

The risk measures that need to be assessed are based on Reg. Guide 1.177. Section 2.3 of this Reg. Guide
discusses a three-tiered approach for evaluating the risk associated with proposed Tech Spec AOT
changes. The tiers are defined as:

* Tier 1: PRA Capability and Insights
* Tier 2: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations
* Tier 3: Risk-Informed Configuration Risk Management

In Tier 1, the impact of the AOT change on core damage frequency (CDF), incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP), large early release frequency (LERF), and incremental condition large earl!
release probability (ICLERP) needs to be determined. Although the primary impact of these changes can
be shown via the core damage measures, for completeness the impact on the large early release measures
should also be calculated. ICCDP and ICLERP are defined as:

* ICCDP = [(conditional CDF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline CDF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

* ICLERP = [(conditional LERF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline LERF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

Tier 2 requires that the licensee provide reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage
configurations will not occur when specific plant equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed
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Tech Spec. Tier 3 requires that the licensee develop a program that enrsures that the risk impact of
out-of-service equipment is appropriately evaluated prior to performing any maintenance activity.
Neither Tier 2 or Tier 3 requirements will be part of this WOG WCAP submittal, but will be part of the
licensee's LAR request.

6. Step 6: Quantify the PRA Model (utility action)

Each utility is required to quantify their PRA model to determine the impact on the risk measures
identified in Step 5. The details of the calculations are discussed below with reference to a two train
CCV system. Similar calculations will need to be completed for other CCW system designs. The
calculations that need to be done follow:

1. Impact on CDF: The impact of the AOT changes on CDF requires two quantifications of the
PRA model. The first is a base case quantification calculating CDF with test and maintenance
parameters corresponding to current AOTs. The second quantification provides CDF that
corresponds to the increased AOT. For this case it is necessary to change the CCW train
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. From these cases the impact on CDF will be
determined.

2. Calculation of ICCDP and ICLERP: Analyses will also be required to determine ICCDP and
ICLERP for a CCW.train AOT of 7 days. This is calculated by setting the subject equipment to
an out-of-service state and re-quantifying the PRA model. This provides the conditional core*
damage frequency (CCDF) and condition large early release frequency (CLERF) . Keep in mind
that if loss of CCW is included as an initiator in the PRA model, one train in this part of the PRA
model also needs to be set to out-of-service and the time period of interest for the other train is
7 days. Then the ICCDP and ICLERP are calculated as defined in Step 5. It is assumed that the
CCW loops are all of equal importance. If not, then the ICCDP and ICLERP calculations should
be completed for the loop with the highest importance value.

The CCDF, ICCDP, CLERF, and ICLERP need to be calculated for two situations. The first
situation is when one loop is unavailable for testing or routine maintenance and the second is
when one loop is unavailable for repair. For the test or routine maintenance situation, the
available loop (which can be represented by one component that causes the loop to be
unavailable, such as a pump) can fail due to random failure and the corresponding random failure
probabilities for the available CCW loop should be used. In the repair situation there is no
information indicating that the available CCW loop will not fail for the same reason the
inoperable loop failed (a common cause failure). In this case, the available loop can fail due to
common cause issues and the failure probability for the loop that should be used is the common
cause failure factor. This would be a Beta factor for the representative component in the operable
loop.

3. Cumulative impact: At this point the cumulative impact of the AOT increases on CDF is not
necessary.

4. Risk benefits: The risk associated with operational alternatives, or the risk averted, can be used to
trade off against the additional risk of remaining at power with the extended AOT. The
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operational alternative to remaining at power for additional time is to shut the plant down with the
component of interest out of service, repair the component of interest in a shutdown state, and
restart the plant. Plant specific calculations will not be required for this step. If necessary, they
may be added on a generic basis at a future time.

5. Tier 2 restrictions: At this point in the analysis it may be advantageous for each utility to do the
necessary calculations to establish the Tier 2 restrictions. The results of this analysis are not to be
submitted to Westinghouse as part of the evaluation. As previously noted, Tier 2 evaluations will
be done on a plant specific basis and will not be part of the WOG WCAP submittal. Tier 2
requirements will be part of the individual utility LAR submittals. Information on determining
Tier 2 requirements is provided in the document titled "General Process for Evaluating the Safety
Impact of Changes to Technical Specification Allowed Outage Times" previously provided to all
WOG RBTWG members.

6. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses: No sensitivity or uncertainty analyses have been identified
at this time for all plants to perform. Due to the number of utilities supporting this evaluation, a
good baseline of results will be available covering various CCW configurations.

7. Step 7: Preliminary Results Collection and Discussion

Utilities are required to provide the following information to Westinghouse to organize, review, and
present to the RBTWG for discussion and assessment. This information should be provided on Table G-3
with supplemental sheets as appropriate.

* CCW pump fail to start failure probability
* CCW pump fail to run failure probability
* CCW system required mission (run) time
* CCW system common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)
* CCW pump fail to start common cause probability
* CCW pump fail to run common cause probability

* CDF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* CDF(proposed AOT)
* CDF increase; (CDF(proposed AOT) - CDF(current AOT))
* CCDF (with one loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance activities)
* CCDF (with one loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance activities)
* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance

activities)
* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance

activities)

* LERF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* LERF(proposed AOT)
* LERF increase; (LERF(proposed AOT) - LERF(current AOT))
* CLERF (with one loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance activities)
* CLERF (with one loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance activities)
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* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance
activities)

* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activities)

* Tables G-1 and G-2 defining how the AOT extension impacts the test and maintenance
unavailabilities

* A simplified diagram of the CCW system
* Is a cross-connect to a second unit credited, and if so, are procedures available to complete the

activity?
* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the IPE

requirement if not already provided
* Loss of CCW event:

i. If not modeled, why not
ii. If modeled, then provide 1) the initiating event frequency, 2) briefly describe the plant
response modeled in the PRA to the event including credit for alternate seal cooling and CCW
recovery, and 3) RCP seal LOCA model if it is included in the plant response including important
core uncovery probabilities

8. Step 8: Final Results Collection and Review

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

9. Step 9: Identify Change Requests

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

10. Step 10: Documentation

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.
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Table G-1 Worksheet for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Test Downtimes
(LCO 3.7.7, Action A.1 - CCW System AOT)

Plant Name:

With Current AOT With Extended AOV
Impact of

Current (C) Downtime AOT Change Downtime
or New (N) Test per Test Test Activity on Test per Test Test Activity

Test Activity Activity Frequency Activity (fr) Unavail.1  Downtime | Activity (hr) Unavail.|

l'otal __=_ ...

Method used to determine test timc with extended AOT:

Notes:
1. Tcsl Aclivity Unavailability = Tcst Frcqucncy x Downimnc pcr Test Adtivity

2. State thc mtehiod(s) used for detcrmining the repair and maintenance times with thc extended AOT. If a factor incrcasc is used (such as 2X), add thc factor to this column and
explain how this was arrived at.

3. Downtime per Test Activity (wilh extended AOT) = Impact of AOT Change on Test Downtime x Downtimc per Tcst Activity (with currcnt AOT)
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Table G-2 Worksheet for Determining the Impact or Increased AOTs on Mean Maintenance Downtimes
(LCO 3.7.7, Action A.1 - CCW System AOT)

Plant Name:

With Current AOT Impact of With Extended AOT'

Maintenance Activity Current (C) Downtime Maint. AOT Change Downtime Maint.
(Note as either Scheduled (S) or New (N) Maintenance per Maini. Activity on Maint. per Maint. Activity

or Repair (R)) Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail.' Downtime 2  Activity (hr) Unavail.l

Total _

Method used to determine repair time with extended AOT:

Method used to determine scheduled maintenance time with extended AO r-:

Notes:

1. Maintenance Activity Unavailability = Maintenancc Frcquency x Downtime per Maintenance Activity

2. State the method(s) used ror determining the repair and maintenance times with the extended AOT. If a factor increase is used (such as 2X), add the factor to this column and
explain how this was arrived at.

3. Downtime per Maintenance Activity (with extended AOT) = Impact of AOT Change on Maintenance Downtime x Downtime per Maintenance Activity (with current AOT).
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Table G-3 Data Collection Form
(LCO 3.7.7, Aclion A.l - CCW System AOT)

Plant Name:

Rcquired Information Parameter

CCW pump fail to start failure probability (per demand)

CCW pump fail to run failure probability (per hour) .

CCW system required mission (run) time in hours

CCW system common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)

CCW pump fail to start common cause failure probability (per demand)

CCW pump fail to run common cause failure probability (per hour

CDF (current AOT)

CDF (proposed AOT)

CDF increase

CCDF (with one CCW loop out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CCDF (with one CCW loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activity)

ICCDP (with one CCW loop out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICCDII (with one CCW loop out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

LERF (current AOT)

LERF (proposed AOT)
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Table G-3 Data Collection Form
(cont.) LCO 3.7.7, Action A.1 - CCW System AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

LERF increase

CLERF (with one CCW loop out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

CLERF (with one CCW loop out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

TCLERP (with one CCW loop out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (with one CCW loop out of service due to corrective/repair
maintenance activity)

Supply additional sheets to respond to the following:

* A simplified diagram of the CCW system

* Is a cross-conncct to a second unit credited, and if so. are procedures a'vailable to complete the activity?

* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the IPE requirement if not already provided

* Loss of CCW event:

i. If not modeled. why not

ii. If modeled, then provide I) the initiating event frequency. 2) briefly describe the plant response modeled in the PRA to the event including credit for alternate seal cooling

and CCW recovery. and 3) RCP seal LOCA model if it is included in the plant response including important core uncovery probabilities
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APPENDIX H
SPECIFIC ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS FOR EVALUATING CHANGES

TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLETION TIME: SW

LCO 3.7.8, Two SW trains shall be operable - Modes 1, 2,3, and 4
Condition A, one SW train inoperable

Required Action A.1, Restore SW train to operable status

Evaluate increasing the completion time from 2 hours to 24 hours

1. Step 1: Identify the Technical Specification AOT Improvement

LCO 3.7.8 Two SW trains shall be OPERABLE

Applicability: Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4

Condition A: One SW train inoperable

Required Action A. 1: Restore SW train to OPERABLE status

Completion Time: 72 hours

Evaluate extending the completion time to 7 days

Backgzround information (from the Technical Specification Bases for 3.7.8): The SW system provides a
heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from safety related components during a design
basis accident or transient. During normal operation, and a normal shutdown, the SW system also
provides this function for various safety related and nonsafety related components. At some plants the
essential SW system is a part of the SW system and during an accident the nonessential loads are isolated.

A typical SW system, but not all SW systems, is arranged as two independent, full capacity, safety related,
cooling water trains, with isolable nonsafety related components. Each train includes at least one 100%
capacity pump, a component cooling water (CCW) heat exchanger, piping, valving, and instrumentation.
At some plants a swing pump is available that can replace the pump in either train for maintenance
activities and at other plants there are two 50% capacity pumps in each train. Other plants have other
designs. Each safety related train is powered from a separate bus. Depending on the plant, one or both of
the SW trains are normally running providing cooling to the nonessential loads. In response to an
accident, the SW system is automatically started on a safety injection signal, if not already operating, and
all nonessential components are isolated. The primary safety related function of the SW system is
removal of decay heat from the reactor via the CCW system. The typical heat loads provided cooling for
accident mitigation are:

* CCW heat exchangers
Emergency diesel generators
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* Containment fan coolers
* Room ventilation and cooling

Service water is also a backup source of water for the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system.

This LCO provides assurance that the SW system will perform its design safety function. In the event of
a design basis accident, one SW train is required to provide the heat removal capability assumed in the
safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies cooling water. To ensure this requirement is met, two
trains of SW must be OPERABLE since a single failure is assumed to disable one train. A SW train is
considered OPERABLE when:

* The pump is OPERABLE

* The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger, and instrumentation and controls required to
perform the safety related function are OPERABLE.

Action A. 1: If one SW train is inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within
72 hours. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE SW train is adequate to perform the heat removal
function. Per the Technical Specification Bases, the 72 hour Completion Time (or AOT) is based on
redundant capabilities afforded by the operable train and the low probability of a DBA occurring during
this time period.

2. Step 2: Determine the Impact on Plant Safety

Both probabilistic and deterministic impacts need to be considered. At this point, only the probabilistic
impact will be considered. The AOT extension will allow the SW system to be degraded, or parts of the
SW system to be unavailable for additional time, while the plant is at-power. It needs to be determined
how this additional unavailability will impact plant safety and operation. The following questions are
considered to identify the impact.

What event(s) is the SW system used to mitigate?

The SW system is required to mitigate the consequences of any event that requires the CCW system for
mitigation in addition to events that required containment fan coolers or diesel generators. This includes
all LOCA events, any event that can proceed to a LOCA, such as a transient event with feed and bleed.
and any event is which the RHR system is used for RCS cooldown. In addition, loss of offsite
power/station blackout (LOSP/SBO) is included as are those events that require containment cooling.
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The SW system is also a backup source of water for the AFW system. The following provides a summary
of the events the SW system is typically required for successful mitigation:

Mitigating Function

Event ECCS- RCS Cooldown 2  Feed & Bleed 3

Large and Medium LOCA X

Small LOCA X X

SG Tube Rupture X X X

Secondary Side Breaks X X

Transients5  X

ATWS X

Station Blackout4 X

Notes:
1. Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) - SW is required to cool the CCW system which is required for RHR pump and heat

exchanger cooling for injection and recirculation.
2. RCS cooldown - SW is required to cool the CCW system which is required for RHR pump and heat exchanger cooling for

normal RHR cooldown.
3. Feed & Bleed - SW is required to cool the CCW system which is required for RHR pump and heat exchanger cooling for

high pressure recirculation.
4. Diesel generators - SW is required for DG cooling.

5. Transients - SW is a backup water source for the AFW system.

What event(s) can be caused by the unavailability or failure of the SW system?

The SW system is required for CCW system operation which is required for RCP seal cooling. The CCW
system typically provides cooling to the RCP thermal barrier heat exchangers, the RCP bearing oil
coolers, and the RCP seal water heat exchanger. Failure of CCW can result in RCP seal cooling failure
and a seal LOCA, therefore, failure of the SW system can result in a RCP seal LOCA. With a seal LOCA
event, the RHR system will eventually be required in the recirculation mode or for RCS cooldown. In
either case, SW and CCW are required for RHR pump and heat exchanger cooling, but will not be
available.

What event(s) can be caused by inadvertent actuation of the SW system?

One or two trains of the SW system is normally operating. Inadvertent actuation of the standby train will
not cause any event.
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What backup systems, safety grade or non-safety grade. are available?

There are no backup systems to SW for cooling to the CCW, DGs, or containment fan coolers, but there
are plant procedures to follow in the event of loss of SW. Some plants have alternate RCP seal cooling
systems that can be used following loss of SW during normal operation.

3. Step 3: Identify the Impact on the Plant PRA Model

The following discusses the SW system modeling requirements in the at-power PRA. Utilities are
required to ensure their at-power PRA model is consistent with the following in Step 4 of this process. It
is expected that no changes to plant specific PRA models will be required to incorporate the SW system
into these models. If necessary, shutdown risk will be addressed at a later time on a generic basis since
many utilities do not currently have the capability to quantify a plant specific, shutdown PRA model.

The SW system is a support system. One train is typically operating and the other in standby, and in some
plants both trains are normally operating. The operating train provides cooling to the nonessential heat
loads which are isolated on an safety injection (SI) signal during an accident. Some plants require a
booster pump to provide cooling to the containment fan coolers. This is also started on an SI signal.
Some plants have a third swing pump or additional pumps in the standby mode that are normally aligned
to the operating loop. These extra pumps can be aligned to backup a normally operating pump and started
by operator actions in the event of the failure of the primary pump. The third pump can also be aligned
with the pump in the non-operating loop to perform maintenance activities on the non-operating loop's
pump. Some multi-unit sites have cross-connections between units. Failure of the SW system at one unit
can be compensated for with the SW system at the other unit. At other multi-unit sites, the SW system is
a shared system.

For events that generate a safety injection (SI) signal, the running loop continues to operate and the
standby loop starts, if not already running. Any standby pumps, if so equipped, remain in standby.
Non-essential loads are isolated as required and the SW booster pumps start and valves re-align to supply
cooling to the containment fan coolers.

For loss of offsite power events, the running pump(s) is stopped and then restarted by the sequencer once
the diesel generators have started. The pump in the standby loop is also started. Any standby pumps, if
so equipped, remain in standby. For LOSP events, operation of the SW system is critical to successful
operation of the DGs.

For a typical two train plant, success criteria requires one train or loop of SW to be in operation with
cooling to the RCP seals via either seal injection or thermal barrier cooling to continue.

Separate modeling is necessary to capture the different SW success requirements for LOSP and non LOSP
events. As noted above, the LOSP events require the running pump to stop and restart while events that
receive an SI signal require the running pump to continue to run and the standby loop to start and run.
Isolation of the non-essential loads is also required for events generating an SI signal. Isolation of the
non-essential loads is typically modeled in the SW fault tree. Successful flow to the DGs is considered
for LOSP events and successful operation of the SW booster pumps is usually modeled with the
containment fan coolers.
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* SW pump "fail to start" and "'fail to run" failure modes: These should be plant specific values
based on the SW system operational history. The "fail to run" failure mode is typically an hourly
value and needs to account for the required run time. The run time is usually for a 24 mission
time. The component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension; the additional time to
complete maintenance activities can improve the component's performance. This is discussed
further in Step 4.

* SW booster pumps, used to supply flow to the containment fans coolers, should be modeled with
the fan coolers. Inoperable booster pumps do not impact the ability of the SW system to perform
its function and so would not lead to declaring parts of the SW system inoperable.

* Isolation of nonessential SW needs to be included in the model if failure to isolate these loads
leads to failure of the SW loop. Typically the SW loop is assumed to fail if isolation of these
loads fails.

* SW provides a backup source of water forAFW. If this is credited in the PRA model, the impact
of the AOT increase should include this feature.

* Common cause failure: Common cause failure of multiple SW pumps and multiple valves or
other SW components needs to be included in the model as appropriate. CCF between loops can
usually be eliminated from consideration for the non LOSP situation when one loop is running
and the standby loop is required to start and run due to the loops operating under different
conditions. This argument can also be used for the LOSP situation when the running loop is
required to stop and re-start. In both situations the operating and standby loops are not operating
under identical conditions. For the situation when both loops are normally running, CCF between
loops needs to be considered in the assessment.

* Pre-initiator human error events: Pre-initiator human error events, such as those that could
result from re-assembling the pumps, are accounted for in the SW pump and valve failure
probabilities and do not need to be explicitly addressed. Pre-initiator human error events, such as
misalignments following tests or plant re-start, need to be explicitly addressed. This can either be
done by including such events in the system fault tree modeling or through qualitatively screening
out such events via procedures that require actual flow tests that verify that the flow paths are
open. Such events should not be included with the operating loop(s), but consideration needs to
be given to such events for the standby loop.

* Test activities and maintenance activities: SW loop unavailability due to both test and
maintenance activities needs to be included in the model. This is typically done with basic events
for each activity under the SW pump unavailable event. It is necessary to include these basic
events in the PRA model since the impact of the AOT change primarily affects component
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. Step 4 discusses the approach for
determining the test and maintenance unavailability values for the current and extended AOTs.

* Support systems: The SW system typically requires AC power for motive power and DC power
for control power, and ESF actuation signals to start the pumps, if not running, or to align the
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system (isolate non-essential SW). Pump and pump room (HVAC) cooling needs to be
considered on a plant specific basis.

Initiating event: Loss of SW needs to be included as an initiating event primarily since it can lead
to loss of cooling to the RCP seals and potentially to a RCP seal LOCA. A number of plants have
alternate seal injection systems that can be credited to mitigate such an event. Plants that do not
have such systems typically model the probability for recovering SW. This recover can be
completed prior to development of a RCP seal LOCA or after a seal LOCA has developed. In
either case, credit needs to be given to both SW loops and all SW pumps in calculating the loss of
SW initiating event frequency or credited in recovery from the event. If the plant PRA model
includes the loss of SW leading to a RCP seal LOCA it may be advantageous to reconsider the
probability of core uncovery following successful recovery of SW or initiating alternate seal
cooling based on the latest WOG RCP seal LOCA model. Unavailability of the loops due to test
and maintenance activities should also be included. For this calculation, the appropriate time
period for failure of the first bus is 8760 hours (1 year). The second bus needs to fail within the
time period in which the first bus is allowed to remain inoperable. This time period is set by the
Technical Specifications AOT for a single SW train inoperable. Currently, with standard Tech
Specs, this value is 72 hours. For the case with the extended AOT, the value is 7 days.

* Cross-connections between units: At multi-unit sites it is possible to cross-connect SW systems
to compensate for a loss of SW at one unit. This can only be credited if procedures are in place to
perform such an activity.

4. Step 4: Modify the PRA Model and AOT Related Parameters (utility action)

The utility should review their plant PRA model to ensure it is consistent with the discussion in Step 3.
This will ensure the impact of the extended AOTs can be properly evaluated. Changes may be required
to:

* plant response tree (event tree) modeling
* system unavailability modeling
* component reliability
* test and maintenance unavailabilities

Plant response tree modeling and system unavailability modeling

These elements may need to be modified to reflect the requirements identified in Step 3 to ensure that the
PSA model properly represents the SW system with regard to event mitigation and event initiation. This
may require crediting standby SW pumps or refining the plant response to loss of SW which could
include:

* Crediting alternate sources for RCP seal cooling

* Crediting recovery of a train of SW

* Crediting SW cross-connect to a second unit
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Revising the probability of core uncovery given seal cooling is recovered consistent with the
latest WOG RCP seal LOCA model

Consideration should also be given to the modeling of the SW booster pumps and isolation of
nonessential SW and the impact of the failure of these functions on the ability of the SW system to
perform its function. It is expected that few, if any, changes to the plant response trees or fault trees will
need to be made by utilities.

Component reliability

As noted in Step 3, the component reliability can be impacted by the AOT extension. The additional time
to complete maintenance activities can improve the component's performance. This can be due to
improve maintenance activities or additional time to re-assemble and re-align the component within its
system. Typically the impact on component reliability is not easily determined. For this study, it will be
conservatively assumed that the reliability of the components of the SW system will not be impacted by
the AOT extension.

Test and maintenance unavailabilities

The most critical part of the analysis is determining how the extended AOT will impact the availability of
the SW system. This represents the primary change to the PRA for this evaluation. The AOT will impact
the unavailability of the SW system due to maintenance activities (corrective and preventive) and test
activities. A longer AOT will allow the utility to:

* perform additional test activities at-power,
* perform additional preventive maintenance activities at-power, and
* complete repair activities in a more relaxed atmosphere (i.e., taking more time).

The impact of any additional activities and additional time to complete current activities on the SW
system unavailability needs to be assessed. It is recommended that realistic test and maintenance times
with the extended AOT be used instead of assuming that the full AOT will always be used. This is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.177. It is not prudent to conservatively assume that the full AOT time
will be used with all test and maintenance activities since such an assumption can lead to unacceptably
conservative results.

To develop realistic test and maintenance downtimes, utility personnel will need to identify how the
longer AOTs will be used. With the extended AOTs will additional SW system test activities or
routine maintenance activities now be done at power or will corrective actions now take longer since
round-the-clock repair efforts may be delayed? Will activities typically performed during shutdown now
be completed while the plant is at-power? Consideration needs to be given to:

* Test activities,
* Routine or scheduled maintenance activities, and
* Repair, corrective, or unscheduled maintenance activities.
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Consideration also needs to be given to the plant policy regarding the use of AOTs. Will the plant target
time to repair a system while in an LCO action statement remain at its current value or increase with the
increased AOT? Some plants may have a policy that all repairs will be completed within 50% of the AOT
before requiring the use of shift work or overtime to complete the repair. With an AOT increasing from
72 hours to 7 days, the target time could increase significantly. If the plant policy will change, then the
historical mean test and repair times associated with the 72 hour AOT may need to be increased by the
ratio of the plant policy times.

The times for tests currently done at-power may not change with extended AOTs if the tests generally do
not extend across work shifts. Similar arguments can be applied to some routine maintenance activities.

The impact of the extended AOT on test and maintenance times is a plant specific assessment that needs
to be completed by the utility. The attached tables are provided to help with this assessment. Tables H-I
and H-2 are worksheets that provide an approach to determine the impact of the AOT increase on SW
unavailability due to test and maintenance activities. The approach considers current test and
maintenance activities, and the potential impact of the increased AOT on their corresponding test and
repair times, and also new test and maintenance activities that may be considered with the extended
AOTs. This approach requires that the frequencies and durations of the test and routine maintenance
activities be known from past plant operation. Utility personnel then need to judge the impact of the
extended AOT on these historical or estimated values.

For repair (or unscheduled) activities, the frequency is expected to remain the same with the extended
AOT, but the time to complete the repair may be increased. Again, it is a utility judgment to determine
the impact on the repair time.

Several approaches are possible for estimating the impact of the extended AOT:

* increase the maintenance time by the ratio of AOT times: 2.3 (7 days/3 days)

* re-analyze the plant specific SW system maintenance activity data to determine the impact of the
AOT extension on each activity (short repair times may not be impacted) and then calculate a
new repair time

* assumed that all maintenance activities will require the full AOT (this assumption is not
recommended since it will provide overly conservative results that may not be acceptable).

The plant policy on completing repairs in a certain amount of the AOT also needs to be considered. The
approach selected is up to the utility and should be noted on the corresponding table.

These tables will be used to document the impact of the extended AOT on the test and maintenance times.
They also provide a concise listing of possible activities for which the extended AOT will be used. The
later information is important to the justification for the AOT extension request.
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5. Step 5: Identify the Risk Measures

The risk measures that need to be assessed are based on Reg. Guide 1.177. Section 2.3 of this Reg. Guide
discusses a three-tiered approach for evaluating the risk associated with proposed Tech Spec AOT
changes. The tiers are defined as:

* Tier 1: PRA Capability and Insights
* Tier 2: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations
* Tier 3: Risk-Informed Configuration Risk Management

In Tier 1, the impact of the AOT change on core damage frequency (CDF), incremental conditional core
damage probability (ICCDP), large early release frequency (LERF), and incremental condition large early
release probability (ICLERP) needs to be determined. The impact on LERF and the ICLERP are
important measures for evaluating this AOT change due to the dependency of the containment fan coolers
on SW. ICCDP and ICLERP are defined as:

* ICCDP = [(conditional CDF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline CDF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

* ICLERP = [(conditional LERF with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline LERF with
nominal expected equipment unavailabilities)] x (duration of single AOT under consideration)

Tier 2 requires that the licensee provide reasonable assurance that risk-significant plant equipment outage
configurations will not occur when specific plant equipment is out of service consistent with the proposed
Tech Spec. Tier 3 requires that the licensee develop a program that ensures that the risk impact of
out-of-service equipment is appropriately evaluated prior to performing any maintenance activity.
Neither Tier 2 or Tier 3 requirements will be part of this WOG WCAP submittal, but will be part of the
licensee's LAR request.

6. Step 6: Quantify the PRA Model (utility action)

Each utility is required to quantify their PRA model to determine the impact on the risk measures
identified in Step 5. The details of the calculations are discussed below with reference to a two train SW
system. Similar calculations will need to be completed for other SW system designs. The calculations
that need to be done follow:

1. Impact on CDF and LERF: The impact of the AOT changes on CDF and LERF requires
two quantifications of the PRA model.; The first is a base case quantification calculating CDF
and LERF with test and maintenance parameters corresponding to current AOTs. The
second quantification provides CDF and LERF that corresponds to the increased AOT. For this
case it is necessary to change the SW train unavailability due to test and maintenance activities.
From these cases the impact on CDF and LERF will be determined.

2. Calculation of ICCDP and ICLERP: Analyses will also be required to determine ICCDP and
ICLERP for a SW train AOT of 7 days. This is calculated by setting the subject equipment to an
out-of-service state and re-quantifying the PRA model. Keep in mind that if loss of SW is
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included as an initiator in the PRA model, one train in this part of the PRA model also needs to be
set to out-of-service and the time period of interest for the other train is 7 days. This provides the
conditional core damage frequency (CCDF) and conditional large early release frequency
(CLERF). Then the ICCDP and ICLERP are calculated as defined in Step 5. It is assumed that
the SW loops are all of equal importance. If not, then the ICCDP and ICLERP calculations
should be completed for the loop with the highest importance value.

The CCDF, ICCDP, CLERF, and ICLERP need to be calculated for two situations. The first
situation is when one loop is unavailable for testing or routine maintenance and the second is
when one loop is unavailable for repair. For the test or routine maintenance situation, the
available loop (which can be represented by one component that causes the loop to be
unavailable, such as a pump) can fail due to random failure and the corresponding random failure
probabilities for the available SW loop should be used. In the repair situation there is no
information indicating that the available SW loop will not fail for the same reason the inoperable
loop failed (a common cause failure). In this case, the available loop can fail due to common
cause issues and the failure probability for the loop that should be used is the common cause
failure factor. This would be a Beta factor for the representative component in the operable loop.

3. Cumulative impact: At this point the cumulative impact of the AOT increases on CDF and LERF
is not necessary.

4. Risk benefits: The risk associated with operational alternatives, or the risk averted, can be used to
trade off against the additional risk of remaining at power with the extended AOT. The
operational alternative to remaining at power for additional time is to shut the plant down with the
component of interest out of service, repair the component of interest in a shutdown state, and
restart the plant. Plant specific calculations will not be required for this step. If necessary, they
may be added on a generic basis at a future time.

5. Tier 2 restrictions: At this point in the analysis it may be advantageous for each utility to do the
necessary calculations to establish the Tier 2 restrictions. The results of this analysis are not to be
submitted to Westinghouse as part of the evaluation. As previously noted, Tier 2 evaluations will
be done on a plant specific basis and will not be part of the WOG WCAP submittal. Tier 2
requirements will be part of the individual utility LAR submittals. Information on determining
Tier 2 requirements is provided in the document titled "General Process for Evaluating the Safety
Impact of Changes to Technical Specification Allowed Outage Times" previously provided to all
WOG RBTWG members.

6. Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses: No sensitivity or uncertainty analyses have been identified
at this time for all plants to perform. Due to the number of utilities supporting this evaluation, a
good baseline of results will be available covering various SW configurations.

7. Step 7: Preliminary Results Collection and Discussion

Utilities are required to provide the following information to Westinghouse to organize, review, and
present to the RBTWG for discussion and assessment. This information should be provided on Table H-3
with supplemental sheets as appropriate.
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* SW pump fail to start failure probability
* SW pump fail to run failure probability
* SW system required mission (run) time
* SW system common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)
* SW pump fail to start common cause probability
* SW pump fail to run common cause probability

* CDF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* CDF(proposed AOT)
* CDF increase; (CDF(proposed AOT) - CDF(current AOT))
* CCDF (with one loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance activities)
* CCDF (with one loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance activities)
* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance

activities)
* ICCDP (for the 7 day AOT with one loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance

activities)

* LERF(current AOT), i.e., base value
* LERF(proposed AOT)
* LERF increase; (LERF(proposed AOT) - LERF(current AOT))
* CLERF (with one loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance activities)
* CLERF (with one loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance activities)
* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance

activities)
* ICLERP (for the 7 day AOT with one loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance

activities)

* Tables H-1 and H-2 defining how the AOT extension impacts the test and maintenance
unavailabilities

* A simplified diagram of the SW system
* Is a cross-connect to a second unit credited, and if so, are procedures available to complete the

activity?
* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the EPE

requirement if not already provided
* Loss of SW event:

i. If not modeled, why not
ii. If modeled, then provide 1) the initiating event frequency, 2) briefly describe the plant
response modeled in the PRA to the event including credit for alternate seal cooling and SW
recovery, and 3) RCP seal LOCA model if it is included in the plant response including important
core uncovery probabilities

8. Step 8: Final Results Collection and Review

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.
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9. Step 9: Identify Change Requests

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.

10. Step 10: Documentation

The utilities are not required to provide any information or perform any calculations at this time to
support this step.
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Table 11-1 Worksheet for Determining the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Test Downtimes
(LCO 3.7.8, Action A.1 - SW System AOT)

Plant Name:

With Current AOT Impact of With Extended AOT3

Current (C) Downtime AOT Change Downtime
or New (N) Test per Test Test Activity on Test per Test Test Activity

Test Activity Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail.1  Downtime2  Activity (hr) Unavail.'

Total - --- -- .

Mcthod used to determine test time with extended AOT:

Notes:
1. Tcst Activity Unavailability = Test Frequency x Downtime per Test Activity

2. Statc the method(s) used for detcrmining thc repair and maintenance times with thc cxtended AOT. If a factor increase is used (such as 2X) add thc factor to this column and
explain how this was arrived at.

3. Downtimc pcr Tcst Activity (with cxtended AOT) =Impact of AOT Changc on Tcst Downtimc x Downtime per Test Activity (with currcnt AOT)
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Table 11-2 WVorksheet for Determininig the Impact of Increased AOTs on Mean Maintenance Downtimes
(ILCO 3.7.8, Action A. I - SW System AOT)

IPlant Name:

With Current AOT Impact of With Extended AOV

Maintenance Activity Current (C) Downtime Maint. AOT Change Downtime Maint.
(Note as either Scheduled (S) or New (N) Maintenance per Maint. Activity on Maint. per Maint. Activity

or Repair (R)) Activity Frequency Activity (hr) Unavail. 1  Downtime2  Activity (hr) Unavail.1

Total ---

Mcthod used to deterinine repair time with extended AOT:

Method used to determine scheduled maintenance time with extended AO r:

Notes:
1. Nlaintcnance Activity Unavailability = Nlaintcnancc Frcqucncy x Downitmie per Maintenance Activity
2. Statc the mcethod(s) uscd for detcrmining the rcpair and maintcnance times with the extcnded AOT. If a factor increase is uscd (such as 2X), add thc factor to this column and

explain how this was arrived at.

3. Dowintimie per Naintenance Activity (with extended AOT) = Impact of AOT Change on Nlaintcnance Downtime x Downtime per Maintenance Activity (with current AOT).
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Table 11-3 Data Collection Form
(LCO 3.7.8, Action A.1 - SWV System AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Inlormation Parameter

SW pump fail to start failure probability (per demand)

SW pump fail to run failure probability (per hour)

SW system required mission (run) time in hours

SW system common cause failure model (MGL?, Alpha?, etc.)

SWV pump fail to start common cause failure probability (per demand)

SW pump fail to run common cause failure probability (per hour)

CDF (current AOT)

CDF (proposed AOT)

CDF increase

CCDF (with one SW loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance
activity) .__

CCDF (with one SW loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activity) l

ICCDP (with one SW loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance
activity) .

ICCDP (with one SW loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activity) I

LERF (current AOT) l

LERP (proposed AOT)
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Table 11-3 Data Collection Form
(cont.) LCO 3.7.8, Action A.1 - SW System AOT)

Plant Name:

Required Information Parameter

LERF increase

CLERF (with one SW loop out of service due to test or scheduled maintenance
activity)

CLERF (with one SW loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activity)

ICLERP (with one SW loop out of service due to test or scheduled
maintenance activity)

ICLERP (with one SW loop out of service due to corrective/repair maintenance
activity)

Supply additional sheets to respond to the following:

* A simplificd diagram of the SW system

* Is a cross-connect to a second unit credited. and if so, arc procedures available to complete the activity?

* Changes made to the PRA model since the model submitted to the NRC to meet the IPE requirement if not already provided
* Loss of SW event:

i. If not modeled. why not
ii. If modeled. then provide I) the initiating event frequency, 2) briefly describe the plant response modeled in the PRA to the event including credit for alternate seal cooling
and SW recovery, and 3) RC' seal LOCA model if it is included in the plant response including important core uncovery probabilities
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